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(ABSTRACT) 

A hierarchical, 2-D, displacement-based, global/local finite element model is 

developed to permit an accurate, efficient analysis of localized 3-D effects in laminated 

composite plates. The model is developed using hierarchical, multiple assumed 

displacement fields at two different levels: (1) at the element level, and (2) at the mesh 

level. 

First, by superimposing a hierarchy of assumed displacement fields within the 

same finite element domain, a new variable kinematic, finite element is developed. The 

displacement field hierarchy contains both a conventional 2-D plate expansion and a full 

layerwise expansion. Depending on the accuracy desired, the variable kinematic element 

can use various terms from the composite displacement field, thus creating a hierarchy 

of different elements having a wide range of kinematic complexity and representing a 

number of different mathematical models. Since the resulting model is hierarchic, these 

different element types can easily be connected together in the same computational 

domain to permit simultaneous multiple model analysis. 

Despite the obvious utility of variable kinematic finite elements, a multiple model



analysis based solely on the use of these elements has a significant restriction: all 

subregions of the computational domain must maintain inplane mesh compatibility along 

subregion boundaries. This restriction necessitates the use of 2-D transition zones. 

In an effort to avoid the problems associated with 2-D transition zones, 

hierarchical, multiple assumed displacement fields are used at the mesh level in a finite 

element mesh superposition scheme. In this application of the finite element mesh 

superposition technique. the variable kinematic elements are used to form the independent, 

local, overlay meshes that can be superimposed on a pre-existing mesh of conventional 

2-D plate elements. Due to the hierarchical nature of the resulting composite 

displacement field, the overlay mesh and the original mesh need not have compatible 

discretization. Thus the specifications and superimposed location of the overlay mesh can 

be tailored to fit the needs of the analyst regardless of the global mesh topology. 

The resulting model is used to analyze a number of laminated composite plate 

problems that contain localized subregions where significant 3-D stress fields exist (e.g. 

free edge effects, delamination fronts, and adhesive bonds).
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10 INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of fiber-reinforced, laminated composite structures presents the 

analyst with many challenges. Unlike their homogeneous isotropic counterparts, the 

heterogenous anisotropic constitution of laminated composite structures often results in 

the appearance of many unique phenomena that can occur on vastly different geometric 

scales, i.e. at the global or laminate level, the ply level, or the fiber/matrix level. For 

example, the global deformation of laminated composite structures is often characterized 

by complex coupling between the extension, bending, and shearing modes. Further, due 

to their characteristically low transverse shear stiffness, composite laminates often exhibit 

significant transverse shear deformation at lower thickness-to-span ratios than do similar 

homogeneous isotropic plates and shells. At the ply level, laminated composites often 

exhibit transverse stress concentrations near material and geometric discontinuities (the 

so called free edge effect) that can lead to damage in the form of delamination, matrix 

cracking, and adhesive joint separation. Once significant damage occurs at the ply level, 

the kinematic and material description of the problem must be changed before further 

analysis can proceed. At the fiber/matrix level, stress concentrations can cause 

fiber/matrix separation, radial matrix cracking and other forms of cumulative damage that 

degrade the stiffness of individual laminae, thus causing complex load redistribution. 

In the past, the use of composite materials has been mainly restricted to secondary, 

noncritical structural components. In such cases, the main emphasis of mechanical 

analysis is to determine the overall global response of the laminated component, for 
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example, gross deflections, critical buckling loads, fundamental vibration frequencies and 

associated mode shapes. Such global behavior can often be accurately determined using 

relatively simple equivalent-single-layer laminate theories (ESL theories), especially for 

very thin laminates. Two commonly used examples of simple ESL theories are the 

classical laminate theory and the first order shear deformation theory. 

As laminated composite materials undergo the transition from secondary structural 

components to primary critical structural components, the goals of analysis must be 

broadened to include a highly accurate assessment of localized regions where damage 

initiation is likely. The simple ESL laminate theories that often prove adequate for 

modeling secondary structures are of limited value in modeling primary structures for two 

reasons. First of all, most primary structural components are considerably thicker than 

secondary components, thus even the determination of the global response may require 

a refined laminate theory that accounts for thickness effects. Second, the assessment of 

localized regions of potential damage initiation begins with an accurate determination of 

the three-dimensional state of stress and strain at the ply level, regardless of whether 

damage prediction and assessment is desired at the ply level or at the fiber/matrix level. 

The simple ESL laminate theories are most often incapable of accurately determining the 

3-D stress field at the ply level. Thus the analysis of primary composite structural 

components may require the use of 3-D elasticity theory or a layerwise laminate theory 

that contains full 3-D kinematics and constitutive relations. While highly accurate. these 

models are computationally expensive, thus preventing their general use in modeling 

entire laminates. Fortunately, unless a laminate is extremely thick, significant three-
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dimensional states of stress are usually restricted to localized regions near geometric and 

material discontinuities such as free edges, cut-outs, delamination fronts, and matrix crack 

fronts, or in localized regions of intense loading. However, the localization of these 3-D 

stress fields does not diminish their importance, for it is in these very areas that damage 

initiation and propagation are most likely to occur. 

To accurately capture these localized 3-D stress fields in a tractable manner, it is 

usually necessary to resort to a simultaneous multiple model approach in which different 

subregions of the problem domain are described with different types of mathematical 

models. The objective of a simultaneous multiple model analysis is to match the most 

appropriate mathematical model with each subregion based on the physical characteristics, 

applied loading, expected behavior, and level of solution accuracy desired of each 

subregion. Thus solution economy is maximized without sacrificing solution accuracy. 

While such simultaneous multiple model methods are simple in concept, the actual 

implementation of such techniques is complicated and cumbersome due mainly to the 

need for maintaining displacement continuity across subregion boundaries that separate 

incompatible subdomains. Currently established methods of achieving displacement 

continuity between incompatible subregions include: 1) multi-point constraint equations 

(Lagrange multipliers), 2) penalty function methods, and 3) special transition elements. 

Each of these methods is too cumbersome for extensive use under a wide variety of 

operating conditions, thus discouraging the general use of these methods. 

In response to the previously discussed difficulties encountered in the analysis of 

practical composite laminates, a hierarchical finite element model is developed. The
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hierarchical nature of the model permits the computational domain to be divided into 

different subregions that are incompatible with respect to mathematical model type and 

level of finite element mesh discretization. The hierarchical model provides a very 

convenient vehicle for the analysis of composite laminates using simultaneous multiple 

models, and completely overcomes the difficulties associated with enforcing displacement 

continuity along boundaries separating incompatible subregions. In addition, the 

hierarchical model provides a convenient means to add progressively higher order effects 

to entire existing models as deemed necessary by previous solutions.
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the open literature is reviewed in the areas of laminated composite 

plate theories/models, and multiple model methods including global/local methods. In 

general, the analysis of laminated composite structures requires the use of a numerical 

method regardless of the particular theory employed. Since the finite element method is 

the predominant numerical analysis method in the field of structural mechanics, the 

literature review emphasizes finite element models of laminated composite plates. 

2.2 Laminated Plate Theories (Equivalent Single Layer) 

Current two-dimensional, laminate theories can be divided into two broad classes of 

theories based on the assumed variation of the displacement field through the laminate 

thickness: (1) the "equivalent single layer" theories (or ESL theories), and (2) the 

layerwise theories. The ESL theories are developed by assuming that the displacement 

field exhibits C’ continuity through the thickness of the laminate. Upon integrating the 

virtual work statement through the laminate thickness, the heterogeneous laminate is 

implicitly replaced with a single homogeneous layer whose stiffness and inertia properties 

are equivalent (in the integral sense) to the original heterogeneous laminate. 

The simplest ESL laminate theory is the so called classical laminate theory (or CLT) 

[1-3], an extension of the Kirchhoff classical plate theory to laminated composite plates. 

The Kirchhoff assumption (straight material lines, initially normal to the plate midplane, 

will remain straight, unstretched and normal to the plate midplane after deformation)
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amounts to neglecting both transverse shear effects and transverse normal effects. The 

classical plate theory is obviously intended for thin plates; however, since typical 

composite laminates have relatively low transverse shear stiffnesses, the thinness 

restriction is even more stringent for the CLT than for the classical plate theory. Pagano 

[4,5] compared the exact solutions of both the CLT and the 3-D elasticity theory for 

simply supported cross ply laminates and clearly demonstrated the inadequacy of the CLT 

for thick laminates. Finite element models of the CLT require C' continuity of the 

transverse displacement component, thus the development ot CLT elements that satisfy 

all completeness and compatibility requirements is extremely cumbersome. 

The simplest ESL plate theory to include transverse shear deformation is the first 

order shear deformation theory (FSDT) due to Reissner [6] and Mindlin [7]. The FSDT 

assumes that straight material lines, initially normal to the midplane, remain straight and 

unstretched after deformation, but not necessarily normal to the midplane. This 

assumption implies a shear strain that is constant with respect to the thickness coordinate. 

Inclusion of this rudimentary shear deformation allows the thinness restriction of the 

classical laminate theory to be relaxed somewhat. Stavsky [8] adapted the FSDT to 

composite laminates composed of isotropic layers, while Yang, Norris and Stavsky [9] 

further adapted the FSDT to anisotropic laminates. Whitney [10] and Whitney and 

Pagano [11] determined exact solutions of the FSDT for the bending and free vibration 

response of simply supported laminates. The development of a finite element model of 

the FSDT can be traced to Ahmad et.al. [12] who used the assumed displacement field 

of the FSDT to develop a continuum-based shell element for homogeneous shells. The
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FSDT finite element model was extended to laminated composite plates by Pryor and 

Baker [13]. 

While FSDT finite elements models have the advantage of requiring only C° 

continuity of all primary variables, they can exhibit spurious transverse shear stiffness (or 

locking) as the plate becomes thin as first noted in [14,15]. The spurious transverse shear 

stiffness stems from an interpolation inconsistency that prevents the Kirchhoff condition 

from being satisfied as the plate become thin [16,17]. The spurious shear stiffness can 

be alleviated by using a reduced quadrature to compute certain terms in the element 

stiffness matrix (i.e., a selective integration scheme), or by using higher order elements 

[17]. Although the reduced integration solution is the most economical alternative, the 

process allows some elements to exhibit spurious displacement modes (i.e. deformation 

modes that result in zero strain at the Gaussian integration points). These nonstraining 

displacement modes can be superimposed on the true displacement field without altering 

the computed stresses; however, the contaminated displacement field may appear very 

different from the true displacement field. 

There is a trade-off between element safety and element performance whenever 

FSDT plate elements are selectively integrated. For example, the four, nine and sixteen 

node quadrilateral Lagrangian elements can exhibit spurious displacement modes when 

selectively integrated. This deficiency is unfortunate since the nine and sixteen node 

elements are particularly accurate and efficient for plate problems whose boundary 

conditions happen to prevent the appearance of any spurious displacement modes. In 

contrast the selectively integrated eight and twelve node quadrilateral serendipity elements
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are free from spurious displacement modes; however, the nature of the interpolation 

polynomials used in these two elements prevents them from efficiently modeling bending 

about two perpendicular axes. This deficiency stems from the serendipity elements’ lack 

of bubble type interpolation functions. For bending about one axis, the serendipity 

elements perform as well as the Lagrangian elements. The nine node heterosis element 

developed by Hughes and Cohen [18] represents an effort to combine the accuracy of the 

nine node Lagrangian element with the absence of spurious modes exhibited by the eight 

node serendipity element. In this element, the transverse displacement is interpolated 

using the interpolation functions of the eight node serendipity element while the inplane 

displacements (translations and rotations) are interpolated using the interpolation functions 

of the nine node Lagrangian element. A comparison of the performance of the 

Lagrangian, serendipity, and heterosis elements can be found in [16,17]. 

In another effort to circumvent the problems of spurious shear stiffness and spurious 

deformation modes associated with finite element models of the FSDT, Spilker [19,20] 

developed an ESL hybrid-stress, finite element model by using the assumed displacement 

field of the FSDT in conjunction with an assumed, intra-element, statically equilibrating 

stress field. While the hybrid-stress elements are accurate and do not exhibit spurious 

displacement modes, they are computationally more expensive than their displacement- 

based counterparts, and they do not combine readily with the more numerous 

displacement-based elements that dominate commercial codes. Further, their requirement 

of a statically equilibrating stress field restricts their use to static problems. 

Higher order ESL plate theories use higher order polynomials (quadratic or higher)
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for expanding the displacement components through the thickness of the plate. Second 

order ESL theories were developed by Whitney and Sun [21] and Nelson and Lorch [22], 

while third order ESL theories were developed by Lo, Christensen and Wu [23], and 

Reddy [24]. The third order theories provide a slight increase in accuracy relative to the 

FSDT solution, at the expense of a significant increase in computational effort. Further, 

finite element models of the third order theories have the disadvantage of requiring C’ 

continuity of the transverse displacement component. Thus among the ESL theories, the 

first order shear deformation theory is often regarded as providing the best compromise 

between solution accuracy and computational efficiency [34]. 

Despite their inherent simplicity and low computational cost. the ESL models often 

provide a sufficiently accurate description of the global laminate response, e.g. gross 

transverse deflections, fundamental vibration frequencies, critical buckling loads, etc. 

However, the ESL models are most often inadequate for determining the local response, 

e.g. the three-dimensional stress field at the ply level. This deficiency is most evident in 

relatively thick laminates, or in localized regions of complex loading or geometric 

discontinuity, i.e. the areas where accurate stresses are most needed. Another weakness 

of the ESL laminate models is their inability to describe the kinematics of delamination. 

2.2 Laminated Plate Theories (Layerwise) 

In contrast to the ESL theories, the layerwise theories are developed by assuming that 

the displacement field exhibits only C° continuity through the laminate thickness. Thus 

the displacement components are continuous through the laminate thickness but the 

transverse derivatives of the displacements may be discontinuous at various points through
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the thickness, thereby allowing for the possibility of continuous transverse stresses at 

interfaces separating dissimilar materials. Layerwise displacement fields provide a much 

more kinematically correct representation of the moderate to severe cross sectional 

warping associated with the deformation of thick laminates. The displacement-based 

layerwise theories can be subdivided into two classes: (1) the partial layerwise theories 

that use layerwise expansions for the in-plane displacement components but not the 

transverse displacement component, and (2) the full layerwise theories that use layerwise 

expansions for all three displacement components. Compared to the ESL theories, the 

partial layerwise theories provide a more realistic description of the kinematics of 

composite laminates by introducing discrete layer transverse shear effects into the 

assumed displacement field. The full layerwise theories go one step further by adding 

both discrete layer transverse shear effects and discrete layer transverse normal effects. 

To date, the partial layerwise theories [25-43,47,50-52] have received much more 

attention in the literature than the full layerwise theories [43-46,48-49], probably due to 

the lower number of dependent variables in the former. In fact, the vast majority of the 

published research on layerwise theories has focused on the very simplest of the 

displacement-based, partial layerwise theories, i.e. an assumed piece-wise linear variation 

of the in-plane displacement components through the thickness and a constant transverse 

displacement through the thickness [25-39,43]. The piece-wise linear variation of the 

inplane displacement components through the laminate thickness implies that the 

transverse shear strain is piece-wise constant through the thickness, while the transverse 

normal strain is neglected. In effect, this theory amounts to modeling each individual
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layer using the FSDT and enforcing displacement continuity at layer interfaces. The 

governing differential equations of this particular partial layerwise theory were presented 

in references [27,29,34,35,37]. Exact solutions for this theory were developed and 

compared with exact 3-D elasticity solutions for the case of free vibration of simply 

supported, cross ply laminates [26,27,37] and the case of static bending of simply 

supported, cross ply laminates under transverse loading (27,29,35,37]. Finite element 

models of this theory were developed in references [31-33,36,37] and the resulting finite 

element solutions were compared with the exact 3-D elasticity solutions for the case of 

static bending of simply supported, cross ply laminates under transverse loading. Finite 

element models of this piecewise linear partial layerwise theory require C° continuity of 

2N+3 dependent variables (N is the number of layers) and do not suffer from the need 

to determine enigmatic shear correction factors as in the FSDT. Both the analytical and 

finite element solutions presented in these studies agreed closely with the exact elasticity 

solutions for the displacements, in-plane stresses and vibration frequencies. 

For this linear partial layerwise theory, the transverse shear stresses, as computed 

from the constitutive relations, represent the average transverse shear stress within a 

particular thickness subdivision; however, continuous transverse shear stress variation 

through the thickness can be computed via integration of the 3-D equilibrium equations 

after having obtained the in-plane stresses. These "equilibrium" shear stresses were 

computed in [31,32,34-37] and proved to be a significant improvement over the 

equilibrium shear stresses computed using CLT and FSDT. 

In an effort to reduce the number of dependent variables required in the piecewise,
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linear, partial layerwise theory discussed above, Sun and Whitney [26], Murakami [40], 

and DiSciuva [41], used constraint equations to enforce interlayer continuity of the 

transverse shear stresses thereby reducing the number of dependent variables from 2N+3 

to 5. This scheme has several important drawbacks. First, this method works well only 

for symmetric laminates. Second, finite element models based on this theory require C' 

continuity of the transverse displacement component. Third, the constraint equations that 

enforce interlayer continuity of the transverse shear stresses prevent the layerwise inplane 

displacement components from being determined so as to define the true minimum energy 

configuration, i.e. too much importance is given to ensuring continuity of the transverse 

shear stresses at the expense of the displacement field. 

Hinrichsen and Palazotto [42] developed a partial layerwise, finite element model that 

uses an assumed cubic spline variation of the in-plane displacement components through 

the thickness. The cubic spline expansion of the in-plane displacement components 

incorrectly enforces continuity of the transverse shear strains. Therefore, the transverse 

Shear stresses will be discontinuous at interfaces separating distinct material plies, 

regardless of the number of numerical layers used through the thickness. 

Despite the success of the partial layerwise laminate models that neglect transverse 

normal strain, these models are not capable of accurately determining interlaminar stresses 

near discontinuities such as holes, cut-outs, traction free edges, and delamination fronts. 

In modeling these localized effects, inclusion of the transverse normal strain is important 

for two reasons. First of all, the transverse normal stress is usually a significant, if not 

dominant, stress in these regions. Secondly, as reported by Robbins and Reddy [43],
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layerwise models that neglect transverse normal strain do not satisfy traction free 

boundary conditions for transverse shear stresses at the laminate edge. Examination of 

the natural boundary conditions for the governing differential equations developed in 

references [27,29,34,35,37] (i.e. for the piece-wise linear partial layerwise theory) reveals 

that the transverse shear stresses satisfy the traction free boundary conditions at the 

laminate edge only in the integral sense and not in the local sense, regardless of the level 

of refinement through the thickness. 

In contrast to the partial layerwise theories, full layerwise theories use layerwise 

expansions for all three displacement components, and thus include both discrete layer 

transverse shear effects and discrete layer transverse normal effects. Displacement-based 

finite element models of full layerwise theories have been developed by Epstein and 

Glockner [44,45], Robbins and Reddy [43], and Wanthal and Yang [46]. These finite 

element models are capable of achieving the same level of solution accuracy as 

conventional 3-D finite element models; unfortunately they require the same number of 

degrees of freedom as similar 3-D finite element models. Thus it is most often 

impractical to model an entire laminate with full layerwise elements. 

In addition to the displacement-based layerwise models, hybrid-stress layerwise finite 

element models were developed by Mau, Tong, and Pian [47] and Spilker [48,49]. The 

hybrid-stress models have the disadvantage of requiring an assumed, statically 

equilibrating, stress field which complicates the model formulation and restricts its use 

to static problems. In addition, the hybrid-stress models are more computationally 

intensive than their displacement based counterparts. Layerwise models based on mixed
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variational statements are due to Mau [50] and Toledano and Murakami [51]. 

The partial and full layerwise displacement fields used in references [25-51] are 

obtained in a variety of different ways. Most of them assume a C' continuous polynomial 

representation for the displacement components within each individual layer, and then use 

constraint equations to eliminate some of the dependent variables so as to achieve the 

correct C° continuity through the thickness. Others have achieved a layerwise 

displacement field by organizing stacks of 3-D finite elements and possibly imposing 

constraints on the transverse displacement component [39,46]. A more direct method of 

achieving a layerwise displacement field was proposed by Reddy [52] who represented 

the transverse variation of the displacement components in terms of a 1-D Lagrangian 

finite element representation that automatically satisfies the C° continuity requirement (i.e. 

by semi-discretizing the displacement components with respect to the transverse 

coordinate). The resulting strain field is kinematically correct in that the inplane strains 

are C' continuous through the thickness while the transverse strains are C° continuous 

through the thickness, thereby allowing for the possibility of continuous transverse 

stresses as the number of layers is increased. The layerwise field proposed by Reddy is 

very general in that any desired number of layers, distribution of layers, and order of 

interpolation can be achieved simply by specifying a particular 1-D finite element mesh 

through the thickness. 

Several other literature reviews that discuss both ESL models and layerwise models 

can be found in references [34,53-55].
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2.4 Multiple Model Methods and Global/Local Methods 

The ESL models, partial layerwise models and full layerwise models each have their 

own advantages and disadvantages in terms of solution accuracy, solution economy, and 

ease of implementation. Used alone, neither of these three types of models is suitable for 

general laminate analysis; each is restricted to a limited portion of the composite laminate 

modeling spectrum. However, by combining all three model types in a multiple model 

analysis or global/local analysis, a very wide variety of laminate problems can be solved 

with maximum accuracy and minimal cost. The term ’multiple model analysis’ is used 

here to denote any analysis method that uses different mathematical models and/or 

distinctly different levels of discretization for different subregions of the computational 

domain. The term ’global/local analysis’ refers to a special case of the more general 

"multiple model analysis’; the former term is typically used when there exists a particular 

subregion of interest that occupies a small portion of the computational domain. 

All multiple model methods represent an attempt to distribute limited 

computational resources in an optimal manner to achieve maximum solution accuracy 

with minimal solution cost, subject to certain problem specific constraints. This task 

often requires the joining of incompatible finite element meshes and/or incompatible 

mathematical models. Note that for the case of joining incompatible mathematical 

models, the numerical methods used to implement each of the mathematical models may 

be the same or different; often the finite element method is used to implement each of the 

models. The traditional difficulty with multiple model analyses is the maintenance of 

displacement continuity and force equilibrium along boundaries separating incompatible
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subregions. 

A wide variety of multiple model methods have been reported in the literature as 

evidenced in the review by Noor [56]. The analysis of composite laminates has provided 

the incentive for the development of many of the reported multiple model methods [56- 

73], due mainly to the heterogeneous nature of composite materials and the wide range 

of scales of interest (i.e. micromechanics level, lamina level, laminate level, structural 

component level). In general, the broad spectrum of multiple model methods can be 

divided into two categories: (1) the sequential or multi-step methods, and (2) the 

simultaneous methods. 

Most of the sequential multiple model methods reported to date are developed for 

global/local analysis [49-57]. Typically the global region (i.e. the entire computational 

domain) is analyzed with an economical, yet adequate model (often an ESL laminate 

model) to determine the displacement or force boundary conditions for a subsequent 

analysis of the local region (i.e. a small subregion of particular interest). The local region 

might be modeled with a highly refined mesh of the same ESL laminate elements or it 

might be modeled with 3-D finite elements. Two-dimensional to three-dimensional 

sequential global/local methods for laminated composite plates were employed by 

Vidussoni [57], Thompson and Griffin [58], and Knight, et.al [59]. In each of these 

studies, the global region was modeled using first order shear deformation finite elements, 

while the local region was modeled using 3-D finite elements. The displacement field 

from the FSD finite element solution of the global region was used to impose 

displacement boundary conditions on the local 3-D finite element model. To simplify the
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analysis, the in-plane finite element discretizations of the global model and the local 

model were required to be compatible along the global/local boundary. Knight, et.al. [59] 

also performed a 2-D to 2-D sequential global/local analysis where both the global and 

local regions were modeled using FSD finite elements, but the finite element 

discretizations were incompatible along the global/local boundary. One of the main 

criticisms of these non-iterating sequential methods [57-59] is that the influence of the 

local region on the global region is not accounted for. Specifically, displacement 

continuity is maintained across the global/local boundary, while the equilibrium of forces 

along the global/local boundary is not maintained. 

This lack of force equilibrium along the global/local boundary has prompted the 

development of iterative, sequential, multiple model methods by Mao and Sun [60], and 

Whitcomb [61], and Whitcomb and Woo [62,63]. These iterative sequential multiple 

methods attempt to iteratively establish force equilibrium along the global/local boundary, 

in addition to imposing displacement continuity. Whitcomb and Woo [63] extended the 

iterative sequential method to geometrically nonlinear structures. Each of these iterative 

sequential methods [60-63] used the same type of mathematical model for both the global 

region and the local region. The method proposed by Whitcomb [61-63] requires a 

compatible finite element discretization along the global/local boundary while the method 

proposed by Mao and Sun [60] does not. 

A wide variety of simultaneous multiple model methods have been reported in the 

literature [58-71]. These methods are characterized by a simultaneous analysis of the 

entire computational domain where different subregions are modeled using different
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mathematical models and/or distinctly different levels of domain discretization. The 

simultaneous methods explicitly account for the full interaction of the different subregions 

and are thus directly extendable to nonlinear analysis. One simple type of simultaneous 

global/local method prompted by composite laminate analysis is the concept of selective 

ply grouping or sublaminates [64-68]. In this technique, the local region of interest is 

identified as a specific group of adjacent material plies, within which accurate stresses are 

desired. The local region spans the entire planar dimensions of the laminate. The global 

region is identified as that part of the computational domain lying outside the local region. 

Each of the material plies within the local region are individually modeled with 3-D finite 

elements, while the remaining plies in the global region are grouped into one or more 

sublaminates and modeled with 3-D finite elements. This technique amounts to modeling 

the sublaminates in the global region with an ESL finite element model that assumes 

transverse shear and transverse normal strains that are C’ continuous with respect to the 

thickness coordinate, while the individual plies in the local region are modeled using 3-D 

finite elements. This ply grouping concept has the disadvantage of requiring the use of 

3-D finite elements over the entire planar dimensions of the laminate. 

Another means for developing simultaneous multiple model methods is the use of 

multipoint constraint equations or Lagrange multipliers. In this technique, the variational 

statement is supplemented with additional integral(s) that serve to enforce compatibility 

between adjacent subregions. Consequently additional variables (Lagrange multipliers) 

are introduced into the system of algebraic equations. Krishnamurthy and Raju [69] used 

multipoint constraints to join two-dimensional finite element subdomains with
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incompatible discretizations along the subdomain interface. Within the context of ESL 

plate and shell models, Aminpour et.al. [70,71] used an assumed 1-D interface function 

in conjunction with a hybrid variational formulation to couple subregions with 

incompatible mesh discretizations. In each of these studies [69-71], only 2-D problems 

were addressed, and both subregions used the same type of 2-D mathematical model. The 

subregions differed only in their levels of discretization. While the Lagrange multiplier 

approach can be used to couple subregions that use different mathematical models (e.g. 

2-D/3-D modeling of plates or shells) the general implementation becomes much more 

cumbersome than strictly 2-D modeling; consequently this method is not often used for 

connecting different mathematical models. 

Currently, most simultaneous 2-D to 3-D modeling of plates and shells is done using 

special transition elements [72-76]. The special transition elements are more convenient 

than multipoint constraints for joining subregions that use different types of mathematic 

models; however, they have two disadvantages. First, a different type of transition 

element is needed for each pair of different mathematical models that might be need to 

be connected in a simultaneous analysis. Further, if the subregion interface has comers, 

then two different transition elements will be needed to complete the interface, i.e. one 

type for straight or curved sides and another type for corners. Second, in modeling 

composite laminates, a significant amount of transitioning (with respect to the transverse 

coordinate) must be done to achieve a discrete layer 3-D discretization in localized 

subregions of interest. Davila [76] circumvented this need for transitioning by developing 

a transition element to connect a first order shear deformation element (both with and
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without a quadratic thickness stretch) with a stack of 3-D finite elements. Davila [76] 

further incorporated the functional interface method [70,71] to permit abrupt changes in 

the level of discretization between standard first order shear deformation elements and the 

first order shear deformation edges of the 2-D to 3-D transition elements. 

Several types of simultaneous multiple model methods have been based on the 

hierarchical use of multiple assumed displacement fields [77-86]. The earliest example 

of employing multiple assumed displacement fields is due to Mote [77] who combined 

an assumed global Raleigh-Ritz field with a local finite element field in the solution of 

beam and plate problems. Dong [78] generalized the idea of combining classical Raleigh- 

Ritz fields and finite element fields and surveyed applications of this technique. 

Within the context of solving partial differential equations with the finite 

difference method, Berger and Oliger [79] developed an adaptive, multiple component 

grid method for solving hyperbolic equations. In this technique, one or more small fine 

grids are overlaid on an existing global coarse gird to provide enhanced solution 

interpolation in certain identified subregions. This technique is hierarchical since the 

solution interpolated on the finer grid serves as an added enhancement to the solution 

interpolated on the global coarse grid. McCormick and Thomas [80] developed a similar 

adaptive composite grid method for solving elliptic partial differential equations, while 

Flaherty et.al. [81] developed an adaptive overlapping grid method for solving parabolic 

partial differential equations. 

Belytschko et.al. [82] developed a spectral overlay method where the spectral 

approximation is superimposed on a subregion of a finite element mesh, rather than on
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individual finite elements. The size of the spectral patch and its superimposed location 

and orientation are arbitrary; however, the construction of a suitable displacement field 

for the spectral patch requires much a-priori knowledge of the form of the solution. This 

same dilemma is encountered in similar examples discussed by Dong [78]. 

Fish [83] developed a finite element mesh superposition technique that 

hierarchically combines a global finite element field with a local finite element field. 

This idea is a fairly straightforward extension of the composite grid method [79-81]; 

however, by using the finite element method instead of the finite difference method, the 

practical usefulness of the method is greatly increased. In finite element mesh 

superposition, an independent local overlay mesh is constructed and superimposed on a 

subregion of a pre-existing global mesh. The displacement field interpolated on the local 

overlay mesh serves as an incremental or relative field that this added to the displacement 

field interpolated on the global or original mesh. Due to the hierarchical nature of the 

composite displacement field the overlay mesh and the global mesh need not have 

compauble discretization; therefore, the overlay mesh can be superimposed anywhere on 

the global mesh to provide interpolation enhancement precisely where it is desired, 

regardless of the original mesh topology. Fish [84] applied the mesh superposition 

method to cylindrical bending of composite laminates. Kim, Levit, and Stanley [85] and 

Fish [86] used the mesh superposition method in an adaptive refinement technique for 

solving 2-D plate problems. 

In the previously mentioned works that use some form of hierarchical, multiple, 

assumed displacement fields [77-86], both displacement fields are based on the same
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mathematical model, hence the subregions differed only in the level of refinement of the 

interpolated solution. To date, hierarchical multiple assumed displacement fields have not 

been used to create different subregions that use different mathematical models. 

In yet another use of hierarchical displacement fields, Szabo and Actis [87] 

developed an analytical model based on a hierarchy of plate models that satisfies an 

optimal convergence criterion and a transverse orthogonality condition. The model 

applies only to midplane symmetric plates. The hierarchic sequence of models is 

formulated in such a way that the entire problem domain must use the same model, thus 

subsequent hierarchic effects are added to the entire problem and not to specific 

subregions. 

Noor et.al. [88] developed a multimodel predictor-corrector procedure for 

laminated composite plates. A 2-D first order shear deformation model is used in the 

predictor phase to obtain the global response of the laminate. Using the FSD solution, 

the transverse shear stresses and transverse normal stresses are obtained via integration 

of the 3-D equilibrium equations. The corrector phase consists of calculating a-posteriori 

the transverse variation of the displacements which are then used as input for a 3-D finite 

element model of a local subregion. 

With the exception of Davila [76], none of the previously discussed simultaneous 

or sequential multiple model methods have been capable of simultaneously joining two 

subregions that differ in both mathematical model type and level of mesh refinement. 

Combining both of these capabilities into a single, convenient, efficient, computational 

program would provide a very useful numerical analysis tool for composite laminates.
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3.0 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

An examination of the literature review in Chapter 2 reveals several promising 

areas of composite laminate modeling research that have received little attention. First, 

very little work has been done on displacement-based layerwise finite element models that 

include both discrete-layer transverse shear effects and discrete-layer transverse normal 

effects. While these full layerwise models are comparable to conventional 3-D finite 

elements in terms of required number of degrees of freedom and level of solution 

accuracy obtained, they provide certain advantages for beam, plate and shell problems that 

have not been identified in the literature. 

Second, few advances have been made in the area of simultaneous global/local 

methods that can use different mathematical models and distinctly different levels of 

discretization for adjacent subregions within the problem domain. To date, a combined 

approach using both multipoint constraint equations and special 2-D to 3-D transition 

elements is still the only means of coupling regions that are coarsely discretized with 2-D 

plate/shell elements to adjacent regions that are highly discretized with 3-D finite 

elements. For general laminate analysis, this procedure is difficult to automate, hence a 

significant amount of user intervention is usually necessary. The mesh superposition 

technique of Fish [75,76] shows some promise for this task; however, to date it has only 

been used for 2-D problems, and only for the case where both finite element meshes 

employ the same mathematical model. Since many composite laminate problems contain 

one or more localized regions where significant three-dimensional effects occur, there is
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much to be gained in developing a convenient, yet robust, simultaneous multiple model 

method that permits both 2-D and 3-D modeling. 

In response to the these composite laminate modeling deficiencies, the overall 

goal of this research is to develop a robust, hierarchical, displacement-based, global/local 

finite element methodology for the analysis of laminated composite plates. In particular, 

the method is intended to efficiently and accurately analyze localized three-dimensional 

effects in composite laminates (e.g. free edge effects, delamination, terminating plies, 

adhesively bonded joints, matrix cracking, and local regions of intense loading.) The 

proposed finite element methodology should posses the following attributes: 

1. The method should be capable of conveniently generating an entire 

hierarchy of laminated plate models of various levels of kinematic 

complexity. In particular, the model should posses the ability to 

independently include transverse shear effects and transverse normal 

effects on either a gross basis or a discrete layer basis. 

The method should conveniently permit different subregions of the 

computational domain to be simultaneously discretized using different 

laminate models. Thus the most appropriate mathematical model can be 

chosen for each subregion. Further, adjacent subregions should not be 

required to have compatible levels of discretization. 

Since general laminate problems often contain more than one localized 

region of interest per computational domain, it is imperative that the 

global/local finite element model should permit the local region of interest
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to be changed with minimal effort, without having to reformulate the entire 

finite element mesh. 

The process of developing such a hierarchical global/local finite element model can be 

broken down into the three phases described below. 

Phase I. 

Develop a generalized, layerwise, displacement-based, finite element model of 

laminated composite plates that contains full three-dimensional kinematics and 

constitutive relations. Verify the model and investigate the advantages and 

disadvantages of the full layerwise model as compared with a conventional 3-D 

finite element model. 

Phase Il. 

Develop a hierarchical, variable kinematic finite element by combining an ESL 

displacement field with a full layerwise displacement field within the same finite 

element domain. Further expand the composite displacement field by including 

a third piecewise constant displacement field that accounts for the kinematics of 

multiple delaminations. By selectively including or ignoring certain terms in the 

composite displacement field, the hierarchical, variable kinematic element can 

represent a wide variety of different mathematical models. The different types of 

elements that are derivable from the composite displacement field of the variable 

kinematic element can all be simultaneously connected together in the same 

computational domain without the use of multipoint constraints or special 

transition elements. However, the inplane mesh discretization must be nodally
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compatible throughout the entire computational domain. 

Phase Ul. 

Use the variable kinematic finite elements to form the independent, local, overlay 

mesh used in a finite element mesh superposition scheme. The overlay mesh of 

variable kinematic elements is intended to be superimposed on a global mesh of 

ESL plate elements. By incorporating the finite element mesh superposition 

scheme, the inplane mesh compatibility restriction is circumvented, thus permitting 

the connection of adjacent subregions that differ in both mathematical model type 

and level of mesh discretization. 

A detailed discussion of the research conducted during Phases I, II, and III appears 

in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 respectively. At the end of each of these chapters, there are 

numerical examples to illustrate the effectiveness of the finite element modeling 

methodology at each point during its development. Application of the hierarchical, 

global/local finite element model will be demonstrated for a variety of composite laminate 

problems exhibiting localized three-dimensional phenomena such as free edge stress 

fields, delamination, terminating plies, and bonded actuators.
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4.0 LAYERWISE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

4.1. Introduction 

The proposed hierarchical, displacement-based, global/local finite element model 

ultimately requires a displacement field that is capable of accurately describing the full 

three-dimensional kinematics of laminated composite plates. This capability can be 

provided by incorporating either a conventional 3-D finite element model or a full 

layerwise finite element model. The layerwise alternative is chosen here for two reasons. 

First, the philosophy of the layerwise 2-D formulation is more in line with conventional 

2-D ESL laminate models. Thus it is expected that the process of hierarchically 

combining an 2-D ESL laminate model with a layerwise 2-D laminate model will be more 

straight-forward than the process of combining an 2-D ESL laminate model with a 

conventional 3-D finite element model. Secondly, the layerwise 2-D model takes full 

advantage of the simplified geometry of most composite laminate problems and thus is 

more efficient and more convenient than a 3-D finite element model. Consequently, 

the purpose of this chapter is to develop and verify a generalized, layerwise finite element 

model that possesses full three-dimensional kinematics and constitutive laws, and provides 

the same modeling capability as a conventional 3-D finite element model for most 

composite laminate problems. The resulting full layerwise finite element model will be 

incorporated into a hierarchical global/local finite element model in subsequent chapters.
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4.2 Theoretical Formulation 

The development of a displacement-based, layerwise finite element model begins with 

the choice of an assumed displacement field. In contrast to the vast majority of layerwise 

models presented in the literature, the present model is based on a_ layerwise 

representation of all three displacement components so that both discrete layer transverse 

shear and discrete layer transverse normal effects are included. In order to build a high 

degree of transverse discretization generality into the model, the full layerwise field of 

Reddy [52] is chosen as the assumed displacement field. 

In the layerwise field of Reddy [52], all three displacement components are 

expanded through the laminate thickness in terms of a 1-D Lagrangian finite element 

representation as 

n 

u(x, ¥,Z,t) = U(x, y, t)o; (2) (4.1a) 
jz1 

n 

Uz (X,¥,Z,t) = > V(x, y, t) ob; (2) (4.1b) 
j=1 

n 

u,(x,¥,Z,t) = )° W; (x,y, t)o,(z) (4.1¢c) 
jl 

where u,, U,, and u, represent the displacement components in the x, y, and z directions 

respectively of a material point initially located at (x,y,z) in the undeformed laminate, and 

the reference plane of the plate coincides with the x,y plane. The laminate thickness 

dimension is subdivided into series of N, 1-D finite elements (i.e. thickness subdivisions, 

or numerical layers) whose nodes correspond to planes of constant z in the undeformed
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laminate. The 1-D finite element mesh contains a total of n nodes (or planes) distributed 

through the thickness at z, J=1,2,..,n). The functions $(z) QG=1,2,...n) are the one- 

dimensional, Lagrangian interpolation functions associated with the series of n nodes (or 

planes) distributed through the thickness of the laminate. The (z) are nonzero only 

within the local domain of one or two of the thickness subdivisions, depending on 

whether the j” node (plane) is in the interior or on the boundary of a thickness 

subdivision. The functions U,(x,y,t), V;(x,y.t), and W(x y,t) (j=1,2,..,.n) represent the 

displacement components of all points located on the j” plane (defined by z = z)) in the 

undeformed laminate. Eqs. (4.1) define displacements that exhibit piecewise polynomial 

variation (linear, quadratic, cubic, etc.) through the thickness, depending upon the 

polynomial order of the interpolation functions 6, G=1,2,..,n). 

Since the thickness variation of the displacement components is defined in terms of 

a piecewise Lagrangian interpolation, the displacement components will be continuous 

through the laminate thickness; however, the transverse strains are not required to be 

continuous at the boundary separating adjacent thickness subdivisions. These potential 

discontinuities in the transverse strain field at layer interfaces allow for the possibility that 

the transverse stresses will be continuous across interfaces separating dissimilar material 

layers. Interlaminar continuity of the transverse stresses is not actually enforced in the 

theory, but as the number of numerical layers increases, the transverse stresses will tend 

toward continuous functions of the thickness coordinate. 

Any desired degree of displacement variation through the thickness is easily obtained 

by either adding more one-dimensional finite element subdivisions through the thickness
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or using higher order Lagrangian interpolation polynomials through the thickness. The 

layerwise concept is very general in that the number of subdivisions through the 

thicknesscan be greater than, equal to, or less than the number of material layers through 

the thickness, as shown in Figure 4.1. Note that the sublaminate concept can be used (i.e. 

a number of distinct material plies are grouped within a numerical layer); however, each 

sublaminate will be represented as an equivalent, single, homogeneous layer. 

As in other two-dimensional plate theories, this assumed variation of the 

displacements through the thickness of the laminate allows us to reduce the three- 

dimensional theory to a two-dimensional theory. The linear two-dimensional equations 

of motion for the present layerwise laminate theory can be derived by substituting the 

assumed displacement field (i.e. Eqs. 4.1) and the linear strain-displacement relations into 

the principle of virtual displacements. 

floxdei)dv = f(Bdu,)dv + [(7,8u,) ds - f (padu,) dv (4.2) 
Vv V Ss Vv 

In Eq. (4.2) 6, are the components of the stress tensor; €; are the components of the strain 

tensor; T; are the components of the surface traction vector; B; are the components of the 

body force vector (per unit volume); ti; are the components of the acceleration vector, p 

is the density and V and S represent the total volume and total surface of the laminate. 

Henceforth, contracted notation will be used for the components of the stress and strain 

tensors (i.e. 0, = 0,,;, Op = On, O; = O33, Of = Oy3, O5 = O3,, Of = Oy, and €, = &,, & = 

Ey), £3 = €53, &, = 2€,3, Es = 2€y,. &, = 2E,.). After integrating Eq. (4.2) with respect to the 

thickness coordinate, the equations of motion are obtained by subsequently integrating the
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Figure 4.1 Options for layerwise discretization through laminate thickness.
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derivatives of the varied quantities by parts (with respect to x and y), and then collecting 

the coefficients of 5U,, 5V,, and SOW, where j=1,2,...,.n. For the case of zero body force, 

the resulting 2-D equations of motion are 

  

an? an? me . oe 

+— +N = rI9°O j=1,2,...,D (4.3a) 

j j 
bv.. OME, ON +M2 = rey, j=1,2,...,0 (4.3b)     

J* Ox oy 

ON? ONZ =. a 
Wy Bt et NS = TPPWy — G=1,2,..- oD (4.3c) 

where n is the number of nodes distnbuted through the thickness, used to semi-discretize 

the displacement components. Repeated subscripts imply summation from 1 to n. The 

inertia resultants and force resultants appearing in Eqs. (4.3) are defined by 

Zn 

r= [( pb, )dz = j,m=1,2,...,n (4.4a) 
2. 

wi = [( 0, )dz  r=1,2,4,5,6 (4. 4b) 
2, 

Zn cb 

Ni = —J = 4.4 i Js, ai dz = r=3,4,5 (4.4c) 
1 

The following set of 3n boundary conditions should be specified at each point on the line 

boundary I of the two-dimensional problem domain Q.
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essential natural 

U, or Nib, + N&b, j=1,2,..,n  (4.5a) 

V; Or Neb, + NZD, j=1,2,..,n (4.5b) 

W; Or nib, + NZb, j=1,2,..,n  (4.5¢) 

The quantities b, and b, represent the components of the unit outward normal vector to 

the boundary [’. Note that the form of the natural boundary conditions guarantees that 

the transverse shear stresses will satisfy the traction free edge conditions on a “local" 

basis as the number of subdivisions through the thickness is increased (unlike the partial 

layerwise theories that neglect discrete layer transverse normal strain). The 2-D equations 

of motion can be expressed in terms of the dependent variables (U(x y,0, V(x y,0), 

W,(x,y,t), j=1,2,...n) by replacing the stress components with the appropriate stress-strain 

relations and strain-displacement relations. The resulting 3n equations of motion represent 

the semi-discretized version of Navier’s equations of motion. 

4.3 Finite Element Model Formulation 

The finite element model corresponding to the assumed displacement field defined 

in Eqs. (4.1) is developed by applying the dynamic version of the principle of virtual 

displacements to a representative finite, physical element of the plate. 

[ (o,,¢,,) dv = f (B,8u,) dv + [ (ru) ds - f (piu) dv (4.6) 
Ve Va Se Ve 

In Eq. (4.6) 6; are the components of the stress tensor; €,, are the components of the strain 

tensor; T, are the components of the surface traction vector; B, are the components of the
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body force vector (per unit volume); ti, are the components of the acceleration vector, p 

is the density and V° and S* represent the volume and surface area of the representative 

physical element of the plate. Henceforth, contracted notation will be used for the 

components of the stress and strain tensors (1.e. 6, = 0),, 07 = Oy, 0; = 033, O, = 03, O; 

= O31, Og = Oy, and &, = €,, Ey = Egy, €; = Ey3, Eg = 2Eps, Es = 2Es}, Eg = 2Eq). 

Substituting Eqs. (4.1) and the linear strain-displacement relations into Eq. (4.6), 

followed by integration with respect to the thickness coordinate, we obtain for the case 

of zero body force 

[[ 297,80, + 19°0,8V, + 17W,8W, ]dQ + 
Q, 

  {| wi SG) + wg SO + NJdw, + NJ8v, + Nibu, Jac + 

  

pees FE RACAL ACARI LL 
Oy Ox Ox 6 oy lan 

= fi T,$,8U, + T,bj8V; + T,o,8W, ]ds (4.7) 
Se 

with summation on m from | to n. In Eq. (4.7) Q, represents the 2-D projection of the 

physical plate element onto the xy plane. The inertia resultants and stress resultants 

appearing in Eq. (4.7) are defined in Eqs. (4.4). 

The constitutive relations are given by Eq. (4.8) where the repeated subscript s 

implies summation from 1 to 6.
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Oo. = 0,,(€, - &) r=1,2,...,6 (4.8) 

The Q. are the transformed components of the constitutive matrix; the €, are the strain 

components, and the a, are the prescribed thermal strains. 

The stress resultants of Eqs. (4.4b) and (4.4c) can be expressed in terms of the 

displacements by substituting the strain-displacement relations and Eq. (4.8) into Eqs. 

(4.4b) and (4.4c) to yield 

. im OU, n OV», 7 OW 
NZ = AlZ™——™ + Ar” + B? 7W., + BI” + Ag —_ Z rl “Ox r2 “Oy r4 “Oy 

OW, m OU,, 1, OV 
+ B2gU, + Azs—5™ + Azg—* ay tt A ar EB} . (4.9a) 

no n OU, n OV,, _, OW. 
N? = cir “Ox. + C7 Oy + DTW, + pir + n* Cast 

n OW, 1 OU, n OV, _. 
+ D2?U,, + cin a + C7 iy + C22 3. - fe, (4.9b) 

In Eqs. (4.9) the index j ranges from 1 to n while the repeated index m implies 

summation from 1 to n. The stiffness resultants appearing in Egs. (4.9) are defined in 

Eqs. (4.10). 

AZ” = fi 0,.6,4, ) dz (4.10a) 
24
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A = [ 0,5 ee )dz 

(4,.10b) 

(4.10c) 

(4.10d) 

(4.10e) 

(4.10£) 

In Eqs. (4.10e) and (4.10f), the repeated index s implies summation from | to 6. 

To complete the finite element formulation, the displacement functions U;(x,y,t), 

V,(x,y.t), and W,(x,y,t) (G=1,2,...n) can be approximated on the j” plane (i.e. z=z,) of the 

plate finite element by 

(x,y, t) yy, 4(t) , (x,y) 

V;(x,y,t) = vy, ,(t) Ww (xy) 

P 

W,(x,y,t) = > W(t) z(x,y) 
i=1 

(4.11a) 

(4.11b) 

(4.11c) 

where p is the number of nodes per 2-D element and U;(t), V,(t), and W;,(t) are the
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displacements u,, us, and u, respectively at the i” node of the 2-D finite element 

representing the j plane of the physical plate element. The functions y,(x,y) (i=1,2....,p) 

are the two-dimensional lagrangian interpolation polynomials associated with the i" node 

of the two-dimensional finite element. The finite element equations are obtained by 

substituting Eqs. (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) into Eq. (4.7). Due to space limitations, the 

components of the mass and stiffness matrices are not included here. 

The resulting layerwise plate model is implemented in a computer program which 

uses the following two-dimensional finite elements: 

E4 Four node isoparametric Lagrange quadrilateral 

E8 Eight node isoparametric serendipity quadrilateral 

E9 Nine node isoparametric Lagrange quadrilateral 

E12 Twelve node isoparametric serendipity quadrilateral 
E16 _—_‘ Sixteen node isoparametric Lagrange quadrilateral 

Each of these elements may be used in conjunction with one or more linear, quadratic, 

or cubic (denoted L,Q,C respectively) subdivisions through the thickness to create a wide 

variety of different layerwise finite elements. Thus a E12-L6 element denotes a two- 

dimensional E12 element with six linear subdivisions through the thickness; likewise, a 

E9-Q3 element denotes a two-dimensional E9 element with three quadratic subdivisions 

through the thickness. 

Catalog of 2-D elements Catalog of 1-D elements 
(2-D finite element mesh) (1-D finite element mesh) 

| | 
| | 
| | 

| 
| 
| 

Layerwise finite elements 
(3-D finite element mesh)
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Although the full layerwise finite element model is similar to a conventional 3-D 

finite element model in terms of interpolation capability and problem size, the layerwise 

format maintains a 2-D type data structure similar to finite element models of 2-D ESL 

theories. This provides several advantages over conventional 3-D finite element models. 

First the volume of the input data is reduced. Secondly, the inplane 2-D mesh and the 

transverse 1-D mesh can be refined independently of each other without having to 

reconstruct a 3-D finite element mesh. The 2-D type data structure also allows faster 

formulation of the element stiffness matrices as will be discussed in the next section. 

4.4 Full Layerwise Model Versus 3-D Finite Element Model 

Since the present layerwise plate model is developed to provide the same modeling 

capability as a conventional 3-D finite element model of laminated plates, it is 

informative to investigate the similarities and differences in these two models. First, 

consider the theories used to develop each model. The conventional 3-D finite element 

model is based on the 3-D theory of elasticity, and the associated governing equations of 

motion are Navier’s equations. The full layerwise, 2-D laminate theory used to develop 

the present layerwise model is governed by a set of 3n coupled partial differential 

equations that can be viewed as the semi-discretized version of Navier’s equations. Thus 

the governing equations of motion of the present layerwise theory are necessarily an 

approximation to the exact 3-D equations of motion; however, the approximation can be 

made as close as desired by increasing the number of subdivisions through the thickness 

and/or increasing the order of interpolation through the thickness. 

In contrast to the differences that exist between the governing equations of motion
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for these two theories, both finite element models represent fully discretized versions of 

their respective theories, thus the modeling capabilities of the two finite element models 

are essentially the same. A comparison of the interpolation capability of the two finite 

element models reveals a close similarity. Note that both models use actual displacement 

components (u,,U,,U;) as the primary variables (nodal degrees of freedom) and both 

require C° continuity of these variables across element (or layer) boundaries. Further, if 

one compares similar element types from the two models, the interpolation of the primary 

variables is exactly the same. For example, an E9-Q3 layerwise element exhibits the 

exact same interpolation as a stack of three, 27 node, Lagrangian hexahedrons; an E12-L6 

exhibits the same interpolation as a stack of six, 24 node, hexahedrons with cubic 

serendipity interpolation in the planar coordinates and linear lagrangian interpolation in 

the transverse direction. Thus it is not surprising that the resulting global system of 

equations and subsequent solution produced by these two finite element models are 

exactly the same as long as the meshes, element types, and integration schemes are 

comparable. 

Obviously the 3-D finite element model is more general than the layerwise finite 

element model; the later actually represents a special case of the former. The layerwise 

model assumes that the displacements, material properties, and element geometry can be 

approximated by a sum of conveniently separable interpolation functions (i.e. each 

individual 3-D interpolation function can be written as the product of a 2-D interpolation 

function and a 1-D interpolation function). This restriction does not imply that the 

displacement solution itself can be separated into the product of an inplane function of
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x and y and an out of plane function of z; however, in computing all element volume 

integral, the layerwise model can use separated numerical integration (i.e. the integration 

with respect to the thickness coordinate is performed independent of the integration with 

respect to the planar coordinates). The results from a single integration through the 

thickness can then be used at each Gauss point in the subsequent inplane integration. 

This separated integration allows the element stiffness matrix to be computed using only 

a fraction of the operations required to form the stiffness matrix for a conventional 3-D 

finite element. 

To illustrate the computational savings of the simplified, separated integration 

afforded by the layerwise model, consider Table 4.1 which shows the number of 

operations needed to form the element stiffness matrix for comparable layerwise elements 

and conventional 3-D elements. Full quadrature is used in each case. As illustrated in 

Table 4.1, the layerwise model’s separated numerical integration requires significantly 

fewer operations to form the element stiffness matrix. Consider elements 2a and 2b in 

Table 4.1 which both have 81 degrees of freedom and exhibit complete quadratic 

interpolation in all three coordinate directions. To form the element stiffness matrix for 

element 2a (i.e. 27 node, 3-D isoparametric quadratic hexahedron), a 3-D interpolation 

function subroutine must be called 27 times since there are 27 Gaussian quadrature points. 

Each time the 3-D interpolation function subroutine is called, 27 individual interpolation 

functions must be evaluated. Thus 27* or 729 individual interpolation functions must be 

evaluated. To form the element stiffness matrix for element 2b (i.e. 9 node 2-D layerwise 

quadrilateral element with a single quadratic layer), a 1-D interpolation function
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Table 4.1 Comparison of the number of operations needed to form the element 
stiffness matrices for equivalent elements in the conventional 3-D format 

and the layerwise 2-D format. Full quadrature is used in each case. 

Element 1a) 

Element 1b) 

Element 2a) 

Element 2b) 

72 degree of freedom, 24 node 3-D isoparametric hexahedron with 
cubic inplane interpolation and linear transverse interpolation, 

72 degree of freedom, E12-L1 layerwise isoparametric 2-D 
quadrilateral, 

81 degree of freedom, 27 node 3-D isoparametric hexahedron with 

quadratic interpolation in all three directions, 

81 degree of freedom, E9-Ql1  layerwise isoparametric 2-D 

quadrilateral. 

    

  

  

  

  

      

Element Type Multiplications Additions Assignments 

3-D la 1,116,000 677,000 511,000 

LW 1b 423,000 370,000 106,000 

3-D 2a 1,182,000 819,000 374,000 

LW 2b 284,000 270,000 69,000             
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subroutine must be called 3 times and a 2-D interpolation function subroutine must be 

called 9 times, since there are 3 and 9 gaussian quadrature points in the 1-D and 2-D 

elements respectively. This is obviously less work than required by the 3-D element. 

The efficiency of the layerwise model increases (relative to the 3-D model) as more 

elements and/or layers are added, or as the order of the interpolation through the thickness 

increases. Note that this efficient, separated integration uses standard Lagrangian 

interpolation through the thickness, thus certain commonly used 3-D finite elements do 

not have layerwise counterparts (e.g. the 20 node quadratic serendipity hexahedron 

element and the 32 node cubic serendipity hexahedron element). 

4.5 Considerations for Modeling Relatively Thin Laminates 

Layerwise plate models are primarily intended for "thick" plate situations where 

the simple ESL plate theories (e.g. CLT or FSDT) are known to be inaccurate. In the 

analysis of thick plates, the added computational expense of a layerwise model is justified 

by its improved predicting capabilities. Although a layerwise model may be primarily 

intended for thick plate situations, it is important to determine the limits of the layerwise 

model’s applicability to "thin" plate situations since finite element models of refined plate 

theories have proven to be problematic whenever the thickness dimension of the structure 

is greatly reduced relative to the planar dimensions. In particular, finite elements which 

possess full three-dimensional modeling capability can exhibit spurious transverse shear 

stiffness, spurious transverse normal stiffness, and ill conditioned stiffness matrices as the 

span-to-thickness ratio of the structure increases. Each of these undesirable phenomenon 

will now be discussed within the context of full layerwise finite elements and selective
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integration techniques will be suggested to alleviate the spurious transverse stiffnesses. 

The spurious shear stiffness phenomenon is caused by an _ interpolation 

inconsistency that prevents the finite element from modeling a state of zero transverse 

shear stress in the presence of general nonzero bending strains. As the plate’s span-to- 

thickness ratio approaches the thin plate limit, the transverse shear deformation must tend 

toward zero relative to the bending deformation (i.e. the Kirchhoff condition). The degree 

to which a particular finite element fails in approximating this condition determines the 

amount of spurious shear stiffness the element will exhibit while deforming in a bending 

mode. Thus elements which are poor approximators of this condition are known to 

exhibit shear locking while elements which are better approximators of this condition may 

simply exhibit a slight overstiffness. 

Let us examine the assumed form of the transverse shear strains (€, and €,) used 

in the layerwise finite elements to determine whether or not the Kirchhoff condition can 

be satisfied in the thin plate limit. Within a specific layer of a typical finite element, the 

Kirchhoff condition requires that 

>> [Vi 5Ws (Xr Vy) ae $2)! + >> tw, vs re (Xie Va) (Z,) €, =O = 4 

j=1 i=1 J=1 i=1 

(4.12a) 

and 

m P dd. m P 

€. = 0 = dd [UyyWa (Xe Va) G ae fae) +d My Ms 2 (Xq4 Vx) D; (Z,) 
jz1 i= j=1 i=1 

(4.12b)
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where k ranges from 1 to the number of Gaussian integration points in the element layer 

domain; m is the number of nodes through the thickness of the numerical layer; p is the 

number of nodes in the 2-D element. Note that Eq. (4.12a) exhibits an interpolation 

inconsistency with respect to both the y and z directions, while Eq. (4.12b) exhibits an 

interpolation inconsistency with respect to both the x and z directions. In general these 

interpolation inconsistencies prevent Eqs. (4.12) from being satisfied at all gaussian 

integration points in the element layer domain. Thus as the span-to-thickness ratio 

increases, the computed solution tends to suppress the higher order terms of the 

interpolation so that the Kirchhoff condition can be satisfied (i.e. spurious constraints are 

introduced into the model). If a reduced quadrature is used to evaluate terms contributing 

to the transverse shear energy (i.e. any terms containing a constitutive matrix component 

Q;, where 1,j = 4,5), then the Kirchhoff condition will not be enforced as stringently as in 

the case of full quadrature, since Eqs. (4.12) will be enforced at fewer points in the 

domain. Thus the displacements are allowed more freedom to model utilize their full 

interpolation capabilty. 

In practice, reduced quadrature is needed only when integrating the transverse 

shear terms with respect to x and y (not z), because the integrated effect of the transverse 

interpolation inconsistencies is insignificant compared with the contributions from the 

inplane interpolation inconsistencies. Consider expanding Eqs. (4.12) so that all of the 

interpolation functions are expressed as summations of simple polynomial terms. As the 

span-to-thickness ratio is increased, any terms that contain the transverse coordinate (z) 

will tend toward zero in comparison with terms that do not contain z; therefore, the
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inconsistency does not adversely affect the solution and_ therefore 

does not need or benefit from reduced quadrature with respect to the z direction. 

Another problem that arises when modeling thin plates with finite elements possessing 

3-D capability is that the accuracy of the computed transverse normal stress deteriorates 

rapidly as the span-to-thickness ratio increases. For relatively thick plates, the transverse 

normal stress is computed quite accurately; however, as the span-to-thickness ratio 

increases, the computed transverse normal stress actually diverges from the correct value. 

This phenomenon arises because of an interpolation inconsistency that prevents the finite 

element from modeling a state of zero transverse normal stress in the presence of general 

nonzero bending strains. 

As the span-to-thickness ratio increases toward the thin plate limit, the strain 

energy associated with transverse normal strain tends toward zero relative to the bending 

energy. Thus the transverse normal strain must approach a functional form that is 

consistent with the combined Poisson effects from the dominating inplane strains. Setting 

G, equal to zero in the constitutive equations and solving for €,, we have 

€, = cv [O.1€, + 0,,€, + Or6€6| (4.13) 
33 

  

which represents a constraint which is imposed on the solution as the thin plate limit is 

approached. 

Expressing the strain components of Eq. (4.13) in terms of their finite element 

approximations within a typical element layer, we have
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k=1,2,...,G (4.14) 

where m is the number of nodes through the thickness of the numerical layer, p is the 

number of nodes in the 2-D element, and G is the number of gaussian integration points 

in the element layer domain. Note that €, exhibits a higher order inplane interpolation 

and a lower order transverse interpolation than the inplane strains. In general these 

interpolation inconsistencies prevent Eqs. (4.14) from being satisfied at all gaussian 

integration points in the element layer domain. As the span-to-thickness ratio increases 

toward the thin plate limit, the computed solution tends to suppress the higher order terms 

of the interpolation so that Eq. (4.14) can be satisfied (i.e. spurious constraints are 

introduced into the model). 

If a reduced quadrature is used to evaluate the terms contributing to the energy 

associated with transverse normal strain (i.e. any terms containing a Q,, or Q., constitutive 

matrix component), then the condition given by Eq. (4.14) will not be enforced as 

stringently as in the case of full quadrature, since Eq. (4.14) will be enforced at fewer 

points in the domain. Thus the displacements are allowed more freedom to utilize their 

full interpolation capabilty. 

In practice, reduced quadrature is needed only when integrating the transverse
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normal terms with respect to x and y (not z), because the integrated effect of the 

transverse interpolation inconsistencies is insignificant compared with the contributions 

from the inplane interpolation inconsistencies. Consider expanding Eqs. (14) so that all 

of the interpolation functions are expressed as summations of simple polynomial terms. 

As the span-to-thickness ratio is increased, any terms that contain the transverse 

coordinate (z) will tend toward zero in comparison with terms that do not contain z; 

therefore, the transverse interpolation inconsistency does not adversely affect the solution 

and therefore does not need or benefit from reduced quadrature with respect to the z 

direction. 

The remaining problem which arises when modeling thin plates with finite 

elements possessing full three-dimensional capability is that the stiffness matrix can 

become ill conditioned. Note that the components of the element stiffness matrices are 

computed from the integrated products of the various interpolation functions and/or their 

derivatives with respect to the global coordinates. As the plate’s span-to-thickness ratio 

increases (while all other factors remain fixed), the magnitude of the derivatives of the 

interpolating polynomials (with respect to the transverse direction) increases while all 

other quantities remain fixed. Eventually a point is reached when some components of 

the stiffness matrix are so large relative to the remaining components that the stiffness 

matrix is numerically ill conditioned. This problem can be alleviated somewhat by 

increasing the computational precision (e.g. single precision to double precision, etc.); 

however, regardless of the precision used, there is a limit imposed on the span-to- 

thickness ratio beyond which the resulting system of equations will be numerically
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unsolvable. 

Although selective integration can efficiently alleviate the problems of spurious 

transverse shear stresses and spurious transverse normal stresses, such inexact integration 

can result in element stiffness matrices that have an excess number of zero eigenvalues. 

Note that the eigenvalues of an element stiffness matrix are representative of the 

magnitude of the force vector needed to maintain a particular mode of deformation 

represented by the associated eigenvector. An unconstrained layerwise finite element 

should have six zero eigenvalues corresponding to the six independent modes of rigid 

body displacement (three translations and three rotations). Any additional zero 

eigenvalues are associated with eigenvectors representing spurious deformation modes that 

produce no strain at the gaussian integration points used in formulating the element 

stiffness matrix. These spurious deformation modes can be superimposed on the true 

displacement solution without affecting the system of equations as a whole. The 

displacements computed in such a system may look nothing like the true solution due to 

the addition of one or more spurious displacement modes of arbitrary magnitude. The 

imposition of essential boundary conditions (necessary to prevent rigid body 

displacement) may or may not prevent these spurious displacement modes from occurring; 

thus it may be possible for spurious displacement modes to exist unsuppressed in an 

assembled structure which is constrained against rigid body displacement. Thus elements 

that posses an excess number of zero eigenvalues must be used with great care. 

An eigenvalue analysis of the layerwise finite elements is performed to determine 

the effect of various numerical integration schemes on the existence of spurious
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displacement modes. For this purpose, it is sufficient to consider a single layerwise 

element containing a single layer. The following numerical integration schemes are 

considered. 

Integration 

Scheme 
F 

Sl 

S2 

Description 

All terms in the element stiffness matrix are computed using full 

integration. 

A selective integration scheme in which all terms in the element 

stiffness matrix which contain the constitutive matrix components 

Qi, Qys, or Qs, (transverse shear effects) are computed using 

reduced integration. All remaining terms in the element stiffness 

matrix are computed using full integration. 

A selective integration scheme in which all terms in the element 

stiffness matrix which contain the constitutive matrix components 

Q;,;, Q,, or Q;; (i=1,2,..,6) are computed using reduced integration. 

Thus all terms related to transverse shear effects or transverse 

normal effects are computed using reduced integration. All 

remaining terms in the element stiffness matrix are computed using 
full integration. Thus only those terms which correspond to strictly 

inplane effects are computed using full integration. 

All terms in the element stiffness matrix are computed using 

reduced integration. 

Recall from the earlier discussion that integration scheme S1 is used to remove spurious 

shear stress from the finite element model when the span-to-thickness ratio is large. 

Integration scheme S2 is used to remove both spurious transverse shear stress and 

spurious transverse normal stress from the finite element model when the span-to- 

thickness ratio is large. Integration scheme R, while not necessary, is included for 

comparison. Also recall that these different integration schemes are only necessary for 

the inplane integration. Thus all integration through the thickness of the element is
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performed using full integration. 

Table 4.2 shows the number of excess zero eigenvalues (i.e. the number of 

spurious displacement modes) exhibited by various elements under various integration 

schemes. Note that all three lagrangian elements (E4, E9, E16) can exhibit spurious 

displacement modes unless full integration is used. The two serendipity elements do not 

exhibit any spurious displacement modes except for the special case of a single isolated 

E8 element under uniform reduced integration.
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Table 4.2 Number of excess zero eigenvalues that exist for 
various types of single, unconstrained, layerwise 
elements under different integration schemes. 

Inplane Integration Scheme 

Element Type Sl S2 
E4-L1 
E8-L1 
E8-Q1 
E9-L1 
E9-Q2 
E12-L1 
E1l2-0Q1 

E12-Cl1 
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E16-Q1 
E16-Cl C
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* For the E8 elements, these spurious displacement 
modes can exist only for the case of a single 
isolated element. If more than one element is 
present, then no spurious displacement modes can 
exist.
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4.5 Numerical Results 

4.5.1 Simply supported (0/90/0) under transverse load 

Preliminary testing is conducted to investigate the influence of element type and 

numerical integration scheme on the accuracy of the layerwise finite element solution. 

The particular problem which serves as a benchmark for this testing is a square, simply 

supported, symmetric cross ply (0/90/0), laminated plate subjected to a sinusoidal 

transverse load distributed on the upper surface. The domain of the plate is O<x<L, 

O<y<L, 0<z<H. Each of the three material layers has thickness h (h = H/3) and is 

idealized as a homogeneous orthotropic material with the following material properties 

(expressed in the principal material coordinate system): 

E, =25x 10° psi E,=E,=1.x 10° psi 

G7 =05x 10° psi G,,=G,, = 0.2 x 10° psi 

Vit = Viz = Vz = 0.25 

where the subscript L denotes the direction parallel to the fibers, subscript T denotes the 

inplane direction perpendicular to the fibers, and subscript Z denotes the out of plane 

direction. The upward transverse load is distributed on the upper surface according to 

q(x,y) = q,sin(tx/L)sin(1y/L). 

This particular problem has an exact 3-D elasticity solution [5] which is used to 

verify the displacements and stresses obtained using the layerwise finite element model. 

The finite element stresses are determined at the "reduced" gauss points within each 

thickness subdivision of each element, using the computed displacements and the 

constitutive relations.
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Due to the symmetry of the problem, only one quadrant of the plate is modeled 

using the following uniform, coarse meshes: 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Mesh Element Type Mesh Density Total d.o.f. 

1 E4-L6 6x6 1029 

2 E8-Q3 3x3 840 

3 E9-Q3 3x3 1029 

4 E12-Q3 2x2 693 

5 E16-Q3 2x2 1029                 
  

Note that all five meshes contain the same nodal density along the edges of the 

computational domain, while the three meshes of Lagrangian elements contain the exact 

same nodal distribution throughout the domain. Five different span-to-thickness ratios are 

considered to test a wide range of plate bending behavior (L/H = 4, 10, 20, 50, 200). 

Two different numerical integration schemes are compared (types F and S2 discussed 

earlier). Note that while the three Lagrangian elements are capable of exhibiting spurious 

displacement modes under S2 integration, the simply supported boundary conditions of 

this particular example problem prevent any of these modes from arising. 

Table 4.3 compares the computed maximum transverse displacement and exact 

maximum transverse displacement, which occur at the centroid of the upper surface of the 

plate. Note that when full quadrature is used, all of elements except the E16 element 

(mesh 5) exhibit a noticeable amount of artificial shear stiffening as the span-to-thickness 

ratio increases to 200, with the E4 element (mesh 1) actually beginning to lock. For large 

span-to-thickness ratios, the spurious shear stiffening is significantly reduced by using the
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S2 integration scheme as shown in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.4 compares computed inplane normal stress o, with the exact analytical 

value at the reduced gauss point nearest to the point (L/2,L/2,H) where o, attains a 

maximum. Table 4.5 compares computed transverse normal stress 6, with the exact 

analytical value at the reduced gauss point nearest to the point (L/2,L/2,H) where o, 

attains a maximum. Note that as the span-to-thickness ratio increases, the computed o, 

diverges for all elements when full quadrature is used. However, the S2 integration 

scheme allows accurate transverse normal stresses to be computed, even for large span-to- 

thickness ratios. Table 4.6 compares computed transverse shear stress 6, with the exact 

analytical value at the reduced gauss point nearest to the point (L,0,H/2). 

Several generalizations can be made from the results shown in Tables 4.3 through 

4.6. For relatively thick plates that undergo both bending and transverse shearing about 

both inplane axes, all five element types yield accurate results using full integration and 

relatively coarse meshes. For relatively thin plates that undergo bending about both 

inplane axes, the S2 integration scheme effectively alleviates both the spurious transverse 

shear stress and spurious transverse normal stress, thus allowing accurate displacements 

and stresses to be computed. The Lagrangian elements (E4, E9, and E16) can exhibit 

spurious displacement modes under S2 integration; thus one must be very cautious with 

these elements since it is difficult to predict whether or not the boundary conditions for 

a particular problem will prevent these modes from appearing.
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Table 4.3 Ratio of computed transverse displacement to exact 
transverse displacement at (L/2,L,2,H) in a square, 
simply supported (0/90/0) laminate under sinusoidal 
transverse load. 

  

  

  

  

Integ. Span-to-thickness Ratio L/H 
Mesh Scheme 4 10 20 50 200 

1 F 0.9815 0.9732 0.9284 0.6975 0.1280 
2 F 0.9901 0.9979 0.9981 0.9959 0.9807 
3 F 0.9906 0.9985 0.9987 0.9959 0.9845 
4 F 0.9880 0.9960 0.9968 0.9953 0.9615 
5 F 0.9907 0.9988 1.0006 1.0004 1.0001 
1 S2 0.9900 0.9952 0.9945 0.9943 0.9942 
2 S2 0.9873 0.9978 0.9992 0.9995 0.9992 
3 S2 0.9880 0.9984 0.9998 1.0001 1.0001 
4 S2 0.9980 0.9959 0.9966 0.9952 0.9650 
5 S2 0.9906 0.9988 0.9997 1.0000 1.0000 
 



Table 4.4 Ratio of computed G6, to exact 6, in a square, 
laminate supported 

transverse load. 
gauss point closest to the centroid of the upper 
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(0/90/0) 
0: 

under 

simply 
Sinusoidal 

1S computed at the reduced 

  

  

  

  

surface of the plate (L/2,L/2,H). 

Integ. Span-to-thickness Ratio L/H 
Mesh Scheme 4 10 20 50 200 

1 F 1.0402 0.9727 0.9207 0.6900 0.1265 
2 F 1.0377 1.0177 1.0135 0.9922 0.9695 
3 F 1.0377 1.0177 1.0135 0.9924 0.9728 
4 F 1.0402 1.0055 1.0031 1.0035 0.9828 
5 F 0.9960 1.0043 1.0022 1.0042 1.0147 
1 S2 1.0481 0.9959 0.9902 0.9888 0.9885 
2 S2 1.0380 1.0187 1.0158 0.9997 0.9992 
3 S2 1.0380 1.0187 1.0158 0.9997 0.9996 
4 S2 1.0401 1.0055 1.0020 1.0000 0.9780 
5 S2 1.0038 1.0038 1.0010 1.0004 1.0000 
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Table 4.5 Ratio of computed 6, to exact 6, in a square, simply 
supported 
transverse load. 
gauss point closest to the centroid of the upper 

(0/90/0) 
0; 

laminate under Sinusoidal 
1s computed at the reduced 

  

  

  

  

surface of the plate (L/2,L/2,H). 

Integ. Span-to-thickness Ratio L/H 
Mesh Scheme 4 10 20 50 200 

1 F 0.9738 0.9823 0.9979 1.0724 1.2549 
2 F 0.9887 1.0076 0.9959 0.8184 4.5795 
3 F 0.9887 1.0076 0.9959 0.8181 4.6023 
4 F 0.9897 0.9972 1.0055 1.0525 0.8495 
5 F 0.9895 0.9947 0.9958 1.0128 1.2058 
1 S2 0.9835 0.9872 0.9879 0.9881 0.9881 
2 S2 0.9872 1.0059 1.0058 1.0056 0.9931 
3 S2 0.9872 1.0059 1.0058 1.0054 0.9898 
4 S2 0.9894 0.9965 1.0031 1.0420 1.6675 
5 S2 0.9893 0.9954 0.9985 0.9962 0.9962 
 



Table 4.6 Ratio of computed 6; to exact G. in a square, 
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simply 

  

  

  

  

supported (0/90/0) laminate under sinusoidal 
transverse load. O; 1S computed at the reduced 
gauss point closest to (L,L/2,H/2). 

Integ. Span-to-thickness Ratio L/H 
Mesh Scheme 4 10 20 50 200 

1 F 0.9754 0.9714 0.9360 0.7597 0.2267 
2 F 0.9860 1.0135 1.0145 1.0021 1.2276 
3 F 0.9860 1.0135 1.0145 1.0023 1.2296 
4 F 0.9873 0.9999 1.0030 1.0210 1.2883 
5 F 0.9867 0.9989 1.0000 1.0014 1.2103 
1 S2 0.9857 0.9975 0.9987 0.9990 0.2990 
2 S2 0.9861 1.0138 1.0148 0.9988 0.2982 
3 S2 0.9861 1.0138 1.0148 0.9987 0.2970 
4 S2 0.9873 0.9990 1.0030 1.0205 1.2693 
5 S2 0.9868 0.9989 1.0000 1.0000 1.2000 
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The serendipity type elements (E8 and E12) do not exhibit spurious displacement 

modes and are safe to use under S2 integration; however the serendipity elements are not 

as accurate as the E9 and E16 Lagrangian elements. Note that the E12 cubic serendipity 

element does not appear to benefit from the S2 integration scheme for large span-to- 

thickness ratios. In general, the serendipity type elements cannot efficiently model a 

double curvature due to the lack of internal nodes and their associated "bubble type" 

interpolation functions; thus the E12 element suffers more from inadequate interpolation 

polynomials than from spurious stresses. Note that for the particular meshes used in this 

study, the E8 serendipity element (mesh 2, 3x3) performed as well as the E9 lagrange 

element (mesh 3, 3x3). However, if a 2x2 mesh of these two elements are used to model 

a relatively thin plate, then the E8 element will suffer from an inadequacy of nodes in the 

interior of the domain and the computed displacements and stresses will be significantly 

less accurate than in the E9 element mesh. Further, S2 integration will not significantly 

improve the performance of the 2x2 mesh of E8 elements. Therefore, serendipity 

elements can be used to model relatively thin plates in double bending as long as the 

mesh is sufficiently refined to compensate for the lack of internal nodes with their 

associated "bubble type" interpolation functions. One the other hand, if the plate bending 

problem involves only one plane of curvature, then the serendipity quadrilaterals can 

efficiently yield accurate results using relatively coarse meshes 

For this simply supported (0/90/0) under transverse load, exact solutions exist for 

the following three theories: 1) 3-D elasticity theory, 2) classical laminate theory (CLT), 

and 3) first order shear deformation theory (FSDT). The exact solutions from these
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three theories will be compared with the layerwise finite element solution of this problem. 

One quadrant of the thick plate (L/H = 4) is modeled using two finite element meshes 

that differ only in the refinement through the thickness. Full integration is used for both 

meshes. Mesh 1 features a 2x2 uniform 2-D mesh of E8-Q3 elements (i.e. one quadratic 

layer for each distinct material layer) for a total of 441 global degrees of freedom. Mesh 

2 features a 2x2 uniform 2-D mesh of E8-Q6 elements (i.e. two quadratic layers for each 

material layer) for a total of 969 global degrees of freedom. 

The layerwise finite element stresses are computed via the constitutive relations at the 

reduced gauss points in each finite element. For the E8-Qi elements, the reduced gauss 

points correspond to the 2x2x2 integration points within the domain of each layer of each 

element. Figures 4.2 through 4.5 show the distribution of various nondimensionalized 

stresses (0;, 03, Oy, O; respectively) through the thickness of the plate at the reduced gauss 

points closest to the position where each stress attains a maximum. Thus for mesh 1, the 

stresses are computed at six different points through the thickness, while for mesh 2, the 

Stresses are computed at 12 different points through the thickness. The 

nondimensionalized stresses, along with the corresponding reduced gauss points, are 

= _ H? —- _ 1 

QL QM 

= H = H 
o = 0 a,b,Zz — f 0 = 0 b,a,Z peso a = O4' SL 5 = 05 ( ) Gok 
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Figure 4.3. Transverse normal stress distribution through the thickness of a simply 

supported (0/90/0) laminate subjected to sinusoidal transverse load. Plate 

span-to-thickness ratio equals 4.
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Note the excellent agreement between the layerwise finite element solution and 

the exact three-dimensional elasticity solution shown in Figures 4.2 through 4.5. 

Although not shown here, the two remaining inplane stresses (6, and 6,) predicted by the 

layerwise finite element model also showed very close agreement with the three- 

dimensional elasticity solution. All of the stress distributions predicted by the single-layer 

theories (CLT and FSDT) show considerable error for this thick plate. Note that the 

transverse shear stresses predicted by CLT and FSDT are computed via integration of the 

3-D equilibrium equations after determining the inplane stress field. These "equilibrium" 

shear stresses can also be computed for the layerwise model, thus yielding layerwise 

smooth shear stresses using relatively coarse refinements through the thickness; however, 

only the constitutive transverse shear stresses are shown here. 

4.5.2 Free edge stresses in a (45/-45), under axial extension 

Consider a symmetric angle ply laminate strip (45/-45), subjected to imposed axial 

displacements on the ends. The strip has length 2L, width 2W, and thickness 2H, with 

L = 10W and W = 4H. Each of the four material layers is of equal thickness h, and is 

idealized as a homogeneous, orthotropic material with the following properties (expressed 

in the principal material coordinate system): 

E, = 20x10° psi, E, = E, = 2.1x10° psi 

Gyr = Grz = Ez = 0.85x10° psi 

Vir = Vrz = Viz = 0.21 

where subscript L denotes the direction parallel to the fibers, subscript T denotes the 

inplane direction perpendicular to the fibers, and subscript Z denotes the out-of-plane
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direction. The origin of the global coordinate system coincides with the centroid of the 

3-D composite strip. The x-coordinate is taken along the length of the strip; the y- 

coordinate is taken along the width of strip and the z-coordinate is taken through the 

thickness of the strip. The displacement boundary conditions for the laminate are: 

u,(L,y,z) = Up u,(-L,y,z) = 0 

u,(-L,0,0) = u,(L,0,0) = 0 

u;(x,y,0) = O 

Since the geometry and loading are symmetric about the xy plane, only the upper half of 

the strip is modeled. Thus the computational domain is defined by (-L<x<L, -W<y<W, 

0<z<H). The traction free boundary conditions for the laminate are: 

6,(x,y,H) = 0 (4.15a) 

do,(x,y,0)/dz = 0 (4.15b) 

6,(x.y,0) = 0,(x,y,H) = 0 (4.15c) 

6,(x,y,0) = 06,(x,y,H) = 0 (4.154) 

6,(x,-W,z) = 6,(x,W.z) = 0 (4.15e) 

Most of the numerous analytical and numerical studies of the free edge effect have 

focused on problems that allow the use of quasi 3-D analyses, for example, an infinitely 

long, symmetric, angle ply strip subjected to an imposed uniform axial strain (i.e. €,(x,y,z) 

= €)). For the (45/-45), laminate, Wang and Choi [89,90] have a quasi-3D analytical 

solution and Whitcomb et.al. [91] have a quasi-3D finite element solution. In such cases 

the strains and stresses are assumed to be independent of the axial coordinate x. Thus the 

analyst only has to be concerned with two independent variables. It should be noted that
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the purpose of this numerical example is not to compare the efficiency of the layerwise 

finite element solution with the various quasi-3D solutions for this particular problem. 

The purpose of this example is simply to illustrate the ability of the layerwise plate model 

to accurately describe three dimensional effects (such as free edge stresses) which are 

unaccounted for in conventional 2-D plate models. 

The layerwise finite element model is used to compute the interlaminar stresses 

occurring in the boundary region near the traction free edges in the composite strip. No 

attempt is made to cast the layer-wise finite element model into a quasi 3-D format, thus 

a full 3-D analysis of the finite length, composite strip is performed. The layerwise finite 

element solution will obviously be more computationally expensive than a comparable 

quasi-3D analysis; however, it is useful to verify the layerwise solution using problems 

which have received much attention in the literature. The finite element mesh consists 

of 75, two-dimensional E8-Q6 elements (5 elements along the length, 15 elements across 

the width, 4 quadratic subdivisions through the thickness of each material layer). All 

elements have the same length (2L/5); however, the width of the elements decreases as 

either of the free edges is approached. The widest elements (those elements centered on 

the x axis) have a width of 0.75W (or 12h). The narrowest elements (the last two rows 

of elements adjacent to either of the free edges) have a width of 0.00782W (or h/8). 

Figures 4.6 through 4.11 show transverse stresses (63, 6,, O;) computed using the 

layerwise finite element model. As in the previous example, the stresses are computed 

via the constitutive relations at the "reduced" gauss points within each thickness 

subdivision of each element. All stresses have been nondimensionalized according to
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— 200 
o, = i ; i=3,4,5 

Er€o 
  

where €, denotes the nominal axial strain induced in the strip by the applied axial 

displacement of the ends (i.e. €9 = up/(2L)). It should be noted that the stresses presented 

in Figures 5 through 10 were taken only from the center row of fifteen elements across 

the width of the strip (i.e. elements centered on the line x=L in the 2-D mesh. Within 

these elements, the axial strain (€,) experienced a maximum variation of only 0.27% 

thus the condition of uniform axial strain (as used in the quasi 3-D analyses) is 

approximately met within this row of elements. 

Figures 4.6 through 4.8 show the variation of the transverse stresses through the 

thickness of the strip as the free edge is approached. These stresses are computed at the 

reduced gauss points which lie closest to the global yz-plane. Note that all three 

interlaminar stresses exhibit apparent singular behavior near the intersection of the +45/- 

45 interface and the free edge. In this particular problem, the transverse shear stress 6; 

exhibits the largest magnitude of the interlaminar stresses, followed by the transverse 

normal stress 0;. The stress distributions in Figures 4.6 through 4.7 show good 

qualitative agreement with results reported by Wang and Choi [90], who presented an 

exact elasticity solution for the associated quasi-3D problem, and Whitcomb et.al. [91], 

who presented a displacement-based finite element solution of the associated quasi-3D 

problem; however, their results are not reproduced here. Examination of Figures 4.6 

through 4.8 reveals that traction free boundary conditions Eqs. (4.15a) through (4.15d) are 

apparently satisfied (within the context of the relatively coarse mesh used). Figure 4.8
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shows that Eq. (4.15e) is satisfied over most of the thickness of the free edge, except in 

the immediate vicinity of the singular point. Note that even though Eq. (4.15e) is violated 

near the singular point, this boundary condition is still satisfied in the integral sense. 

Whitcomb et.al [91] suggest that this behavior is caused by the fact that the stress tensor 

does not have to be symmetric at a singular point (where the stress derivatives are 

unbounded) while most numerical methods are developed assuming a symmetric stress 

tensor. Whitcomb et.al. [91] further reported that the region of boundary condition 

violation is restricted to the two elements nearest to the singular point and that this region 

can be made as small as desired through mesh refinement. 

Figures 4.9 through 4.11 show the variation of the interlaminar stresses along the 

width coordinate (y) of the composite strip at various values of the thickness coordinate 

(z). There are six lines corresponding to six different z values, all of which occur in the 

uppermost material layer (+45). Note that all of these transverse stresses decay to zero 

as the distance from the free edge increases. Also note that only the stresses closest to 

the +45/-45 interface appear unbounded as the free edge is approached. The transverse 

shear stress (6,) shown in Figure 4.11 appears to satisfy Eq. (4.15e) except at z=1.014h 

(again the reduced gauss point nearest to the singular point). The transverse stress 

distributions shown in Figures 4.9 through 4.11 show good qualitative agreement with the 

quasi 3-D elasticity solution presented by Wang and Choi [90] although their results are 

not reproduced here. 

For this problem, the layerwise finite element stresses agree with the classical 

laminate theory solution for points sufficiently far from the free edge. For example, at
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the reduced gauss points nearest to the centroid of the strip (i.e. x=0.1155L, y=0.2165W), 

the nondimensionalized inplane stresses are (depending on the specific value of z): 

Layerwise FEM CLT 

2.956 < 6, < 2.975 6, = 2.96 

1.143 < 0, < 1.164 6, = 1.15 

0.0 <o,< 0.012 6, = 0.0



5.0 VARIABLE KINEMATIC FINITE ELEMENTS 

5.1. Introduction 

For composite laminate problems, the ESL finite element models, partial layerwise 

finite element models, full layerwise finite element models and conventional 3-D finite 

element models each have their own advantages and disadvantages in terms of solution 

accuracy, solution economy, and modeling generality. Used alone, neither of these types 

of models is suitable for general laminate analysis; each is restricted to a limited portion 

of the composite laminate modeling spectrum. 

Most composite laminate problems can be placed into one of the following six 

  

  

groups: 

1. Relatively thin laminates: 

a. Determination of the global laminate response, 

b. Determination of the ply level stress field away from local anomalies. 

c. Determination of the ply level stress field near local anomalies, 

2. Relatively thick laminates: 

a. Determination of the global laminate response, 

b. Determination of the ply level stress field away from local anomalies. 

C. Determination of the ply level stress field near local anomalies. 

For most of the relatively thin composite laminate applications and a few of the relatively 

thick composite laminate applications, the ESL models provide both an economical and 

sufficiently accurate description of the global laminate response (e.g. gross deformation, 
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fundamental vibration frequency, critical buckling load, gross mode shapes, and force and 

moment resultants). However, for determining the local stress field at the ply level, the 

ESL models are accurate only for relatively thin laminates in those regions sufficiently 

removed from any local anomalies. The partial layerwise models are most often 

significantly more expensive than the ESL models; however, the partial layerwise models 

extend the operating envelope since they have the capability of accurately solving 

problems in groups la, 1b, 2a, and 2b. The full layerwise models and the conventional 

3-D finite element models even further extend the operating envelope since they have the 

capability of accurately solving problems in all six groups; however, these models contain 

approximately 50% more degrees of freedom than comparable partial layerwise models. 

While both full layerwise finite elements and conventional 3-D finite elements 

permit an accurate determination of 3-D ply level stress fields, they are computationally 

expensive to use; thus it is most often impractical to discretize an entire laminate with 

these types of elements. Fortunately, for most laminate applications, significant 3-D stress 

states are usually present only in localized regions of complex loading or geometric and 

material discontinuity. To accurately capture these localized 3-D stress fields in a 

tractable manner, it is usually necessary to resort to a simultaneous multiple model 

approach in which different subregions of the laminate are described with different types 

of mathematical models. The objective of such a simultaneous multiple model analysis 

is to match the most appropriate mathematical model with each subregion based on the 

physical characteristics, applied loading, expected behavior, and level of solution accuracy 

desired of each subregion. Thus solution economy can be maximized without sacrificing
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solution accuracy. 

While such simultaneous multiple model methods are simple in concept, the actual 

implementation of such techniques is complicated and cumbersome due mainly to the 

need for maintaining displacement continuity across subregion boundaries separating 

incompatible subdomains. Currently available methods of achieving displacement 

continuity between incompatible subregions include the use of multi-point constraint 

equations using Lagrange multipliers, penalty function methods, and special transition 

elements. The general use of multipoint constraints or penalty function methods becomes 

extremely cumbersome when attempting to link an ESL subregion to a layerwise or 3-D 

subregion, and examples in the literature are almost nonexistent. Most often, the special 

transition elements [72-76] are used for this task; however, a general simultaneous 

multiple model would require many different types of special transition elements to 

account for all the possible subregion linking scenarios. Due to these difficulties, the 

intuitively appealing idea of simultaneous multiple model analysis is not often used for 

general laminate analysis. 

To avoid the difficulties of maintaining displacement continuity across subregions 

that are discretized using incompatible mathematical models, a new hierarchical, variable 

kinematic finite element is developed. The variable kinematic finite element provides the 

framework for a very general, robust, simultaneous multiple model methodology for 

laminated composite plates. The variable kinematic finite elements possess the following 

attributes: 

1) the kinematics and constitutive relations of the element can be
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conveniently changed, thus allowing the element to represent a variety of 

different mathematical models from the very simple to the very complex, 

2) different types of elements (i.e. representing different mathematical 

models) can be conveniently connected together in the same computational 

domain, thus permitting different subregions to be described by different 

mathematical models. 

One might also think of the variable kinematic finite element as a very sophisticated, 

adaptable, transition element that circumvents the need for more than one type of 

transition element. 

5.2 Multiple Assumed Displacement Fields 

The hierarchical, variable kinematic finite element is developed using a multiple 

assumed displacement field approach, i.e. by superimposing two or more different types 

of assumed displacement fields in the same finite element domain. In general, the 

multiple assumed displacement field can be expressed as, 

Ug(XY5Z) = Ug (XY,Z) + Ug “(XY,Z) (5.1) 

where & ranges from 1 to 3, and u,, u,, and u, are the displacement components in the 

x, y, and z directions respectively. The reference plane of the plate coincides with the 

xy plane. The underlying foundation of the displacement field is provided by u,*"(x »Y,Z) 

which represents the assumed displacement field for any desired "equivalent single-layer" 

theory. The second term u,'™(x,y,z) represents the assumed displacement field for any 

desired full layerwise theory. The layerwise displacement field is included as an optional, 

incremental enhancement to the basic ESL displacement field, so that the element can
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have full 3-D modeling capability when needed. Depending on the desired level of 

accuracy, the element may use none, part, or all of the layerwise field to create a series 

of different elements having a wide range of kinematic complexity. For example, discrete 

layer transverse shear effects can be added to the element by including u,"“(x,y,z) and 

u,'”(x,y,z). Discrete layer transverse normal effects can be added to the element by 

including u,' (x,y,z). Displacement continuity is maintained between these different types 

of elements by simply enforcing homogeneous essential boundary conditions on the 

incremental layerwise variables, thus eliminating the need for multi-point constraints, 

penalty function methods or special transition elements. It should be noted that a 

conventional 3-D finite element displacement field could be used instead of the full 

layerwise field in Eq. (5.1); however, the 2-D data structure of the full layerwise finite 

elements permits much easier coupling with the 2-D ESL field. 

To illustrate the usefulness of a finite element based on the assumed displacement 

field of Eq. (5.1), consider a specific case where the individual displacement fields are 

defined as follows: 

u~ (x,y,z): First Order Shear Deformation Field 

u,°°"(x,y,Z) = Up(x,y) + 20,(xy) (5.2a) 
Uy’ *"(X,y,Z) = Vo(X,y) + 20,(x,y) (5.2b) 
u3*"(x,y,Z) = Wo(X,y) (5.2c) 

u. (x,y,z): Layerwise Field of Reddy [52] 

uf * (x,y,z) = U(x, y)0,(z) (5.3a) 

uy (x,y,z) = V,(x,y)0,(z) (5.3b) 
us (x,y,z) = W,(x.y)o,(z) (5.3c) 

In Eqs. (5.3), the repeated subscript j implies summation over j=1,2,....n. The functions
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$,(z) G=1,2,...n) are the 1-D Lagrangian interpolation functions associated with n nodes 

distributed through the laminate thickness, located at z, (j=1,2,..,.n). Thus the through-the- 

thickness variation of the displacement components is defined in terms of a 1-D finite 

element representation with C° continuity of the interpolants. The 1-D interpolants 

U(x, y), Vj(.y), and W,(x.y) are the values of the displacement components u,, u,, and 

u; on the planes defined by z=z, §=1,2,..,.n). Chapter 4 contains a detailed discussion of 

displacement-based finite elements based solely on Eqs. (5.3). It should be noted that the 

layerwise field given by Eqs. (5.3) is sufficiently general to model any of the deformation 

modes that can be modeled by the ESL field given in Egs. (5.2); thus for elements that 

use all the variables shown in Egs. (5.2) and (5.3), there will be five redundant variables 

that must be set to zero (or ignored) to permit a unique solution for the remaining 

variables. The ESL variables are essential for connecting different types of elements, thus 

five of the layerwise vanables should can be set to zero (for example, U,=U,=0, V,=V,,=0, 

W,=0). 

Parts (a) and (b) of Figure 5.1 illustrate a possible in-plane deformation (x 

component only) of a transverse normal material line obtained by adding a piecewise 

linear layerwise displacement field to a first order shear deformation displacement field. 

In this particular case, the reference plane is arbitrarily chosen to coincide with the bottom 

surface of the plate, and there are five nodes (i.e. planes) distributed through the thickness 

to define the layerwise portion of the composite displacement field. Note that in both 

parts (a) and (b) of Figure 5.1 the layerwise displacements function as incremental, 

enhancements to the first order shear displacements as a result of setting two of the U,
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Figure 5.1 Superposition of a first order shear deformation displacement field and a 

layerwise displacement field. Inplane deformation of transverse normal 

AB. Part a) U,=U.=0. Part b) U,=U,=0.
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to zero. The particular pair of U, that are zeroed is arbitrary. The same final 

deformation is achieved in both parts (a) and (b); however, different U; pairs are zeroed, 

thus changing the numerical values of the remaining five nonzero variables. The location 

of the reference plane (z=0) is arbitrary although its location affects the numerical values 

of the in-plane first order shear deformation variables. If the first order shear 

displacements had been set to zero, then the layerwise displacements would be interpreted 

as total displacements as in Chapter 4. 

5.3 Incorporation of Delamination Kinematics 

A commonly occurring phenomenon in composite laminates is delamination. A 

delamination is simply a debonding or separation that occurs between individual material 

plies of a laminate (1-e. an interlaminar crack). Delaminations can occur as a result of 

manufacturing defects or from interlaminar normal and shear stresses brought about by 

local anomalies or transverse impacts. Often there may be multiple delaminations 

distributed through the thickness of a laminate especially in the region surrounding an 

impact site. The subject of fracture mechanics has proven to be particularly useful in 

characterizing the severity of delaminations. For a general review of composite 

delamination research, the reader is referred to O’Brien [92]. The total energy release 

rate and its individual components have been successfully used to predict delamination 

onset and growth in numerous studies discussed in [92]. 

Since delamination is a frequently occurring phenomenon, the kinematics of single 

and multiple delamination should be incorporated into any "general" laminate model. The 

present composite displacement field of Eq. (5.1) permits the modeling of delamination
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kinematics by using two or more layerwise expansions through the thickness instead of 

one. In this case, a separate layerwise expansion would be used for each sublaminate 

created by the delamination(s). Alternately one can model the kinematics of delamination 

by supplementing the composite displacement field with a simple, piecewise constant, 

discontinuous displacement field that uses unit step functions of the thickness coordinate 

[37]. Both of these methods introduce the same number of additional dependent 

variables. The second method is chosen here because the additional dependent variables 

are physically meaningful in that they represent the jump discontinuity in the 

displacement components across the delamination. Further, the second method allows 

easier modeling of multiple delaminations and easier implementation of various no- 

penetration contact algorithms for the delaminated surfaces. The supplemented composite 

displacement field thus becomes 

Ug(X,Y.Z) = Ug’ (X,Y,Z) + Ug” (x,y,Z) + Ug (X,Y,Z) (5.4) 

where 

u,>(x,y,z) = U¥(x,y)H*(z) (5.5a) 

uy (x,y,z) = V*(x,y)H"(z) (5.5b) 

u;(x,y,Z) = W"(x,y)H*(z) (5.5c) 

Eqs. (5.5) represent displacement components that are piecewise constant through the 

laminate thickness. In Eqs. (5.5), the repeated superscript k implies summation over 

k=1.2,....d where d is the number of delaminations distributed through the laminate 

thickness. The delaminations are located at coordinates z=z* (k=1,2,..,d). Note that the 

’k’ in Z* serves as a superscript and not an exponent, thus distinguishing the locations of
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the delaminations (z*, k=1,2,...,d) from the locations of the nodes (z;, j=1,2,....n) in the 

layerwise expansion. The functions H(z) (k=1,2,...,d) are heavy-side unit step functions, 

where H*(z)=1 for zz", and H“(z)=0 for z<z*. Three dependent variables are introduced 

for each delamination present. The dependent variables U*(x,y), V‘(x,y), and W*(x.y) are 

interpreted as the jump discontinuities in the displacement components u,, u,, and u, at 

z=7 (k=1,2,..,d). The variable W*(x,y) is the delamination opening displacement, thus 

the condition W*(x,y)20 constitutes a no-penetration boundary condition for delaminated 

surfaces of the k™ delamination. The delamination front for the k™ delamination is 

defined as a curved or straight line in the xy plane along which the essential boundary 

conditions U*=V‘=W‘=0 are enforced. 

The effect of introducing the delamination field of Eqs. (5.5) into the composite 

displacement field is illustrated in Figure 5.2 which shows the x-component of the 

deformation of a transverse normal material line AB. The overall deformation of line AB 

is similar to that of Figure 5.1 with the exception of a single delamination located at z=z', 

thus the jump discontinuity U' is introduced. These jump discontinuities can be 

introduced as many times as desired for multiple delaminations. 

5.4 Finite Element Model Formulation 

A hierarchy of three distinct types of plate elements can be obtained from the 

composite displacement field of Eq. (5.4), where the individual displacement expansions 

are defined by Egs. (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5). The first and simplest type of element is the 

first order shear deformation element (or FSD element). This element is formed using 

Egs. (5.2) while ignoring Eqs. (5.3) and Eqs. (5.5). The second type of element is the
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type I layerwise element (or LWI element). The LW1 element is formed using Eqs. 

(5.2), (5.3a) and (5.3b), while ignoring (5.3c), thus it is a partial layerwise element. Four 

of the layerwise variables should be set to zero (or simply ignored) to remove the 

redundancy from the composite displacement field (e.g. U, = U, = V, = V, = 0). Like 

the FSD element, the LW1 element assumes a state of zero transverse normal stress and 

thus does not explicitly account for transverse normal strain. This is implicitly achieved 

by using a reduced constitutive matrix similar to the FSD element. The inclusion of Eqs. 

(3a) and (3b) in the LWI element provides discrete layer transverse shear effects, unlike 

the simple gross transverse shear effect included in the FSD element. Thus the LW1 

element is applicable to thick laminates and often yields results comparable to 3-D finite 

elements while using approximately two thirds the number of degrees of freedom. The 

third and most complex element is the type II layerwise element (or LW2 element). This 

element is formed using both Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3), thus it is a full layerwise element. The 

composite displacement field contains five redundant variables, thus five layerwise 

variables are chosen (e.g. U,, U,, V,, V,, W,) and set to zero or simply ignored. The 

LW2 element explicitly accounts for all six strain components in a kinematically correct 

manner, i.e. the in-plane strains are C' continuous through the laminate thickness while 

the transverse strains are C° continuous through the laminate thickness. The inclusion of 

the full layerwise field provides the LW2 element with both discrete layer transverse 

shear effects and discrete layer transverse normal effects. The LW2 element uses a full 

constitutive matrix and is equivalent in accuracy and cost to a stack of conventional 3-D 

finite elements.
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If delaminations are present, then both the LW1 and LW2 elements can make use 

of the delamination expansion of Eqs. (5.5). The FSD element cannot be used to model 

delamination since the deformation above and below the delamination cannot be 

separately prescribed due to the C’ continuity of the FSD displacement expansion through 

the thickness. 

Note that the various element types are created by hierarchically adding variables 

to the basic first order shear deformation field. Figure 5.3 shows the matrix form of the 

finite element equations that result from the hierarchical use of Eqs. (5.2), (5.3), and (5.5) 

within a single element domain. In Figure 5.3, [K,] represents the element stiffness 

matrix for an equivalent single-layer FSD element; [K,] represents the element stiffness 

matrix for a full layerwise element (as developed in Chapter 4); [K,] represents the 

element stiffness matrix for an element based solely on the delamination field of Eqs. 

(5.5). The remaining submatrices represent coupling stiffnesses between the three 

different displacement fields. Based on the particular type of element desired, the 

appropriate terms in the composite stiffness matrix are identified and computed. Since 

all three element types posses the first order shear deformation variables of Eqs. (5.2), 

these different types of elements can easily be simultaneously connected together in the 

same computational domain by simply setting certain layerwise variables of Eqs. (5.3) to 

zero along the incompatible boundary. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates a hypothetical 2-D finite element mesh of variable kinematic 

elements where all three element types (FSD, LW1, and LW2) are simultaneously present. 

The hierarchical nature of the variable kinematic elements allows inter-element
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kinematic finite element.
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Figure 5.4 A simple 2-D mesh of variable kinematic finite elements. All three 

element types (FSD, LW1, LW2) are simultaneously present in the mesh.
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compatibility to be achieved by simply enforcing homogeneous boundary conditions on 

some or all of the incremental layerwise variables along the boundary separating two 

incompatible subregions. Subregion compatibility can be enforced in a strict sense or a 

relaxed sense as defined below (also see Figure 5.4). 

Strict subregion compatibility: 

(Necessary homogeneous essential boundary conditions) 

At nodes on FSD/LW1 boundary, set U,=0, V,=0, for j=1,2,...,n 

At nodes on FSD/LW2 boundary, set U;=0, V=0, W=0, for j=1,2,....n 

At nodes on LW1/LW2 boundary, set U=0, V=0, W =0, for j=1,2,...,n 

Relaxed subregion compatibility: 

(Necessary homogeneous essential boundary conditions) 

At nodes on FSD/LW1 boundary, set U,=0, V,=0, for j=1,2,...,n 

At nodes on FSD/LW2 boundary, set U=0, V =0, for j=1,2,...,n 

At nodes on LW1/LW2 boundary, set U;=0, V=0, for j=1,2,...,.n 

When maintaining strict subregion compatibility, all three displacement components are 

continuous across all types of subregion boundaries (FSD/LW1, LW1/LW2, LW2/FSD). 

In contrast, relaxed subregion compatibility maintains total continuity of the in-plane 

displacement components across all types of subregion boundaries, but does not maintain 

total continuity of the transverse displacement component across FSD/LW2 or LW1/LW2 

boundaries. This relaxation is often useful for obtaining accurate transverse normal 

stresses within LW2 subregions, near FSD/LW2 or LW1/LW2 boundaries, since it 

eliminates the transverse pinching or stretching of the laminate near these boundaries, and
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effectively allows the transverse normal strain to react to the local dominant inplane 

strains. Within those portions of LW2 subregions sufficiently removed from FSD/LW2 

or LW1/LW2 boundaries, both strict and relaxed conditions yield the same stress 

distributions. 

The enforcing of strict or relaxed subregion compatibility via application of the 

appropriate homogeneous essential boundary conditions is easily automated in a finite 

element program and can thus be removed from the concern of the user. A significant 

advantage afforded by the variable kinematic elements is that once the in-plane mesh is 

defined, the user can then assign any of the three element types (FSD, LW1, LW2) to any 

of the elements in the 2-D mesh. Subsequent changes in the type of any element or 

group of elements can be performed with minimal effort. 

Upon incorporating delamination kinematics into the finite element model, two 

additional algorithms become necessary. The first is a contact algorithm to prevent 

overlapping of the delaminated surfaces. The second is an algorithm to compute the 

energy release rate along the delamination front. 

If a linear finite element analysis is performed on a laminate with one or more 

delaminations, the solution may predict a physically inadmissible overlapping of the 

delaminated surfaces. This typically occurs for delaminations that tend to close rather 

than open during loading. This phenomenon introduces a form of nonlinearity into the 

analysis since the true essential boundary conditions of the delaminated surfaces are not 

known a-priori; the true boundary conditions must be determined iteratively. A 

frictionless contact algorithm was developed to iteratively eliminate any overlapping of
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the delaminated surfaces. During each iteration the displacement solution is examined, 

and any degrees of freedom corresponding to negative values of W'(x,y) (j=1,2,..,d) are 

identified and constrained as supplemental homogeneous essential boundary conditions. 

Also during each iteration, the nodal reaction forces corresponding to the supplemental 

essential boundary conditions (i.e. constrained W(x,y)) are checked for tensile forces. If 

any tensile forces are found, the associated constraint is removed from the list of 

supplemental essential boundary conditions. The displacement solution is accepted when 

there is no delamination surface overlap and there are no tensile reaction forces associated 

with the supplemental essential boundary conditions. 

The distribution of the total energy release rate G and it components (G,, Gy, and Gy) 

along the delamination front is computed by the virtual crack closure method (hereafter 

referred to as the VCCM) [93,94]. This method uses the product of nodal displacements 

(i.e. jump discontinuity degrees of freedom) immediately behind the delamination front 

with nodal forces immediately ahead of the delamination front. The particular 

implementation of the VCCM used here computes the average values of G, (i=I, 0,11) 

over each segment of the delamination front, where the delamination front segments 

correspond to finite element boundaries that border the delamination front. 

5.5 Numerical Results 

In this section, the variable kinematic finite element model (hereafter referred to 

as the VKFE model) is used to solve several types of simple laminate problems. The 

purpose of the simple example problems is to verify the variable kinematic finite elements 

and to demonstrate their utility as part of a hierarchical, simultaneous multiple model
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methodology. The first example problem involves determining the free edge stress field 

in several laminates subjected to inplane extension. The second example involves 

determining the free edge stress field in a laminate subjected to bending. The remaining 

example problems involve determining the energy release rate distribution for laminates 

with delaminations. The first delamination example focuses on the edge delamination 

tensile test specimen (EDT specimen). The second delamination example focuses on the 

double cantilever beam specimen (DCB specimen). 

5.5.1 Free edge stresses in laminates under extension 

To demonstrate the accuracy and economy afforded by the variable kinematic finite 

elements, a global/local analysis is performed to determine the nature of the free edge 

stress field in three different laminates subjected to imposed axial extension. The three 

laminates considered are a four layer laminate (45/-45),, an eight layer laminate (45/0/- 

45/90),, and a sixteen layer laminate (45/0/-45/90/90/-45/0/45).. The three laminates have 

length 2L, width 2W, and thickness 2H. Each of the three laminates has a length to 

width ratio of 10 (i.e. L/W = 10). The material plies in each laminate are of equal 

thickness h. The following geometric differences exist among the three laminates: 

(45/-45), laminate: W/H = 4, H= 2h, Wh=8 

(45/0/-45/90), laminate: W/H = 15, H = 4h, W/h = 60 

(45/0/-45/90/90/-45/0/45), laminate: W/H = 15, H = 8h, W/h = 120 

Each of the material plies in the three laminates is idealized as a homogeneous, 

orthotropic material; the material properties (expressed in the principal material coordinate 

system) are defined below.
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Material plies in the four layer laminate: 

E, = 20x 10° psi E, = E, =2.1 x 10° psi 

Gir = Giz = Gy, = 0.85 x 10° psi 

Mir = Miz = Hr = 0.21 

Material plies in the eight and sixteen layer laminates: 

E, = 19.5 x 10° psi E, = E, = 1.48 x 10° psi 

G.r = Gy = Gy = 0.8 x 10° psi 

Mir = Miz = bz = 0.3 

The subscript L denotes the direction parallel to the fibers; the subscript T denotes the in- 

plane direction perpendicular to the fibers, and subscript Z denotes the out-of-plane 

direction. The origin of the global coordinate system coincides with the centroid of each 

of the 3-D composite laminates. The x-coordinate is taken along the length of the 

laminate; the y-coordinate is taken across the width of laminate, and the z-coordinate is 

taken through the thickness of the laminate. Since the laminate is symmetric about the 

xy plane, only the upper half of each laminate is modeled. Thus the computational 

domain is defined by (-L<x<L, -W<y<W, 0<z<H). The displacement boundary 

conditions for all three laminates are: 

u,( L,y,z) = Up u,(-L,y,z) = 0 

u,(-L,0,0) = 0 u,( L,0,0) = 0 

u;( x,y,0) = 0 

The slight differences in geometry and material properties among the three 

laminates allow comparison with solutions published in the literature. For the (45/-45),
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laminate, Wang and Choi [90] have a quasi-3D elasticity solution, while Whitcomb et.al. 

[91] have a highly refined, quasi-3D finite element solution. For the (45/0/-45/90), 

laminate and the (45/0/-45/90/90/-45/0/45), laminate, Whitcomb and Raju [95] have a 

highly refined, quasi-3D finite element solutions. 

The variable kinematic finite elements are used in a simultaneous multiple model 

analysis (global/local analysis) of these three laminates in order to accurately yet 

efficiently determine the free edge stresses near the middle of one of the two free edges. 

The global region is modeled using first order shear deformable elements; the local 

region, where accurate 3-D stresses are desired, is modeled with LW2 elements. 

First the (45/-45), laminate will be used to assess the effects of subregion 

compatibility type and size of the local LW2 subregion on the accuracy of the computed 

transverse stresses near the free edge. For this purpose, five different finite element 

meshes are created. The 2-D, in-plane discretization for all five meshes is exactly the 

same, consisting of a 5x11 mesh of eight node, quadratic, 2-D, quadrilateral finite 

elements as shown in Figure 5.5. All elements have the same length (2L/5); however, the 

width of the elements decreases as the free edge at (x,W,z) is approached. The widths 

of the eleven rows of elements, as one moves away from the refined free edge, are h/16, 

h/16, h/8, h/4, h/2, h, h, 2h, 3h, 3h, and 5h (h=ply thickness). The five meshes differ 

only in the width of the local region where LW2 elements are used. The LW2 elements 

used in the local region employ eight quadratic layers through the laminate thickness (four 

per material layer) as shown in Figure 5.6. The thickness of the numerical layers 

decreases as the +45/-45 interface is approached. From bottom to top, the layer
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thicknesses are 0.533h, 0.267h, 0.133h, 0.083h, 0.083h, 0.133h, 0.267h, and 0.533h. 

Table 5.1 summarizes the five meshes used for the (45/-45), laminate. Note that 

mesh 5 is not a global/local mesh. Mesh 5 uses LW2 elements throughout the entire 

computational domain, thus serving as a control mesh for judging the accuracy of the four 

global/local meshes. In meshes 1 through 4, the local region (LW2 elements) is adjacent 

to the free edge (x,W,z) and is centered about the plane (0,y,z). In meshes | through 4, 

the length of the local region spans three fifths of the total length of the laminate; 

however the width of the local region differs in each mesh ranging from h/2 to 3h. Two 

runs are made with each of the four global/local meshes, the first using strict subregion 

compatibility along the FSD/LW2 boundary, and the second using relaxed subregion 

compatibility along the FSD/LW2 boundary. 

Figures 5.7 through 5.12 show the stress distributions computed for this particular 

problem. The stresses are computed via the constitutive relations at the reduced gauss 

points within the individual layers of each LW2 element. All stresses are 

nondimensionalized as follows 

_ oy 

v € gE, 

where €, is the nominal applied axial strain of u/(2L). The stress distributions shown in 

  

Figures 5.7 through 5.12 are generated by computing the nondimensionalized stresses at 

a series of adjacent reduced gauss points, and then connecting these points with straight 

lines.



Table 5.1 

extension. 
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Description of global/local meshes for the (45/-45), laminate under axial 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

(Relaxed Compatibility)             
  

  

Mesh 1 | Mesh 2 | Mesh 3 | Mesh 4 | Mesh 5 

Number of Elements in 

Local LW2 Region 3x4 3x5 3x6 3x7 5x11 

Width of Local Region h/2 h 2h 3h 16h 

Length of Local Region 6L/5 6L/5 6L/5 6L/5 2L 

Total Number of Active 

d.o.f. in VKFE Mesh 1986 2400 2814 3228 9116 

(Strict Compatibility) 

Total Number of Active 

d.o.f. in VWKFE Mesh 2354 2800 3246 3690 9116 

  

h = thickness of a single material ply. 

All five VKFE meshes have the exact same inplane discretization (5x11). 
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 demonstrate the effect of the LW2 subregion width on the 

accuracy of the computed transverse stresses within the local LW2 subregion adjacent to 

the free edge. The results in these two figures are obtained using relaxed subregion 

compatibility. Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of the interlaminar stresses 6,, and 6,, 

respectively, through the laminate thickness, near the free edge. The stresses are 

computed at the reduced gauss points nearest the middle of the refined free edge, i.e. 

along the line (-0.115L, 0.998W, z). This is also the reduced gauss point located furthest 

from the FSD/LW2 boundary. All four of the global local meshes are successful in 

identifying the spikes in o,, and o,, that occur at the 45/-45 interface. The results of 

meshes 3 and 4 are graphically indistinguishable from the results of the control mesh. 

While meshes 1 and 2 exhibit some error, they do capture the qualitative nature of the 

transverse stress distributions near the free edge. In meshes | and 2, the transverse shear 

Stress are predicted more accurately than the transverse normal stress. 

Figure 5.8 shows the distribution of the transverse stresses G,, and 6,, respectively, 

across the width of the laminate near the +45/-45 interface. The results in these two 

figures were computed using relaxed subregion compatibility. The stresses are computed 

at the reduced gauss points closest to the line (0,y,h), i.e. along the line (-0.115L, y, 

1.014h). All four of the global local meshes are successful in identifying the spikes in 

6,, and o,, that occur at the intersection of the 45/-45 interface and the free edge. The 

transverse shear stress results from meshes 3 and 4 are graphically indistinguishable from 

the results of the control mesh, while the transverse normal stress exhibits a very small 

amount of error near the FSD/LW2 boundary. While meshes 1 and 2 exhibit some error,
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Figure 5.8 Interlaminar stress distribution across the width of a (45/-45),, near the 
upper 45/-45 interface (z=1.014h). Results computed for meshes 1 through 

5 with relaxed subregion compatibility.
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they do capture the qualitative nature of the transverse stress distributions near the free 

edge. 

Figures 5.9 through 5.12 demonstrate the effect of subregion compatibility type 

(strict or relaxed) on the accuracy of the transverse stresses within the local LW2 

subregion. Only the transverse normal stress distributions are shown since similar 

transverse shear stress distributions were computed for both strict and relaxed subregion 

compatibility. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the distribution of 6,, across the width of the 

laminate, near the +45/-45 interface, as the free edge is approached. The stresses are 

computed along the same line of adjacent reduced gauss points as in Figure 5.8. For all 

four global/local meshes, the use of strict subregion compatibility causes significant error 

in the transverse normal stress near the FSD/LW2 boundary. Note that in Figure 5.9 the 

use of strict subregion compatibility causes error in the 6,, distribution all the way to the 

free edge since the FSD/LW2 boundary is not sufficiently removed from the free edge. 

This error is caused by the enforced transverse inextensibility of the laminate along the 

FSD/LW2 boundary. The FSD elements enforce a condition of €,,=0 on the edges of the 

LW2 elements that form the FSD/LW2 boundary, thus artificially pinching or stretching 

the laminate thickness along the FSD/LW2 boundary. In contrast, the use of relaxed 

subregion compatibility allows the edges of the LW2 elements that lie on the FSD/LW2 

boundary to expand or contract in the thickness direction in response to the compatible 

in-plane displacement field. Thus the use of relaxed subregion compatibility permits 

accurate transverse normal stresses to be computed across the entire width of the LW2 

region, even near the FSD/LW2 boundary.
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Figure 5.9 Transverse normal stress distribution across the width of a (45/-45),, near 

the upper 45/-45 interface (z=1.014h). Results computed for a) mesh 1 

and b) mesh 2 using both relaxed and strict subregion compatibility.
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Figure 5.10 Transverse normal stress distribution across the width of a (45/-45),, near 
the upper 45/-45 interface (z=1.014h). Results computed for a) mesh 3 

and b) mesh 4 using both relaxed and strict subregion compatibility.
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Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the effect of subregion compatibility type on the 

distribution of o,, through the thickness of the laminate, adjacent to the free edge. These 

stresses are computed along the same line of reduced gauss points as in Figure 5.7. In 

Figure 5.11 the results obtained using relaxed subregion compatibility are more accurate 

than the results obtained using strict subregion compatibility, while in Figure 5.12 there 

is no significant difference between the two. Even though these stresses are computed 

along the line of reduced gauss points that are furthest removed from the FSD/LW2 

boundary, the size of the LW2 subregion in meshes | and 2 is not sufficient to prevent 

the strict subregion compatibility conditions from adversely affecting the transverse 

normal stress distribution. 

While the results shown in Figures 5.9 through 5.12 clearly demonstrate that the 

use of relaxed subregion compatibility extends the zone of accurately computed o,, within 

the LW2 subregion, the optimal choice of subregion compatibility type depends on the 

goals of the analyst. The use of relaxed subregion compatibility results in a slight 

increase in the number of active degrees of freedom since the W, (j=1,2,....n) are not 

zeroed along the FSD/LW2 boundary (see Table 5.1). Thus the analyst may wish to use 

strict subregion compatibility provided that the LW2 subregion is sufficiently large and 

provided that accurate transverse normal stresses are not needed near the FSD/LW2 

boundary.
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Figure 5.11 Transverse normal stress distribution through the thickness of a (45/-45),, 

near the free edge. Results computed for a) mesh 1 and b) mesh 2 using 

both relaxed and strict subregion compatibility.
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Figure 5.12 Transverse normal stress distribution through the thickness of a (45/-45),, 

near the free edge. Results computed for a) mesh 3 and b) mesh 4 using 

both relaxed and strict subregion compatibility.
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Note that in all of the previous global/local analyses for the (45/-45), laminate in 

tension, the length of the LW2 region spanned 60% of the total length of the laminate. 

It remains to be seen whether or not a reduction in the length of the LW2 subregion will 

cause the solution accuracy to deteriorate. After all, the free edge (and hence the free 

edge stress field) extends the entire length of the laminate. To investigate the effect of 

reducing the length of the LW2 subregion, five different global/local VKFE meshes are 

created. Each mesh has a total in-plane discretization of 7x11 elements (7 elements along 

the laminate length, 11 elements across the laminate width). A representative example 

of the in-plane mesh is shown in Figure 5.13. As in the previous analyses of the (45/-45), 

laminate, the inplane mesh is highly refined over one of the free edges and is coarse over 

the other free edge. Note that the collective length of the central three rows of equal 

length elements is denoted as B. The remaining four rows of elements are of equal length 

(2L-B)/4. The inplane discretization of the five meshes differ in the value of B; 

specifically B = H, 2H, 4H, 8H, and 16H for meshes 1| through 5 respectively (H is the 

half thickness of the laminate). Each of the five inplane meshes is used with both a 3x6 

LW2 subregion and 5x6 LW2 subregion. The 5x6 LW2 subregion spans a majority of 

the total laminate length in each case while the 3x6 LW2 subregion spans only a small 

fraction of the total laminate length. By comparing the results of the 3x6 and 5x6 LW2 

subregions for each of the five meshes, the effect of LW2 subregion length on solution 

accuracy can be established. Each of the global/local meshes uses relaxed subregion 

compatibility.
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The transverse stress distributions obtained with mesh 1 (B=H) are shown in 

Figure 5.14. Note that while the response predicted by the 3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions 

are qualitatively the same, there is a small quantitative difference between the two 

responses. This quantitative difference indicates that the shorter 3x6 LW2 subregion 

(length=H) is not quite adequate to accurately capture the local 3-D stress field. In 

particular, part b) of Figure 5.14 shows that the transverse shear stress distribution 

predicted with the 3x6 LW2 subregion is not smooth across the FSD/LW2 interface which 

occurs at y/W=0.75. Also part b) of Figure 5.14 shows that the 3x6 LW2 subregion 

incorrectly predicts that the transverse normal stress never attains a positive value. Figure 

5.15 shows the same results for mesh 2 where B=2H. Note that the quantitative 

difference between the 3x6 and 5x6 responses is considerably smaller than for mesh 1. 

In part b) of Figure 5.15, the disruption in the transverse shear stress distribution at the 

FSD/LW2 interface is barely detectable, and the transverse normal stress does attain a 

positive (although very small) value. Figure 5.16 shows the same results for mesh 3 

where B=4H. The results predicted by the 3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions are almost 

graphically indistinguishable, thus indicating that the length of the 3x6 LW2 subregion 

(B=4H) is adequate to correctly capture the local 3-D response. The results from meshes 

4 and 5 were similar to those of mesh 3 and therefore were not shown. 

To demonstrate the accuracy of the variable kinematic elements in determining the 

free edge stress field for more complex laminates, a simultaneous multiple model analysis 

(global/local analysis) is performed on the eight ply (45/0/-45/90). laminate, and the 

sixteen ply (45/0/-45/90/90/-45/0/45), laminate. Both of these laminates are subjected to
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Figure 5.14 Part a) Interlaminar stress distribution through the thickness of a (45/-45), 

near the free edge. Part b) Interlaminar stress distribution across the width 
of a (45/-45), near the upper 45/-45 interface. Results are shown for both 

3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions using VKFE mesh 1, where B=H. 
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Figure 5.15 Part a) Interlaminar stress distribution through the thickness of a (45/-45), 

near the free edge. Part b) Interlaminar stress distribution across the width 

of a (45/-45). near the upper 45/-45 interface. Results are shown for both 

3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions using VKFE mesh 2, where B=2H.
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Figure 5.16 Part a) Interlaminar stress distribution through the thickness of a (45/-45), 

near the free edge. Part b) Interlaminar stress distribution across the width 

of a (45/-45), near the upper 45/-45 interface. Results are shown for both 

3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions using VKFE mesh 3, where B=4H.
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imposed axial extension similar to the previously examined (45/-45),. The in-plane 

discretization consists of a 5x11 2-D mesh of eight node, quadrilateral elements as shown 

previously in Figure 5.6. The local region is discretized with a 3x6 mesh of LW2 

elements. For the (45/0/-45/90), laminate, the LW2 elements contain 12 quadratic layers 

(three per material ply). Within each material ply the three quadratic layers have 

thicknesses of 0.25h, 0.5h, and 0.25h from bottom to top. For the (45/0/-45/90/90/- 

45/0/45). laminate, the LW2 elements contain 16 quadratic layers (two per material ply). 

Within each material ply both of the quadratic layers have thicknesses of 0.5h. The 

(45/0/-45/90). model contains 4382 active degrees of freedom while the (45/0/-45/90/90/- 

45/0/45), model contains 5638 active degrees of freedom. 

The computed transverse shear stress and transverse normal stress distributions for 

these two laminates are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. These results show excellent 

agreement with the quasi-3D finite element solutions obtained by Whitcomb and Raju 

[95]. For both laminates the maximum transverse normal stress occurs at the intersection 

of the 90/90 interface and the free edge, while the maximum transverse shear stress 

occurs at the intersection of the 45/0 and 0/-45 interfaces with the free edge. 

Both of these laminates have enough distinct material plies to make a full 3-D 

analysis prohibitively expensive, thus a sequential or simultaneous multiple model analysis 

is the only reasonable alternative. Many laminates have a very large number of distinct 

material plies, thus even with a multiple model analysis, the investigator may have to 

resort to using the sublaminate approach (i.e. ply grouping) within the local LW2 region. 

In this case the investigator would identify a target group of adjacent material plies that
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Figure 5.17 (45/0/-45/90), laminate under axial extension. Part a) Interlaminar stress 

distribution through the thickness, near the free edge (x=-.115L, y=.998W). 
Part b) Interlaminar stress distribution across the width (x=-.115L).
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Figure 5.18 (45/0/-45/90/90/-45/0/45), laminate under axial extension. Part a) 

Interlaminar stress distribution through the thickness, near the free edge 
(x=-.115L, y=.998W). Part b) Interlaminar stress distribution across the 

width (x=-.115L).
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would receive one or more numerical layers each, while the remaining plies are grouped 

into one or more numerical layers and effectively homogenized. By performing several 

of these analyses, the investigator can gradually piece together a picture of the 3-D stress 

state through the laminate thickness within the local LW2 region. 

5.5.2 Free edge stresses in a (45/-45). under bending 

All of the previous examples involve the determination of free edge stress fields 

in laminates subjected to axial tension. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the variable 

kinematic finite elements for determining free edge stresses in laminates subjected to 

bending, consider a simply supported (45/-45), laminate subjected to a uniform transverse 

load. The physical dimensions and material properties of the (45/-45), laminate will be 

the same as in the axial extension example, with the exception that the origin of the 

coordinate system will be placed at the bottom center of one of the ends of the laminated 

strip. Thus the laminate occupies the domain (O<x<2L, -W<y<W, 0<z<2H) where 

L=10W=40H=80h and h is the thickness of a material ply. The displacement boundary 

conditions are 

u,(L,-W,0) = 0 

u,(0,y,z) = u,(2L,y,z) = 0 

u;(0,y,0) = 0. 

The uniform transverse load q, is applied to the upper surface of the laminate and acts 

in the negative z direction. Note that there are no planes of symmetry in this problem, 

thus the computational domain consists of the entire laminate. 

To accurately yet efficiently capture the free edge stresses, a global/local analysis
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is performed using a 2-D mesh of variable kinematic finite elements, where FSD elements 

make up the majority of the computational domain and a small patch of LW2 elements 

is used to resolve the free edge stress field within a localized region of interest. In this 

case, the localized region of interest is the midspan area of one of the free edges. The 

objective of this example is to determine the effect of the length of the LW2 region on 

the accuracy of the computed free edge stresses. To investigate the effect of reducing the 

length of the LW2 subregion, four different global/local meshes are created. Each mesh 

has a total in-plane discretization of 9x11 elements (9 elements along the laminate length, 

11 elements across the laminate width). A representative example of the in-plane mesh 

is shown in Figure 5.19. As in the previous analyses of the (45/-45), laminate under axial 

extension, the inplane mesh is highly refined over one of the free edges and is coarse over 

the other free edge. Note that the collective length of the central three rows of equal 

length elements is denoted as B. The remaining six rows of elements are of equal length 

(2L-B)/6. The inplane discretization of the five meshes differ in the value of B; 

specifically B = 2H, 4H, 8H, and 16H for meshes 1 through 4 respectively (H is the half 

thickness of the laminate). Each of the four inplane meshes is used with both a 3x6 LW2 

subregion and 5x6 LW2 subregion (i.e. 3 or 5 LW2 elements in the x direction and 6 

LW2 elements in the y direction). The 5x6 LW2 subregion spans a majority of the total 

laminate length in each case while the 3x6 LW2 subregion spans only a small fraction 

of the total laminate length. The width of the LW2 subregion is H in each case. Each 

of the LW2 elements employs eleven quadratic layers through the laminate thickness: 

three layers in the bottom +45 ply, five layers in the two collective middle -45/-45 plies,
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and three layers in the top +45 ply. From bottom to top, the layer thicknesses are 0.6h, 

0.3h, 0.1h, 0.1h, 0.3h, 1.2h, 0.3h, 0.1h, 0.1h, 0.3h, and 0.6h. By comparing the results 

of the 3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions for each of the four meshes, the effect of LW2 

subregion length on solution accuracy can be established. Each of the global/local meshes 

uses relaxed subregion compatibility. A control mesh which uses LW2 elements 

throughout the computational is not used here since such a mesh would employ over 

23000 degrees of freedom. 

The transverse stress distributions obtained with mesh 1 (B=2H) are shown in 

Figure 5.20. Note that while the response predicted by the 3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions 

are qualitatively the same, there is a small quantitative difference between the two 

responses. This quantitative difference indicates that the shorter 3x6 LW2 subregion 

(length=2H) is not quite adequate to accurately capture the local 3-D stress field. In 

particular, part b) of Figure 5.20 shows that the transverse shear stress distribution 

predicted with the 3x6 LW2 subregion is not smooth across the FSD/LW2 interface which 

occurs at y/W=0.75. Part b) of Figure 5.20 also shows that the LW2 subregion is not 

quite wide enough (width=H) to clearly show the point where o,, decays to zero; 

however, this deficiency does not affect the comparison of LW2 subregion length. Figure 

5.21 shows the same results for mesh 2 where B=4H, with the exception that the width 

of the LW2 subregion has been increased to 1.5H by using 3x7 and 5x7 LW2 subregions 

as opposed to 3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions. Note that the quantitative difference 

between the 3x7 and 5x7 responses is considerably smaller than for mesh 1. In part b) 

of Figure 5.21, the disruption in the transverse shear stress distribution at the FSD/LW2
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Figure 5.20 Bending of a (45/-45), laminate. VKFE mesh 1 (B=2H) using both 3x6 

and 5x6 LW2 subregions. Part a) Interlaminar stress distribution through 
the thickness, near the free edge at x=L, y=W. Part b) Interlaminar stress 
distribution across the width of laminate, near the upper 45/-45 interface.
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and 5x6 LW2 subregions. Part a) Interlaminar stress distribution through 

the thickness, near the free edge at x=L, y=W. Part b) Interlaminar stress 

distribution across the width of laminate, near the upper 45/-45 interface.
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interface is barely detectable. Further, the increased widths of the LW2 subregions are 

adequate to show the complete decay of 6,,. Figure 5.22 shows the results of using a 3x6 

LW2 subregion and a 5x6 LW2 subregion for mesh 3 where B=8H. The results predicted 

by the 3x6 and 5x6 LW2 subregions are almost graphically indistinguishable, thus 

indicating that the length of the 3x6 LW2 subregion (B=8H) is adequate to correctly 

capture the local 3-D response. The results from mesh 4 were similar to those of mesh 

3 and therefore were not shown. 

5.5.3___ Edge delamination tensile test specimen 

The edge delamination tension (EDT) test is used to measure the mixed-mode 

interlaminar fracture toughness of composite laminates [95-103]. In the EDT test, a 

composite laminate strip is loaded in tension to produce high interlaminar tensile and 

shearing stresses along the free edges thus causing delamination. Delamination onset and 

growth are typically correlated with the total energy release rate G, or with some 

combination of the individual components of G (G,, Gy, and G,,). O’Brien [98] 

introduced a simple rule-of-mixtures formula based on classical laminate theory for 

computing the total energy release rate at delamination onset. To determine the individual 

components of G, quasi-3D finite element analyses were used in conjunction with the 

virtual crack closure method [95,99-102]. 

Three laminates are examined for the EDT specimen: (35/-35/0/90),, (35/0/-35/90)., 

and (0/35/-35/90),. Each specimen has a total of four symmetric delaminations, two along 

the entire length of each free edge at the 0/90 and 90/0 interfaces or at the -35/90 and 

90/-35 interfaces, which ever 1s applicable. O’Brien [99] and O’Brien et.al. [102] used
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a quasi-3D finite element model to compute the energy release rate components for these 

three laminates, while Raju et.al. [101] performed a convergence study of a quasi-3D 

finite element model for a (0/35/-35/90), laminate. The limited scope and simple 

geometry of this particular problem permit the use of quasi-3D finite element models, thus 

affording the analyst the opportunity to use high order models and highly refined meshes. 

However these luxuries may not be computationally feasible in the more general problem 

where it is necessary to model an entire laminate that contains localized areas where 

delaminations exist. In this more general laminate problem, very large finite element 

models are often required, thus the analyst may be forced to reduce the size of the 

computational model, hopefully without excessively compromising the solution accuracy. 

In response to this problem, the objective of modeling this particular example with 

variable kinematic finite elements is to evaluate the importance of accurately accounting 

for transverse shear strain, transverse normal strain, and discrete layer kinematics on the 

computed energy release rates for delaminated composite plates. This objective is 

accomplished by solving the 3-D EDT problems using several different VKFE meshes, 

all of which use the same in-plane discretization but differ in the type of mathematical 

model and the level of transverse discretization. 

For each of the three laminates, the origin of the coordinate system coincides with the 

centroid the 3-D specimen. The x coordinate (-L<x<L) is taken along the specimen 

length; the y coordinate (-W<y<W) is taken across the specimen width, and the z 

coordinate (-H<z<H) is taken through the specimen thickness. The length of the straight 

delamination front is 2L corresponding to the specimen length. The straight delamination
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front is located a distance D from the free edge of the laminate. Since the laminates are 

symmetric about the midplane, only the upper half of the laminate is modeled (-L<x<L, - 

W<y<W, 0<z<H); see Figure 5.23. The following relative dimensions and material 

properties are used for all specimens. 

L/W = 4.667, D/W = 0.333 

E, = 19.5(10°) psi, E, = E, = 1.48(10°) psi 

Vio = V3 = 0.3, v,, = 0.49 

G,, = G,; = 0.8(10°) psi, G,, = 0.497(10°) psi 

The specimen length to width ratio L/W is chosen as 4.667 since this ratio is typical of 

actual EDT test specimen dimensions (between the friction grips) reported in references 

[98,99,102] The ratio of delamination length to specimen width D/W and the material 

properties are chosen to allow comparison with the results of Raju et. al. [101]. Three 

levels of specimen width to specimen thickness are considered (W/H = 15, 5, 2.25). Note 

that as the value of W/H is decreased, the sublaminate created by the delamination 

becomes progressively shorter and thicker, and the delamination front is located 

progressively closer to the boundary layer region where the free edge effect is active. 

The energy release rate components of these EDT specimens are computed using 

four different layerwise finite element models. The in-plane discretization for each of 

the four finite element models is exactly the same; the models differ only the assumed 

variation of the dependent variables through the laminate thickness; see Figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.23 Geometry of the upper half of a midplane symmetric, edge delamination — 

tensile test specimen.
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Figure 5.24 Inplane and transverse discretization used to model the upper half of a 

symmetric, 8 ply, EDT specimen.
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LW1S Model 8x17 mesh of 2-D, 8 node, quadratic LW1 elements. Two linear, numerical 

layers are used through the thickness as follows: one linear layer is used 
for the 90 degree ply, the other three plies are grouped in the remaining 
linear layer. (4095 global degrees of freedom.) 

LW1 Model 8x17 mesh of 2-D, 8 node, quadratic LW1 elements. Four linear, numerical 
layers are used through the thickness, one per distinct material ply. 

(5931 global degrees of freedom.) 

LW2S Model 8x17 mesh of 2-D, 8 node, quadratic LW2 elements. Two linear, numerical 

layers are used through the thickness as follows: one linear layer is used 

for the 90 degree ply, the other three plies are grouped in the remaining 

linear layer. (5013 global degrees of freedom.) 

LW2 Model 8x17 mesh of 2-D, 8 node, quadratic LW2 elements. Four linear, numerical 

layers are used through the thickness, one per distinct material ply. 

(7767 global degrees of freedom.) 

Each of the four meshes has a uniform discretization along the specimen length; however 

the discretization across the width is gradually refined as the delamination front (at y/W 

= 2/3, z/H = 1/4) is approached. To reduce the size of the finite element model, the other 

delamination front (at y/W = -2/3, z/H = 1/4) is crudely discretized. For each model, the 

elements nearest the delamination front have a length of h/4 in the y direction, where h 

is ply thickness (1.e. H = 4h). The discretization near the delamination front is based on 

the recommendations of Raju et. al. [101] where the convergence of the EDT specimen 

energy release rate components was investigated. 

The model is loaded by imposing uniform displacements in the x direction at the ends 

of the specimen, thus subjecting the model to an imposed, nominal axial strain. The 

imposed displacement boundary conditions are 

u,(-L,y,z) = 0, u,(L,y,z) = ug, u,(-L,0,0) = u,(L,0,0) = 0, u,(x,y,0) = 0 

where u,, U,, and u,; are the displacement components in the x, y, and z directions
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respectively. To simulate the effect of the friction grips on the EDT specimen, relative 

motion of the delaminated surfaces is prevented along x = +L. 

The distribution of the total energy release rate G and it components (G,, Gy, and Gy) 

along the delamination front is computed by the virtual crack closure method. The 

computed total energy release rates are all normalized according to 

G-—¢_ Ho 
(€,)°HE, 

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the normalized total energy release rate and its individual 

components computed at the midpoint of the delamination front for the (35/-35/0/90), and 

(35/0/-35/90), laminates respectively. For these two laminates, no overlapping of the 

delaminated surfaces occurs, thus only one solution iteration 1s required in each case. 

Note that for the (35/-35/0/90), laminate, the vast majority of the total energy release rate 

comes from G,, while the (35/0/-35/90), laminate is more of a mixed mode case with 

nearly equal G, and G, contributions. For both laminates, G,, 1s insignificant. In Tables 

5.2 and 5.3, all four finite element models predict similar total energy release rates for 

the two thinner laminates (W/H = 15,5), while the total energy release rates for the 

thickest laminate (W/H = 2.25) show some disagreement. The individual components of 

the energy release rate predicted by the LW2S and LW2 models show close agreement 

for all three laminate thicknesses. The energy release rate components predicted by the 

LW1 model show only a slight deviation from the values predicted by the LW2S and 

LW2 models, whereas the energy release rate components predicted by the LW1S model
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Table 5.2 Normalized energy release rates computed at midspan for a (35/-35/0/90), 
EDT specimen with symmetric edge delaminations at the 0/90 and 90/0 
interfaces. L/W = 4.667, D/W = 0.333 

  

  

  

  

  

    

rae 

W/H Model G G/G G,/G G,/G Number of 

Iterations 

LW1S .0409 .9454 .0548 .0002 1 

15 LW1 .0409 .8860 .1134 .0006 1 

LW2S .0403 .8739 .1260 .0001 1 

LW2 .0408 8733 .1263 .0004 1 

LW1S | .0405 9522 .0476 .0002 ] 

5 LWI1 .0402 .8966 .1027 .0007 1 

LW2S .0399 .8673 .1326 .0001 1 

LW2 .0401 .8616 .1379 .0005 1 

LWI1S .0332 9529 .0504 .0023 ] 

2.25 LW1 .0307 .8885 .1077 .0038 1 

LW2S .0302 .8403 .1575 0012 1 

LW2 .0282 .8423 .1540 .0037 1                   
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Table 5.3 Normalized energy release rates computed at midspan for a (35/0/-35/90), 

EDT specimen with symmetric edge delaminations at the -35/90 and 90/- 

35 interfaces. 

L/W = 4.667, D/W = 0.333 

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

W/H Model G G/G G,/G G,,/G Number of 

Iterations 

LW1S .0373 .6396 3609 -.0005 1 

15 LW1 .0373 .5680 .4420 -.0099 l 

LW2S .0373 5570 4443 -.0012 1 

LW2 .0373 5676 .4407 -.0083 1 

LW1S .0366 .6544 3449 -.0007 1 

5 LW1 .0365 5852 .4266 -.0107 l 

LW2S .0367 5491 .4514 -.0009 1 
LW2 .0366 5520 .4534 -.0086 1 

LW1S .0298 .6355 3514 .0132 l 

2.25 LW1 .0288 5607 .4418 -.0025 1 

LW2S .0288 5171 .4721 .0109 1 

LW2 | .0278 5199 .4803 -.0012 1               
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show significant deviation form the results of the LW2S and LW2 models. The 

disagreement between the different model is more pronounced for the thick laminates than 

for the thin laminates. 

Table 5.4 shows the normalized total energy release rate and its individual 

components computed at the midpoint of the delamination front for the (0/35/-35/90), 

laminate. For this particular laminate, significant overlapping of the delaminated surfaces 

occurs for the thinnest laminate (W/H = 15). This overlap must be iteratively removed 

using the frictionless contact algorithm discussed earlier. A small amount of overlap is 

predicted for the middle laminate (W/H = 5), while no overlap is predicted for the 

thickest laminate (W/H = 2.25). The same general trends in the computed energy release 

rate components exhibited in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are apparent in Table 5.4; however the 

disagreement between the four models is slightly more pronounced. 

Note that for the thinnest (0/35/-35/90), laminate in Table 5.4, each of the models 

required four iterations to remove the crack surface overlap. Since this is obviously a 

computationally expensive process, this particular laminate is re-examined to investigate 

the effect of overlap suppression method on the computed energy release rate components. 

Table 5.5 shows the normalized total energy release rates and their individual components 

for the (0/35/-35/90), laminate with a W/H ratio of 15. The results for three different 

solution methods are shown for each of the four finite element models. The one-step 

method represents the standard linear solution that does not prevent the delaminated 

surfaces from overlapping (as in references [96-102]). The two-step method consists of 

first solving the unconstrained linear problem (same as the one-step method) and
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Table 5.4 Normalized energy release rates computed at midspan for a (0/35/-35/90), 

EDT specimen with symmetric edge delaminations at the -35/90 and 90/- 

35 interfaces. L/W = 4.667, D/W = 0.333 

W/H | Model G G/G G,/G G,/G Number of 
Iterations 

LW1S .0386 .5646 4363 -.0009 4 
15 LW1 .0385 4917 5189 -.0106 4 

LW2S .0388 4247 .5769 -.0017 4 
LW2 .0387 .4395 5700 -.0095 4 

LW1S .0404 3273 .6753 -.0026 2 
5 LW1 .0396 .2962 7193 -.0155 4 

LW2S .0400 .2557 .1467 -.0024 1 
LW2 .0403 .2039 8097 -.0136 2 

LW1S .0376 3033 .6978 -.0011 1 
2.25 LWI1 .0356 .2137 .8030 -.0166 1 

LW2S .0363 .2323 7685 -.0008 ] 
LW2 .0345 .1814 8317 -.0131 1           
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Table 5.5 Effect of suppressing delamination surface overlap on the energy release 

rates computed at midspan for a (0/35/-35/90), specimen with symmetric 
edge delaminations at the -35/90 and 90/-35 interfaces. 
L/W = 4.667, W/H = 15, D/W = 0.333 

  

    

Solution Model G G/G G,/G G,,/G 

Method     

LWI1S .0408 .2924 .7108 -.0032 
one-step LW1 0408 .2059 8110 -.0169 

LW2S 0402 .2594 .1436 -.0028 
LW2 .0407 .2149 7985 -.0134 

LWIS 0404 .2193 1844 -.0037 
two-step LW1 .0396 .1777 .8397 -.0174 

LW2S 0400 224] 1788 -.0029 

LW2 .0403 .1137 9015 -.0152 

LWIS .0386 5646 .4363 -.0009 
iterative LW1 0385 4917 5189 -.0106 

LW2S .0388 4247 5769 -.0017 
LW2 0387 4395 5700 -.0095 
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identifying all nodes where delamination surface overlap occurs. In the second step, the 

“mode I" relative displacement between the delaminated surfaces is constrained at all 

nodes identified in the first step, and the resulting problem is then solved. This method 

was used by Salpekar and O’Brien [103]. Finally the iterative solution method is the 

same frictionless contact algorithm used earlier. It should be noted that the solutions 

obtained using the one-step method and the two-step method are the same as the solutions 

obtained during the first and second iterations respectively of the iterative method. 

The one-step solution method results presented in Table 5.5 can be directly 

compared with the results of Raju et.al. [101] since the same material properties and 

geometry are used. The one-step LW2 results show very close agreement with the results 

of Table 1 of Raju et.al. [101] where a convergence study of the (0/35/-35/90), EDT 

specimen was performed. This agreement suggests that the mesh refinement for the 

present study is adequate. The iterative solution predicts total energy release rates that 

are only slightly lower than those of the one-step and two-step methods; however, the 

individual components predicted by the iterative solution are distinctly different from 

those of the one-step and two-step solutions. The one-step and two-step solutions predict 

a delamination under predominately mode II loading, while the iterative solution predicts 

a delamination under nearly equal mode I and mode II loading. 

The one-step solution predicts significant overlapping of the delaminated surfaces; 

this overlapping area accounts for nearly one half of the total delaminated surface area 

and occurs adjacent to the free edge, away from the delamination front. The maximum 

overlap displacement is approximately 11 times as large as the maximum opening
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displacement. The two-step solution assumes that the delaminated surfaces will be 

pressed together over the large area that was previously in a state of overlap. Finally the 

iterative solution predicts that the delaminated surfaces will be pressed together only 

along a thin strip bordering the free edge. The maximum delamination opening 

displacement predicted in the iterative solution is 2.7 and 2.1 times as large as that 

predicted in the one-step solution and two-step solution respectively, hence the larger 

mode I contribution predicted by the iterative solution. 

Figure 5.25 shows the variation of normalized G along the delamination front for 

all three laminates with W/H = 15. The results are computed using the LW2 model. The 

energy release rate is constant over most of the specimen length and decreases near the 

ends. This trend is representative of the results of each of the four models and also 

applies to the individual components of G. The observed decrease in G near the 

specimen ends is consistent with the applied displacement boundary conditions that hold 

the delamination closed at the ends to simulate the effect of the grips. In an actual EDT 

test specimen, the boundary conditions imposed by the friction grips are quite complex; 

however, slight differences in grip boundary conditions should not affect the results along 

the central portion of the delamination front assuming that enough elements are used 

along the specimen length.
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Figure 5.25 Distribution of the total energy release rate along the delamination front 

in EDT specimens (W/H = 15). Results computed with LW2 model.
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5.5.4 _ Double Cantilever Beam Specimen 

The double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen is widely used for characterizing the 

mode I fracture toughness of laminated composite materials and adhesively bonded joints 

[104-109]. Laminated composite DCB specimens are typically fabricated with an insert 

embedded at the midplane of one end of the beam to provide an initial straight 

delamination front. To avoid the effects of fiber bridging, Martin [106] stressed the 

importance of determining the critical energy release rate during the initial delamination 

propagation from the insert, and investigated the influence of insert thickness on the 

critical energy release rate. Davidson and Schapery [108] pointed out that for many 

laminate lay-ups, the delamination front attains significant curvature during propagation, 

and further suggested that the delamination front curvature may be caused by the 

tendency for the bent arms of the specimen to exhibit anticlastic curvature. Crews et. al. 

[109] investigated the effect of anticlastic curvature on the variation of G along the initial 

straight delamination starter using a three-dimensional finite element model. Crews et. 

al. [109] noted that amount of anticlastic curvature (and thus the amount of variation of 

G along the delamination front) is related to the quantity v,,E/E,, which is typically very 

small for a (0,,), specimen, and is typically large for a ((+45),), laminate. 

The variable kinematic finite elements are used to compute the distribution of the 

energy release rate along the straight delamination front for two different 24 ply DCB 

specimen laminates: 1) a (0,,), that has a minimal tendency to develop anticlastic 

curvature, and 2) a ((45/-45),), that has a strong tendency to develop anticlastic curvature. 

Both DCB specimens have the same dimensions; see Figure 5.26. The origin of the
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Figure 5.26 Dimensions of the double cantilever beam specimens.
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coordinate system for the both DCB specimen is located at the midpoint of the straight 

delamination front. The x coordinate (-L<x<L) is taken along the specimen length; the 

y coordinate (-W<y<W) is taken across the specimen width, and the z coordinate (- 

H<z<H) is taken through the specimen thickness. The delamination front is located along 

the line (0,y,0), thus the length of the delamination is L. The following relative 

dimensions and material properties are chosen similar to those reported in [109]: 

L=2W, H =0.06496W 

E, = 19.4349(10°) psi, E, = E, = 1.8855(10°) psi 

Vir = Vi3 = 0.34, v2, = 0.35 

G,. = G,, = 0.92823(10°) psi, G,, = 0.69617(10°) psi 

Note that since the (0,,), specimen is homogeneous, there are two planes of symmetry; 

therefore the computational domain consists of one fourth of the homogeneous DCB 

specimen (0<x<2L, 0<y<W, 0<z<H). This is not the case for the ((45/-45),)s specimen 

since only one plane of symmetry exists for this specimen. In order to reduce the 

problem size of the ((45/-45),)s specimen, the heterogeneous laminate is replaced by a 

homogeneous orthotropic material that has equivalent elastic properties in the integral 

sense. This homogeneous material will cause the DCB specimen to exhibit the same 

anticlastic curvature as the ((45/-45),)s; however the resulting homogeneous DCB 

specimen possesses two planes of symmetry, thus reducing the size of the necessary finite 

element model. The material properties of the homogenized ((45/-45),)s DCB specimen 

are taken from [110] as 

E, = E, = 3.1908(10°) psi, E, = 2.074(10°) psi
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Vi. = 0.716, v,; = v,; = 0.118 

G,, = 4.9603(10°) psi, G,, = G,; = 8.122(10°) psi 

Variable kinematic finite elements are used to create four different layerwise finite 

element models of the two DCB specimens. The four models differ only in the type of 

mathematical model (i.e. element type) and the level of transverse discretization; the 

inplane discretization is the same for all four models. 

LWI-L 17x8 2-D mesh of 8 node quadratic LW1 elements with a single linear 

layer through the thickness. Note that this model is kinematically 

equivalent to a first order shear deformation model. 

2295 global degrees of freedom. 

LW1-Q 17x8 2-D mesh of 8 node quadratic LW1 elements with a single quadratic 

layer through the thickness. 

3213 global degrees of freedom. 

LW2-L 17x8 2-D mesh of 8 node quadratic LW2 elements with a single linear 

layer through the thickness. Note that this model is kinematically 

equivalent to a first order shear deformation model with the addition of a 

thickness stretch variable. 

2754 global degrees of freedom. 

LW2-Q 17x8 2-D mesh of 8 node quadratic LW2 elements with a single quadratic 

layer through the thickness. 

4131 global degrees of freedom. 

Note that each of the four models uses only a single numerical layer (either linear or
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quadratic) through the thickness. This simplification is based on the fact that both 

specimens are relatively thin and homogeneous. Since these two examples represent thin 

laminates in bending, a selectively reduced integration scheme is used to prevent the 

artificial stiffening associated with spurious transverse shear stresses and spurious 

transverse normal stresses as discussed in Chapter 4. 

All four models use the same in-plane discretization, a 17x8 mesh of 2-D quadratic 

elements with 8 elements across the specimen half width and 17 elements along the 

specimen length. The 2-D mesh is gradually refined as the delamination front is 

approached (i.e. as x approaches L), and as the free edge is approached (i.e. as y 

approaches W). The smallest elements (located near the point x,y = L,W) have in-plane 

dimensions of Ax = L/160, Ay = W/64. The specimen is loaded by imposing a uniform 

transverse displacement at the end of the arm (i.e. by imposing w(2L,y,z) = w, = L/20). 

The energy release rate components are computed along the delamination front using the 

VCCM method [93,94]. For the two specimens modeled here, G, is the only significant 

component and the reported values are normalized as follows. 

250G, 
G, = (w)L)HE,, 

Table 5.6 shows the results from the (0,,), specimen. As stated earlier, this particular 

specimen has a very weak tendency to develop anticlastic curvature, thus there is no 

delamination surface overlap at the point where the delamination front meets the free edge 

and only one solution iteration is required. Figure 5.27 shows the variation of G, along
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the delamination front predicted by the four models. The predicted distribution of G, is 

similar to the results of Crews et.al. [110] where the decrease in G, near the intersection 

of the delamination front and the tree edge was attributed primarily to the boundary 

effect. 

Table 5.7 shows the results from the homogenized ((45/-45),)s specimen. As stated 

earlier, this particular specimen has a very strong tendency to develop anticlastic 

curvature, and thus a standard unconstrained linear solution predicts an overlapping of the 

delaminated surfaces near the intersection of the delamination front and the free edge. 

Figure 5.28 shows the variation of G, along the delamination front predicted by the 

iterative solutions of each of the four models after the delamination overlap is eliminated. 

In order to illustrate the effect of preventing the delamination surface overlap, the one- 

step and two-step solutions are also shown in Table 5.7. Figure 5.29 shows the 

distribution of G, along the delamination front predicted by the LW2-Q model for each 

of the three solution methods. Note that the G, distribution for all three solution methods 

are similar except in the immediate vicinity of the overlapping area, where the one-step 

solution errs significantly. It is interesting to note that the two-step solution and iterative 

solution agree very closely with each other, unlike the EDT specimen examined earlier. 

Within the context of the relatively coarse mesh used in this example, the iterative 

solution for the LW2-Q model predicts that the delamination closes over an approximately 

triangular shaped region with vertices x,y = (0.95W,L),(W,L),(W,1.04L). The two-step 

solution for the LW2-Q model predicts a similar but slightly larger delamination closure. 

Both of the iterative and two-step solutions predict that the energy release rate is zero
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Table 5.6 Normalized mode I energy release rate components for a (0,,), DCB 
specimen. L/W = 4, H/W = 0.12992 

  

  

  

  

  

                

Model G, at G, at Average Number of 

y/W = 0 y/W = 1 G, Iterations 

LWI1-L .1814 .0076 .1684 1 

LWi-Q .1814 0076 .1684 1 

| LW2-L .1875 0051 .1680 1 

LW2-Q .1772 .0069 .1643 1       
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Figure 5.27 Distribution of G, along the delamination front in a (0,,), DCB specimen.
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Table 5.7 Effect of suppressing delamination surface overlap on the mode I energy 

release rate components for a homogenized ((45/-45),), DCB specimen. 

D/W = 4, H/W = 0.12992 

Solution Model G, at G, at Avg. G; Number of 

Method y/W=0 | y/W=1 Iterations 

LWI-L | .4031 5242 .2820 1 
one-step LW1-Q | .4031 5242 .2820 1 

LW2-L | .4165 .4361 2857 1 
LW2-Q | .3997 3464 2751 1 

LWI-L | .3866 .0000 2517 2 
two-step LW1-Q | .3866 .Q000 2517 2 

LW2-L | .4100 .0000 .2688 2 
LW2-Q | .3992 0000 .2677 2 

LW1-L | .4080 .0063 2827 6 
iterative LW1-Q | .4080 .0063 2827 6 

LW2-L | .4227 .0010 .2870 6 
LW2-Q | .4045 .0018 .2761 5 
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Figure 5.28 Distribution of G, along the delamination front in a homogenized ((45/- 

45),), DCB specimen after iteratively suppressing delaminated surface 

overlap.
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Figure 5.29 Distribution of G, along the delamination front in a homogenized ((45/- 

45);), DCB specimen computed with the LW2 model. Results are shown 

at several points during the iterative process of suppressing delaminated 

surface overlap.
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over this interval of closure along the delamination front, thus the delamination would not 

grow in a Self similar manner from the initially straight delamination starter. Instead the 

delamination would begin to propagate in the central region and thus attain a curved front. 

This is consistent with experimental observation [108]. 

For the two DCB specimens examined, both the average and peak energy release rates 

predicted by the four models differ by less than 6%. For all cases, the LW2-L predicts 

the highest energy release rates. This slight overstiffness of the LW2-L model is caused 

by the implied assumption of a constant transverse normal strain through the thickness. 

For a thin laminate in bending, the in-plane strains are approximately linear through the 

thickness; therefore, in order to model a state of zero transverse normal stress, the 

functional form of the transverse normal strain should be similar to the in-plane strains, 

i.e. linear. Also of interest is the fact that the LW1-L and LW1-Q models predict the 

same results for both DCB specimens; apparently the quadratic capability of the LW1-Q 

model is not utilized in this problem.



6.0 FINITE ELEMENT MESH SUPERPOSITION - THE VKFEMS MODEL 

6.1 Introduction 

The use of hierarchical, variable kinematic, finite elements provides a convenient 

means of simultaneously discretizing different subregions of a single computational 

domain using different mathematical models. Thus the analyst can use the most 

appropriate mathematical model for each subregion of the domain. However, a 

simultaneous multiple model analysis based solely on the use of variable kinematic finite 

elements (e.g. the VKFE model of Chapter 5) has an important restriction: the inplane 

discretization of adjacent subregions must be compatible across all subregion boundaries. 

This restriction limits the practical application of the VKFE model by necessitating the 

use of two-dimensional transition zones in the finite element mesh to achieve an 

economical 2-D discretization. These 2-D transition zones are regions where the inplane 

mesh refinement level undergoes a rapid change to allow a coarsely refined 2-D region 

to be connected to a highly refined 2-D region. These transition zones are troublesome 

for a number of reasons. First, the mesh for transition zones is more difficult to generate 

than the more regularly discretized regions, thus complicating the mesh generation 

process. Second, transition zones often result in highly distorted elements, possibly 

causing numerical difficulties. Third, for problems that contain a localized subregion 

requiring high refinement, the use of a transition zone does permit a reduction in the total 

number of degrees of freedom in the finite element mesh (compared to a uniform, highly 

refined mesh); however, the transition zone itself still contains an excessive number of 

154
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degrees of freedom that are applied to noncnitical areas. Fourth, since most practical 

problems contain more than one localized subregion of interest, transition zones greatly 

reduce the adaptability of the model since the entire finite element mesh (including 

transition zones) must be reformed each time a new localized region of interest is 

selected. 

The removal of the inplane mesh compatibility restriction from the VKFE model 

of Chapter 5 would yield a very robust, and flexible simultaneous multiple model method. 

One way to overcome this restriction is by using multi-point constraint methods that 

incorporate Lagrange multipliers [69-71,76]._ However, in problems that involve more 

than one local region of interest, the multi-point constraint methods still require the entire 

finite element mesh and subregion interface functional to be reformulated each time a new 

local region is investigated. Further, the 1-D or 2-D interface functional is too 

cumbersome to work with for general laminate analysis; therefore, this method is not 

selected. 

In keeping with the hierarchical modeling philosophy of the previous chapter, the 

finite element mesh superposition technique [83-86] is chosen as the means to remove the 

inplane mesh compatibility requirement from the VKFE model. The finite element mesh 

superposition technique is a mesh refinement technique that creates refined subregions 

within an existing finite element mesh by superimposing smaller, independent, refined 

meshes on the original mesh. No changes are made to the original mesh during the 

superposition process. Further, the original mesh and the overlay mesh(es) need not have 

compatible discretization, thus the overlay mesh(es) can be used to provide enhanced
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interpolation capability precisely where it is most needed, regardless of the original mesh 

topology. The mesh superposition technique simplifies the analysis of multiple, localized 

subregions since the original global mesh is not altered during the process. To investigate 

a new local region, the analyst simply creates an independent, refined, overlay mesh and 

superimposes the overlay on the original mesh in the desired location. 

In section 6.2, the mechanics of finite element mesh superposition are discussed. 

Section 6.3 discusses the general computer implementation of the mesh superposition 

technique. Section 6.4 discusses the specific incorporation of the mesh superposition 

technique into the variable kinematic finite element model of Chapter 5, thus resulting in 

the VKFEMS model. In section 6.5, the effectiveness of the VKFEMS model is 

demonstrated by solving several numerical example problems. 

6.2. The Mechanics of Finite Element Mesh Superposition 

The finite element mesh superposition technique is a mesh refinement technique 

that creates refined subregions within an existing finite element mesh by superimposing 

smaller, independent, refined meshes (hereafter referred to as overlay meshes) on the 

original mesh to form a composite mesh. No changes are made to the original mesh 

during the superposition process. The original mesh and the overlay mesh(es) need not 

have compatible discretization, thus the overlay mesh(es) can be used to provide enhanced 

interpolation precisely where it is most needed, regardless of the original mesh topology. 

The mechanics of finite element mesh superposition can best be illustrated by 

considering a simple example such as the two-dimensional, displacement-based, finite 

element model of an elastic solid shown in Figure 6.1. The original (or global) mesh
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Figure 6.1 A simple example of finite element mesh superposition. A composite 

mesh is created by superimposing a refined, independent, local overlay 

mesh on a coarse global mesh.
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consists of a 4x3 coarse mesh of four-node quadrilateral elements and occupies a region 

R, with boundary S, (i.e. the entire rectangle ABCD). Suppose that the analyst decides 

that more refinement is needed within the shaded subregion R, enclosed by boundary S, 

(i.e. the quadrilateral region EFGD). Instead of reforming the global mesh, the level of 

refinement is increased within subregion R, by constructing an independent overlay mesh 

corresponding to the subregion R,. The overlay mesh is then superimposed on the 

original mesh to form a composite mesh. In Figure 6.1, the composite mesh is formed 

by creating a 5x5 overlay mesh of four-node quadrilateral elements and then 

superimposing the overlay mesh on the 4x3 coarse global mesh. The resulting composite 

mesh exhibits increased refinement precisely where it is needed, without the use of 

troublesome 2-D transition zones. Although it appears that the composite mesh shown 

in Figure 6.1 does not satisfy inplane mesh compatibility requirements along the line 

EFG, the interpolants (i.e. the 2-D displacement components) on the global and overlay 

meshes are defined in such a way that the displacement field is continuous throughout the 

composite mesh. 

The assumed displacement field for the composite mesh is actually the sum of two 

different assumed displacement fields. Specifically, the total displacement at any point 

in the composite mesh is defined as the sum of the displacement components interpolated 

on the global mesh and the displacement components interpolated on the overlay mesh. 

For the problem shown in Figure 6.1. this relationship is expressed as 

u=u'+u inR, (ie. within polygon EFGD) (6.1a) 

and
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u=uU in R, - R, (ie. within polygon ABCGFE). (6.1b) 

In Eqs. 6.1, u is the total displacement vector, u’ is the displacement vector interpolated 

on the original 4x3 global mesh, and u’ is the displacement vector interpolated on the 5x5 

overlay mesh. Thus the mesh superposition technique is based on the idea of multiple 

assumed displacement fields, similar to the development of the variable kinematic finite 

elements of Chapter 5. The displacement vector u’ serves as a relative displacement; that 

is, u’ functions as a refined, incremental enhancement to u' within region R*. As long 

as homogeneous essential boundary conditions are enforced on wu’ along line EFG, then 

the total displacement field will be continuous throughout the composite mesh. Note that 

continuity of the displacement field is not a question along line EDG which forms part 

of the boundary of the composite mesh. As a result, homogeneous essential boundary 

conditions do not have to be enforced on u’ along line EDG, unless, of course, line EDG 

happens to be part of a Diriclit boundary for the composite problem. Thus, to ensure 

continuity of the total displacement field within the composite mesh, homogeneous 

essential boundary conditions need to be enforced on the overlay mesh interpolant u’ 

along those parts of overlay mesh boundary S, that do not coincide with the original mesh 

boundary S,, and also along those parts of overlay boundary S, that coincide with a 

Diriclit boundary where homogeneous essential boundary conditions are enforced. 

While these particular homogeneous essential boundary conditions are sufficient 

to guarantee continuity of the total displacement vector field u within the composite mesh, 

they are not sufficient to guarantee that the component vectors u' and u’ are unique. That 

is, there may be more than one set of component vector fields (u' and u’) that can be
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summed to yield a particular total displacement vector field u. A necessary and sufficient 

condition to guarantee that both of the component vector fields are uniquely defined is 

to enforce homogeneous essential boundary conditions on the overlay interpolant uw’ at any 

nodes in the overlay mesh that happened to coincide with a node in the original mesh 

[85]. This situation may occur on the boundary S, or within the region R,. A close 

examination of Figure 6.1 reveals that there are two such nodes in the composite mesh. 

One of the nodes occurs at point D while the other node is located near the middle of line 

DG. 

Due to the hierarchic definition of the total displacement field and the application 

of appropriate homogeneous essential boundary conditions on the overlay degrees of 

freedom, the overlay mesh need not be compatible with the original mesh. By 

circumventing the mesh compatibility requirement along the overlay boundary S,, a 

tremendous amount of freedom is provided for the construction of the overlay mesh. 

Once an adequate global mesh is created for a problem, the same global mesh can be 

used to investigate many different local regions of interest via overlay meshes. Each time 

a new local region of interest is selected, an independent overlay mesh is formed and then 

superimposed in the desired location on the global mesh, regardless of the global mesh 

topology. 

6.3 Computer Implementation of Finite Element Mesh Superposition 

Once it is understood that the mesh superposition technique is based on the idea 

of multiple assumed displacement fields, the development of the finite element model 

equations is straightforward, although somewhat tedious. The development begins by
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substituting the expression for the total displacement field (u=u'+u’) into the appropriate 

variational statement of the problem (e.g. the principal of virtual displacements). 

Subsequently, the development proceeds similar to other displacement-based finite 

element models. 

For the case of a single overlay mesh superimposed on a global mesh, the 

resulting system of equilibrium equations for the composite mesh naturally lends itself to 

a 2x2 block matrix structure as follows: 

[K,,] [K,2] {d,} {F,} 
= (6.2) 

[Ki] [K,2] {d,} {F,}}. 

In Eq. 6.2, [K,,] represents the assembled stiffness matrix for the original mesh (i.e. the 

global mesh), while [K,,] represents the assembled stiffness matrix for the overlay mesh. 

The vectors {d,} and {d,} represent the degrees of freedom associated with the original 

mesh and overlay mesh respectively. The vectors {F,} and {F,} represent the equivalent 

nodal forces for the original mesh and overlay mesh respectively. Finally, [K,,] and [K,,] 

represent the assembled coupling stiffness matrices. 

To efficiently incorporate the finite element mesh superposition technique into an 

existing finite element analysis code, there are three main areas/concerns that need to be 

addressed. First, the data structure of the finite element analysis code must be changed 

to permit efficient handling of the input data for two separate finite element meshes 

(original mesh and overlay mesh) and the 2x2 block structure of the composite system 

of equilibrium equations. Second, an efficient means must be developed to compute the 

coupling stiffness matrices (and coupling mass matrices for transient problems) at the
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element level. Finally, standard equation solvers for banded systems of equations are not 

efficient for solving the composite system of equilibrium equations due to the 2x2 block 

structure; therefore, an efficient equation solver must be found or developed. 

Consider the computation of the coupling stiffness matrices. For solid mechanics 

problems, the composite stiffness matrix is symmetric, thus K,,,, is equal to K,,;;. Each 

component of the coupling stiffness matrix (i.e. each K,,,)is defined in terms of an 

integral whose integrand contains products of interpolation functions from the original 

mesh and interpolation functions from the overlay mesh. These interpolation function 

products might include one or more of the following: 

Wiig» Via WiWajy> VixV2 Wis. WiixVaxy> ViiyW3 ViiyVaj0 WiiyVajy- 

The function y,, represents the interpolation function associated with the i” degree of 

freedom in mesh | (i.e. the original mesh). The function y,, represents the interpolation 

function associated with the j* degree of freedom in mesh 2 (i.e. the overlay mesh). 

Partial differentiation with respect to x or y is denoted by including a ’,x’ or ’,y’ in the 

subscript. These integral are carried out over the domain of each overlay element. 

For any given overlay element, the numerical integration of the coupling stiffness 

matrix components can be carried out in a straightforward manner provided that the 

overlay element is superimposed entirely within the boundary of a single element in the 

original mesh. If all of the overlay elements satisfy this condition, then the mesh 

superposition process will be referred to as "structured" mesh superposition. If any of the 

overlay elements are superimposed in such a way that they cover portions of two or more 

global elements (as in Figure 6.1), then the mesh superposition process will be referred
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to as "unstructured" mesh superposition. In computing the components of the coupling 

stiffness matrices for the unstructured case, a given overlay element may have to be 

subdivided into smaller polygons so that Gaussian quadrature can be performed. Such 

a process severely complicates the general computer implementation; therefore, unless 

stated otherwise, the remainder of the chapter will focus on structured mesh superposition. 

It should be noted that in restricting further developments to the structured case, the loss 

in modeling generality is not severe, and there is a significant gain in programming 

simplicity and efficiency. 

For the structured version of finite element mesh superposition, a further 

simplification is possible if both the global elements and the overlay elements are the 

same element type (i.e. same number of nodes, same order of interpolation). If this 

condition is met, then it is possible to compute the components of [K,,] without explicitly 

performing any numerical integration; instead, the components of [K,,] can be defined in 

terms of linear combinations of the components of [K,,]. 

To illustrate the connection between the components of K,, and K,,, consider the 

case of a single four-node overlay element (Q,) superimposed on a single four-node 

global element (Q,) as shown in Figure 6.2. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, 

assume that this scenario applies to a single variable problem (i.e. 1 d.o.f. per node). Let 

We, (i=1,2,3,4) denote the interpolation functions associated with the global element Q,, 

and let y,, G=1,2,3,4) denote the interpolation functions associated with the overlay 

element Q,. Since both sets of interpolation functions are complete bilinear functions, any 

one of the w,, can be expressed in terms of the set of four w,; as
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4 

ei (E82) = YS Cie (6%, 0°) i=1,2,3,4 (6.3) 
yA 

where 

Cry = Way (Xz, V3) 1=1,2,3,4 j=1,2,3,4 (6.4) 

In Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4), &° and n° are the natural (i.e. local) coordinates for the overlay 

element Q,, while x; and y, are the global rectangular coordinates of the j" node of the 

overlay element. In computing the C;; via Eq. 6.4, an inverse mapping must be performed 

to determine the local coordinates within the global element Q, (ie. E,nF) that 

correspond to the global coordinates of the j" node of the overlay element Q, (i.e. X, Yj) 

This inverse mapping necessitates solving a 2x2 system of nonlinear algebraic equations; 

however, for linear, quadratic and cubic isoparametric elements the equations are well 

behaved, and only 2 or 3 iterations of the Newton-Raphson algorithm are needed to 

perform the inverse mapping. Once the coefficients C, are determined for a particular 

(overlay element, global element) pair, the global element’s interpolation functions can 

be conveniently expressed in terms of the overlay element’s interpolation functions. The 

partial derivatives of w,,; can also be conveniently expressed in terms of the partial 

derivatives of the w,, and the C,. 

4 

Wax, x(b°,N°) = YS Cig Wey, x (E219) 1=1,2,3,4 (6.5) 
j=l 

4 

Wei y (EN) = Yo CryWey y(E8ne) «= 1=1,2,3,4 (6.6) 
jel 

Recall that the components of the coupling stiffness matrix [K,,] are defined in
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Figure 6.2. A single 4-node overlay element superimposed within a 4-node global 

element.
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terms of integrals whose integrands contain products of interpolation functions from the 

original mesh and interpolation functions from the overlay mesh. The entire collection 

of these interpolation function product integrals can be expressed by the following 

partitioned matrix integral, denoted [A,] where i,j = 1,2,3,4. 

W2i¥ ej WeiWoj,x Wei Vez,y 

[A,,] = | Weix¥oy  WeixVoy.x  Wai,xWey,y/dQ, (6-7) 1j 

Wei, y¥o; Wei, yWoj.x Wri yWer.y 

This matrix can be expressed in terms of component matrices as 

Wei 
Ag] = | Wes.x| [Wey Wey.x Wez,y] AQ. (6.8) 

. Weriy 

Substituting Eq. (6.3) into Eq. (6.8) yields 

4 . 

| > CW ex 
k-1 

4 

gl = f Dy CixWer, x [Woy Wez,x Wey,y] AN. (6.9) 
Q =1 

4 

> CikVex,y 

[k=1 |     
Taking the summation and constant coefficients outside the integration, yields 

4 Wek 

[A,,] = ¥ Cin f Wok, x [Woy Wey,x Wa3,y] dQ... (6.10) 

=1 
° Wory 

Finally, multiplying the two component matrices together within the integral, yields
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4 W.Va; WV, x WearWes,y 

[Aig] = Cig | |Vex.x¥ey Worx¥oz.x Vox,xVoz,¥|dQ,. (6.11) 
k=1 

e Wor, yVo; Wor, yWoj.x Wor yVer.y 

The integrals appearing on the right hand side of Eq. (6.11) are the same integrals that 

contribute to the overlay element stiffness matrix [K,,]°. Therefore, once the standard 

element stiffness matrix is formed for the overlay element, the individual components of 

the coupling stiffness matrix can subsequently be formed as weighted summations of the 

components of the overlay element stiffness matrix. For single variable problems where 

both the overlay element and the global element are the same isoparametric element type, 

this relationship takes the following simple form. 

P 

Ky335 = Cin Keng i,j = 1,2,...,D)D (6.12) 

m=1 

where p is the number of nodes per element. For multiple variable problems, similar 

relationships can be written involving submatrices of [K,,]° and [K,,]°. This feature 

greatly simplifies the construction of the element coupling stiffness matrix [K,,]°. 

The last item that needs to be addressed is the choice of method for solving the 

composite system of equilibrium equations. The process of creating a composite mesh 

by adding an overlay mesh to an existing mesh destroys the banded nature of the system 

of equilibrium equations. This can best be illustrated by considering a simple example. 

Figure 6.3 shows a simple composite mesh that is used for a single variable problem (i.e. 

one degree of freedom per node). Both the original mesh and the overlay mesh each 

contain 9 nodes, and thus 9 degrees of freedom. Note that due to the superimposed
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Global Mesh Overlay Mesh 
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        S| | } 

Composite System of Equations 

[Kid] [Kig] {d}] _ [{F,} 
[Koq] [Koa] |id2} [th A 

Figure 6.3 A simple composite mesh formed by superimposing a 2x2 overlay mesh 
of 4-node quadrilateral elements on a 2x2 global mesh of 4-node 
quadrilateral elements. 
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[Kid [Kig] 
[Ko] [Kea]     
  

  

      

Figure 6.4 + Form of the composite stiffness matrix for the composite mesh shown in 

Figure 6.3. Darkened areas show the location of nonzero entries.
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location of the overlay mesh, only global degrees of freedom 2, 3, 5, and 6 participate in 

the coupling stiffness matrices. The structure of the composite stiffness matrix for this 

problem can be seen in Figure 6.4. The darkened areas denote the location of nonzero 

terms. While the submatrices [K,,] and [K,,] are exhibit standard banded structure, the 

composite stiffness matrix does not have a banded structure due to the presence of the 

coupling stiffness matrices [K,,] and [K,,]. For many composite meshes, the coupling 

stiffness matrices will contain relatively few rows that have nonzero entries. Further, for 

many types of problems, [K,,] is the transpose of [K,,]. Therefore the composite stiffness 

matrix can be stored as follows: store [K,,] and [K,.] in banded form; store [K,,] in 

compacted form, i.e. only rows with nonzero entries should be stored. 

The main disadvantage of the non-banded, 2x2 block structure of the composite 

stiffness matrix is that the composite system of equations cannot be solved efficiently by 

direct, Gaussian elimination, banded solvers. There are several logical alternatives for 

solving the composite system of equations. One alternative is to abandon the 2x2 block 

structure and use an bandwidth minimizer to renumber the degrees of freedom in the 

composite mesh, thus obtaining a single stiffness matrix whose bandwidth is larger than 

the bandwidth of [K,,] or [K,,], but smaller than the number of equations in the 

composite system. A direct banded equation solver could then be used to solve the 

equations. Another alternative is to use an iterative equation solving algorithm (e.g. 

Gauss-Seidel Iteration) that can modified capitalize on the sparse block structure of the 

composite system of equations. Perhaps a more promising alternative is the use of a 

combination direct/iterative solver for 2x2 block matrix systems as discussed by Wilson
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[111]. Wilson used this technique for solving finite element systems of equations where 

part of the degrees of freedom denoted total displacements, while the remaining portion 

denoted relative displacements. This situation is similar to the composite system of 

equations that result from finite element mesh superposition, where the overlay degrees 

of freedom are essentially relative displacements. The combination direct/iterative 

solution of the 2x2 block matrix system of equations is described below. This technique 

will henceforth be referred to as a 2x2 block iterative method. 

2x2 Block Iterative Equation Solver 

1. Set {d,}° = {0}. Setj=1. 

2. Compute {d,}) from [K,,]{d,? = {F,} - [K,.]{d,}’ using a direct, banded 
equation solver. 

3. Compute {d,}’ from [K,,]{d,}) = {F,} - [K,,]{d,} using a direct, banded 
equation solver. 

4. Check for convergence of the solution vectors {d,}? and {d,}. 

Convergence is defined by 

H{d, }-{d, 2 'WI{d, PI] < tolerance, and 

I{d,}-{d, "WH d,}/ll < tolerance,. 

5. If convergence is achieved, exit with solution. 

If convergence is not achieved, set j=j+1 and go to step 2. 

In steps 1 through 5, the superscript ’j’ or ’j-1’ denotes the iteration during which a 

particular vector is computed. Notice that the iterative process is started by setting {d,} 

to {0} in step one. This is a reasonable starting point since the components of {d,} are 

relative displacements and thus are normally much smaller in magnitude than the 

components of {d,}, provided, of course, that the original mesh is adequate in some sense.
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To compare the amount of computational effort expected in solving the 

equilibrium equations of a composite mesh, consider a hypothetical global/local problem 

where mesh 1 (i.e. the original mesh) contains 1000 degrees of freedom and has a half 

bandwidth of 100, and mesh 2 (i.e. the overlay mesh) contains 5000 degrees of freedom 

and has a half bandwidth of 500. First consider using a direct, banded equation solver 

(Gaussian Elimination) on the composite system of equations. To effectively use this 

method, the degrees of freedom in the composite mesh must be renumbered based on a 

bandwidth minimization algorithm. After renumbering, the resulting system will have 

6000 equations and a half bandwidth of approximately 600. The number of arithmetic 

Operations required to perform Gaussian elimination and back substitution on this banded 

system is proportional to NEQ(HBW)’ or 2.16x10’. 

Now consider using the 2x2 block iterative method. During the first iteration, 

gaussian elimination must be performed on both [K,,] and [K,,]; therefore, the total 

number of arithmetic operations needed for the first iteration is proportional to 

NEQ,(HBW,) + NEQ,(HBW,)’ or 1.26x10°. Notice that to perform the first iteration of 

the 2x2 block iterative method requires approximately 60% of the number of arithmetic 

operation required to solve the problem directly using Gaussian elimination. After the 

first iteration, each subsequent iteration can be completed without performing Gaussian 

elimination on the two stiffness matrices. Gaussian elimination needs to be performed 

only on the force vectors, followed by back substitution. Thus the total number of 

arithmetic operations needed to perform each additional iteration (after the first) is 

proportional to NEQ,(HBW,) + NEQ,(HBW,) or 2.6x10°. Since relatively few arithmetic
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operations are required to complete each additional iteration, it is possible to complete a 

large number of iterations (possibly hundreds) before the total number of arithmetic 

operations used in the 2x2 block iterative method becomes equal to the number of 

arithmetic operations required by a direct solution. 

6.4 Integrating the VKFE Model & Mesh Superposition Technique 

In the preceding sections 6.2 and 6.3, the discussion pertained to general aspects 

of the finite element mesh superposition technique. In contrast, this section deals with 

the specifics of integrating the finite element mesh superposition technique into the 

variable kinematic finite element model developed in Chapter 5. As mentioned in the 

introductory section 6.1, the purpose of this merger is to circumvent the requirement of 

maintaining inplane mesh compatibility in the VKFE model. After incorporating mesh 

superposition capability into the VKFE model, the resulting model will be referred to as 

the VKFEMS model. 

In the VKFEMS model, the variable kinematic elements developed in Chapter 5 

are used to form the independent overlay meshes that can be superimposed on a global 

mesh of conventional, 2-D, FSD plate elements. The variable kinematic elements in the 

overlay mesh permit different subregions of the computational domain to be described by 

different types of mathematical models, while the finite element mesh superposition 

technique permits the coupling of 2-D subregions that are incompatible with respect to 

inplane mesh discretization. Thus the VKFEMS model permits localized subregions to 

be discretized with a high order, layerwise mesh to extract accurate 3-D stress fields 

regardless of the topology of the original mesh of 2-D FSD plate elements.
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In recently reported applications of the mesh superposition method [83-86], both 

the elements of the global mesh and the elements of the overlay mesh are based on the 

same type of mathematical model. In contrast, the present VKFEMS model uses overlay 

meshes that can contain elements corresponding to three different types of mathematical 

models. The local overlay mesh of variable kinematic elements can include FSD 

elements, LW1 elements, LW2 elements, or any combination of these three types. Thus, 

instead of simply being a mesh refinement method, the VKFEMS finite element model 

permits abrupt changes in the level of inplane mesh discretization and abrupt changes in 

mathematical model type. Displacement continuity between the global FSD mesh and 

the local overlay mesh of variable kinematic elements is maintained by simply enforcing 

homogeneous essential boundary conditions along part or all of the overlay mesh 

boundary. This process is easily automated in the VKFEMS model, thus providing a very 

convenient alternative to the traditionally troublesome transition zones or Lagrange 

multiplier techniques. 

During the superposition of the overlay mesh, it is important to make sure that the 

constitutive laws used in the global FSD elements and the constitutive laws used in the 

VKFE elements of the overlay mesh are in agreement. In the VKFEMS model, the global 

elements are always FSD elements that use reduced constitutive laws. If an overlay 

mesh contains only FSD elements and/or LW1 elements, then there is no conflict since 

the overlay elements also use reduced constitutive laws. However, if the overlay mesh 

contains LW2 elements, then the constitutive laws used in the overlay element and the 

global element are not in agreement.
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To guarantee that the global elements and their associated overlay elements use 

similar constitutive relations, two restrictions must be imposed on the structured 

superposition of VKFE overlay meshes on FSD global meshes. These two restrictions 

are best illustrated by simple hypothetical example. Consider a particular FSD element 

Q,, in the global mesh. Assume that an independent overlay mesh of variable kinematic 

elements is created, and that the overlay mesh contains some FSD elements, some LW1 

elements, and some LW2 elements. If the overlay mesh is positioned so that a LW2 

element is superimposed on global element Q, then the entire surface of Q, must be 

covered with LW2 elements, and subsequently the global FSD element Q, must use full 

constitutive relations. On the other hand, if the overlay mesh is positioned so that a FSD 

element or LW1 element is superimposed on global element ,., then some or all of Q, 

can be covered with FSD overlay elements and/or LW1 overlay elements, and the global 

FSD element , continues to use reduced constitutive relations. Thus a single global 

FSD element cannot have all three element types superimposed on it simultaneously. 

These restrictions guarantee that the constitutive relations are consistent between 

corresponding portions of the global mesh and overlay mesh.
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6.5 Numerical Results 

Two example problems are chosen to verify the VKFEMS model and to examine 

factors that affect the quality and efficiency of the VKFEMS analysis. A third example 

is chosen to illustrate a practical problem that requires the advanced features of the 

VKFEMS model to achieve a tractable solution. The first example involves determining 

the free edge stress field in a symmetric angle ply laminate subjected to inplane extension. 

The second example involves determining the free edge stress field in a symmetric angle 

ply laminate subjected to bending. These first two examples involve parametric type 

VKFEMS analyses and include comparisons to VKFE results using similar meshes. The 

third example problem involves the analysis of a piezoelectrically actuated plate. The 

example focuses on determining the location of the maximum interlaminar stresses in a 

thin adhesive layer used to bond a surface mounted piezoelectric actuator to an aluminum 

plate. 

6.5.1 Free edge stresses in a (45/-45). under axial extension 

To demonstrate the accuracy and economy afforded by VKFEMS model, a 

global/local analysis is performed to determine the nature of the free edge stress field in 

a simple (45/-45), laminate subjected to imposed axial extension. In this laminate, each 

of the four material plies is of equal thickness h, and is idealized as a homogeneous, 

orthotropic material. The material properties for the four layers (expressed in the 

principal material coordinate system) are: 

E, = 20x 10° psi E, = E, =2.1 x 10° psi 

Git = Giz = Guy = 0.85 Xx 10° psi
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Mir = Miz = Mrz = 0.21 

The subscript L denotes the direction parallel to the fibers; the subscript T denotes the 

inplane direction perpendicular to the fibers, and subscript Z denotes the out-of-plane 

direction. The laminate has length 2L, width 2W, and thickness 2H. The length to width 

ratio is 10 (L=10W). The width to thickness ratio is 4 (W=4H=8h). The x-coordinate 

is taken along the length of the laminate; the y-coordinate is taken across the width of 

laminate, and the z-coordinate is taken through the thickness of the laminate. Since the 

laminate is symmetric about the xy plane, only the upper half of the laminate is modeled. 

Thus the computational domain is defined by (O<x<2L, -W<y<W, O<z<H). The 

displacement boundary conditions are: 

u,( 2L,y,z) = uy u,(0,y,z) = 0 

u,(0,0,0) =0 u,(2L,0,0) = 0 

u;( x,y,0) =0 

As in the Chapter 5 solution of this particular problem using the VKFE model, the 

VKFEMS model analysis is used here to accurately determine the free edge stresses near 

the middle of one of the two free edges. To compute these free edge stresses in an 

efficient manner, the local subregion of interest is discretized with LW2 elements, while 

the remainder of the laminate is discretized with FSD elements. In solving this problem 

with the VKFEMS model, several objectives are identified: 

1, Examine the solution convergence for the 2x2 block iterative method used to solve 

the composite system of equations resulting from the VKFEMS model, 

2. Compare the results obtained with the VKFEMS model to the results obtained
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with the VKFE model where both models use comparable levels of discretization 

within the LW2 subregion, 

3. Examine the effect of size and density of the LW2 overlay mesh on the accuracy 

of the free edge stresses. 

To accomplish these objectives, four different VKFEMS models are created. All four 

models use the same coarse 5x6 global mesh of 8-node quadrilateral FSD elements shown 

in Figure 6.5. All 30 of the FSD elements in the global mesh are of equal length (2L/5); 

however, the width of the elements adjacent to the x-axis is 0.5W, while the width of all 

other elements is 0.25W. To accurately resolve the free edge stresses near the midpoint 

of one of the two free edges, independent overlay meshes of LW2 elements are created 

and superimposed on the global mesh of FSD elements to form four different composite 

meshes. The four overlay meshes are also shown in Figure 6.5, along with their intended 

superposition locations. The LW2 elements in all four overlay meshes are 8-node 

quadrilaterals. Overlay mesh 1 consists of a 3x6 mesh of LW2 elements that are 

superimposed on FSD element 28. Overlay mesh 2 consists of a 5x6 mesh of LW2 

elements that are superimposed on FSD element 28. Overlay mesh 3 consists of a 3x6 

mesh of LW2 elements that are superimposed on FSD elements 27, 28, and 29. Finally, 

overlay mesh 4 consists of a 5x6 mesh of LW2 elements that are superimposed on FSD 

elements 27, 28, and 29. All four of the overlay meshes use the exact same discretization 

in the y-direction and z-direction as shown in Figure 6.6. Thus the four LW2 overlay 

meshes differ only in the discretization in the x-direction and the number of global FSD 

elements that they cover.
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Each of the four composite meshes features an abrupt change in the level of 

inplane discretization at the FSD/LW2 boundary. In sharp contrast to the VKFE model, 

the VKFEMS model does not require a one-to-one correspondence between FSD elements 

and LW2 elements along the FSD/LW2 boundary. Since the VKFEMS method does not 

require inplane mesh compatibility along subregion boundaries, the analyst has a 

tremendous amount of flexibility in creating the independent overlay meshes. To examine 

the effect of the inplane mesh incompatibility along the FSD/LW2 boundary and the 

resulting reduced number of FSD degrees of freedom outside the LW2 subregion, each 

of the VKFEMS models will have a corresponding VKFE model for comparison. In each 

case, the VKFEMS and VKFE models have the same number of degrees of freedom in 

the LW2 subregion. However, since the VKFE models feature a one-to-one 

correspondence between FSD elements and LW2 elements along the FSD/LW2 boundary, 

the VKFE model has more FSD degrees of freedom outside of the LW2 subregion than 

a comparable VKFEMS model. Both the VKFEMS and VKFE models use relaxed 

subregion compatibility in all four cases. All reported stresses for this example problem 

are nondimensionalized by multiplying by 20/(E,€,) where €)=u,/(2L). 

Figure 6.7 shows the VKFEMS composite mesh created with overlay mesh 1 and 

the corresponding VKFE mesh that is used for the control solution. Note that both of the 

2-D meshes in Figure 6.7 contain the same discretization in the shaded LW2 subregion 

(3x6 LW2 elements); however, the VKFE mesh contains a much greater number of FSD 

elements than the VKFEMS mesh. Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of transverse normal 

stress and transverse shear stress through the laminate thickness, at the free edge,
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Figure 6.8 Distribution of interlaminar stresses through laminate thickness near free 

edge. Convergence of iterative solution for VKFEMS model (composite 
mesh 1) is shown. The control solution is computed with a comparable 
VKFE model. 
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predicted by the VKFE and VKFEMS models. The stresses are computed at the reduced 

gauss points that lie along x=0.9615L and y=0.9983W. Figure 6.9 shows the distribution 

of transverse normal stress and transverse shear stress across the width of the laminate 

as predicted by the VKFE and VKFEMS models. The stresses are computed at the 

reduced gauss points that lie along x=0.9615L and z=1.014h. Since a block iterative 

technique is used to solve the 2x2 composite system of equations for the VKFEMS 

model, the solution convergence is demonstrated in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 by plotting the 

stresses for displacement vector tolerances of 1.0, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, and listing the 

respective number of iterations required. The VKFEMS solution obtained during the first 

iteration is essentially the same solution that would be obtained by a non-iterative, 

sequential global/local analysis where the FSD displacements are used as boundary 

conditions for a subsequent independent 3-D local analysis. As seen in both Figures 6.8 

and 6.9, the convergence of the VKFEMS transverse shear stress (i.e. the dominant 

interlaminar stress for this particular problem) is faster than the convergence of the 

VKFEMS transverse normal stress. During the iterative solution process, the change in 

the VKFEMS transverse shear stress distribution is almost graphically undetectable; even 

during the first iteration, the VKFEMS transverse shear stress is very close to the VKFE 

control solution. The transverse normal stress distribution does undergo a visible change; 

however, the qualitative nature of the distribution remains similar from the first iteration 

to final convergence. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show that the converged VKFEMS solution 

agrees very closely with the VKFE control solution for both interlaminar stresses (even 

near the FSD/LW2 boundary), thus indicating that the extra FSD degrees of freedom in
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Figure 6.9 Distribution of interlaminar stresses across the laminate width, near the 

45/-45 interface. Convergence of iterative solution for VKFEMS model 
(composite mesh 1) is shown. The control solution is computed with a 

comparable VKFE model.
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the VKFE model do not improve the solution for this particular problem. 

Figure 6.10 shows the VKFEMS composite mesh created with overlay mesh 2, and 

the corresponding VKFE mesh used for a control solution. The LW2 subregions in both 

meshes are shown as shaded. Note that while both LW2 subregions use a 5x6 mesh, the 

LW2 subregion is much longer in the VKFE mesh than in the VKFEMS mesh. The 

central row of LW2 elements (i.e. the row of elements centered along x=L) is exactly the 

same in both LW2 subregions, and it is within this row of elements that the stresses are 

computed. Figure 6.11 shows the distribution of transverse normal stress and transverse 

shear stress through the laminate thickness, at the free edge, predicted by the VKFE and 

VKFEMS models. The stresses are computed at the reduced gauss points that lie along 

x=0.9808L and y=0.9983W. Figure 6.12 shows the distribution of transverse normal 

stress and transverse shear stress across the width of the laminate as predicted by the 

VKFEMS model (overlay mesh 2) and the corresponding VKFE model. The stresses are 

computed at the reduced gauss points that lie along x=0.9808L and z=1.014h. 

Examination of Figures 6.11 and 6.12 reveals the same basic trends as discussed for the 

previous example using overlay mesh 1. However, upon comparing Figures 6.8 and 6.9 

with Figures 6.11 and 6.12, the iterative solution for the VKFEMS model with overlay 

mesh 2 (Figures 6.11 and 6.12) is seen to converge more slowly than the iterative solution 

for the previous VKFEMS model with overlay mesh 1 (Figure 6.8 and 6.9). Using 

overlay mesh 2, 158 iterations were required to reach a tolerance of 0.0001, while 97 

iterations were required to reach the same tolerance using overlay mesh 1. Both 

VKFEMS composite meshes (using overlay meshes 1 and 2) contain 40 global FSD
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Figure 6.11 Distribution of interlaminar stresses through laminate thickness near free 

edge. Convergence of iterative solution for VKFEMS model (composite 

mesh 2) is shown. The control solution is computed with a comparable 

VKFE model.
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degrees of freedom that participate in the coupling of the global and overlay meshes, thus 

the slower convergence obtained with overlay mesh 2 is probably due to the increased 

number of degrees of freedom in overlay mesh 2. Finally, the VKFEMS stresses 

predicted using overlay mesh 1 and overlay mesh 2 are very close, thus the 3x6 LW2 

overlay mesh predicts essentially the same stresses as the more refined 5x6 LW2 overlay 

mesh. 

Figure 6.13 shows the VKFEMS composite mesh created with overlay mesh 3, and 

the corresponding VKFE mesh used for a control solution. Both of the 2-D meshes in 

Figure 6.7 contain the exact same discretization in the shaded LW2 subregion (3x6 LW2 

elements); however, the VKFE mesh contains a greater number of FSD elements than the 

VKFEMS mesh. Figure 6.14 shows the distribution of transverse normal stress and 

transverse shear stress through the laminate thickness, at the free edge, predicted by the 

VKFE and VKFEMS models. The stresses are computed at the reduced gauss points that 

lie along x=0.8845L and y=0.9983W. Figure 6.15 shows the distribution of transverse 

normal stress and transverse shear stress across the width of the laminate as predicted by 

the VKFEMS model (overlay mesh 2) and the corresponding VKFE model. The stresses 

are computed at the reduced gauss points that lie along x=0.8845L and z=1.014h. 

Examination of Figures 6.14 and 6.15 reveals a visible difference between the VKFEMS 

solution and the VKFE control solution; the peak VKFEMS stresses are higher. Actually, 

the converged VKFEMS stresses in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 are very close to the stresses 

predicted in the previous Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.11, and 6.12. Thus the VKFE control 

solution in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 is probably less accurate than the VKFEMS solution
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even though the VKFE mesh has more FSD degrees of freedom in the global mesh. Due 

to the coarseness of these VKFE mesh in the x-direction, the extra FSD degrees of 

freedom may allow the boundary conditions (at x=O0 and x=2L) to influence the solution 

at midspan, hence the slightly lower stresses predicted by the VKFE model. Note that 

the VKFEMS solution using overlay mesh 3 required 170 iterations to achieve a tolerance 

of 0.0001, despite the fact that this VKFEMS model has the same number of FSD and 

LW2 degrees of freedom as the VKFEMS model using overlay mesh 1. The difference 

is that overlay mesh 3 is superimposed over three FSD elements instead of one FSD 

element as in overlay mesh 1. Thus the VKFEMS model using overlay mesh 3 has more 

global FSD degrees of freedom that participate in coupling the global and overlay meshes. 

Figure 6.16 shows the VKFEMS composite mesh created with overlay mesh 4, and 

the corresponding VKFE mesh used for a control solution. The LW2 subregions in both 

meshes are shown as shaded. Note that while both LW2 subregions use a 5x6 mesh, the 

discretization in the x-direction is slightly different. The central row of LW2 elements 

(i.e. the row of elements centered along x=L) is exactly the same in both LW2 

subregions, and it is within this row of elements that the stresses are computed. Figure 

6.17 shows the distribution of transverse normal stress and transverse shear stress through 

the laminate thickness, at the free edge, predicted by the VKFE and VKFEMS models. 

The stresses are computed at the reduced gauss points that lie along x=0.9808L and 

y=0.9983W. Figure 6.18 shows the distribution of transverse normal stress and transverse 

shear stress across the width of the laminate as predicted by the VKFEMS model (overlay 

mesh 2) and the corresponding VKFE model. The stresses are computed at the reduced
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gauss points that lie along x=0.9808L and z=1.014h. Examination of Figures 6.17 and 

6.18 reveals the same basic trends as discussed for the previous examples using overlay 

meshes | and 2; however, the VKFEMS solution obtained with overlay mesh 4 exhibits 

the slowest convergence of the four VKFEMS models. This slower convergence is due 

to the large number of degrees of freedom in overlay mesh 4 along with the increased 

number of global FSD degrees of freedom that participate in the coupling of the global 

and overlay meshes. Finally it should be noted that the 5x6 LW2 overlay mesh 4 predicts 

stresses that are not significantly different from those predicted by the smaller 3x6 LW2 

overlay meshes 1 and 3. 

In reviewing the results shown in Figures 6.7 through 6.18, several conclusions 

can be drawn. First the speed of convergence of the 2x2 block iterative method is 

influenced by the size of the coupling stiffness matrices [K,,] and [K,,] in the composite 

system of equations. As the size of the coupling stiffness matrices increases, the speed 

of solution convergence decreases. The size of the coupling stiffness matrices is 

dependent on 1) the number of degrees of freedom in the overlay mesh and 2) the number 

of global nodes (actually global d.o.f.) that are covered by the overlay mesh. The sizes 

of the coupling stiffness matrices [K,,] for the VKFEMS models using overlay meshes 

1 through 4 are respectively: 40x4088, 40x6328, 90x4088, and 90x6328. Thus if the 

objective is to create an overlay mesh that will allow fast convergence of the composite 

solution, the overlay mesh should contain as few degrees of freedom as possible and 

should cover as few global FSD elements as possible. All four VKFEMS models 

predicted similar free edge stress fields despite the facts that 1) both 3x6 and 5x6 overlay
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meshes were used and 2) the overlay meshes were superimposed on both one and three 

global FSD elements. Further, the extra FSD degrees of freedom that exist outside the 

LW2 subregion boundary in the VKFE models did not improve the solution over that 

predicted by the VKFEMS models that lacked these extra global FSD degrees of freedom. 

6.5.2 Free edge stresses in a (45/-45), laminate under bending 

Consider a simply supported (45/-45), laminate subjected to a uniform transverse 

load. The laminate has length 2L, width 2W, and thickness 2H. The shape of the 

laminate is defined by L=10W, W=4H, and H=2h where h is the ply thickness. The 

material properties are the same as those used in the previous example in section 6.5.1. 

The origin of the coordinate system will be placed at the bottom center of one of the 

ends of the laminated strip. Since this problem involves bending, there are no planes of 

symmetry; thus the computational domain is (O<x<2L, -W<y<W, 0<z<2H). The 

displacement boundary conditions are 

u,(L,-W,0) = 0 

u,(0,y,z) = u,(2L,y,z) = 0 

u;(0,y,0) = 0. 

The uniform transverse load q, is applied to the upper surface of the laminate and acts 

in the negative z direction. 

To accurately yet efficiently capture the free edge stresses, the VKFEMS model 

is used in a global/local analysis where FSD elements make up the majority of the 

computational domain and a small patch of LW2 elements is used to resolve the free edge 

stress field within a localized region of interest. In this case, the localized region of
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interest is the midspan area of one of the two free edges. In continuing with the goals 

of the previous example problem, the following objectives are identified for this 

VKFEMS example: 

l. Examine the solution convergence for the 2x2 block iterative method used to solve 

the composite system of equations resulting from the VKFEMS model, 

2. Compare the results obtained with the VKFEMS model to the results obtained 

with the VKFE model where both models use comparable levels of discretization 

within the LW2 subregion, 

3. Examine the effect of size and density of the LW2 overlay mesh on the accuracy 

of the free edge stresses. 

To accomplish these objectives, two different VAFEMS models are created. Both models 

use the same coarse 9x6 global mesh of 8-node quadrilateral FSD elements shown in 

Figure 6.19. Each of the FSD elements in the global mesh are of equal length (2L/9); 

however, the width of the elements adjacent to the x-axis is 0.5W, while the width of all 

other elements is 0.25W. To accurately resolve the free edge stresses near the midpoint 

of one of the two free edges, two different independent overlay meshes of LW2 elements 

are created and superimposed on the global mesh of FSD elements to form two different 

VKFEMS composite meshes. The two overlay meshes are also shown in Figure 6.19, 

along with their intended superposition locations. Both overlay meshes consist of a 3x6 

mesh of 8-node quadrilateral LW2 elements. Overlay mesh 1 is superimposed on global 

FSD element 25. Overlay mesh 2 is superimposed on global FSD elements 19, 25, and 

31. Both overlay meshes use the exact same discretization in the y-direction and z-
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direction as shown in Figure 6.20. Thus the two LW2 overlay meshes differ only in the 

discretization in the x-direction and the number of global FSD elements that they cover. 

Both composite meshes feature an abrupt change in the level of inplane 

discretization at the FSD/LW2 boundary. To examine the effect of the inplane mesh 

incompatibility along the FSD/LW2 boundary and the resulting reduced number of FSD 

degrees of freedom outside the LW2 subregion, each of the VKFEMS models will have 

a corresponding VKFE model for comparison. In each case, the VKFEMS and VKFE 

models have the exact same number and distribution of degrees of freedom in the LW2 

subregion. However, since the VKFE models feature a one-to-one correspondence 

between FSD elements and LW2 elements along the FSD/LW2 boundary, the VKFE 

model has more FSD degrees of freedom outside of the LW2 subregion than a 

comparable VKFEMS model. Both the VKFEMS and VKFE models use relaxed 

subregion compatibility. 

Figure 6.21 shows the VKFEMS composite mesh created with overlay mesh | and 

the corresponding VKFE mesh that is used for the control solution. Figure 6.22 shows 

the distribution of transverse normal stress and transverse shear stress through the 

laminate thickness, at the free edge, predicted by the VKFE and VKFEMS models. The 

Stresses are computed at the reduced gauss points that lie along x=0.9786L and 

y=0.9983W. Figure 6.23 shows the distribution of transverse normal stress and transverse 

shear stress across the width of the laminate as predicted by the VKFE and VKFEMS 

models. The stresses are computed at the reduced gauss points that lie along x=0.9786L 

and z=3.021h. Since a block iterative technique is used to solve the 2x2 composite
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system of equations for the VKFEMS model, the solution convergence is demonstrated 

in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 by plotting the stresses for displacement vector tolerances of 1.0, 

0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, and listing the respective number of iterations required. The 

VKFEMS solution obtained during the first iteration is essentially the same solution that 

would be obtained by a non-iterative, sequential global/local analysis where the FSD 

displacements are used as boundary conditions for a subsequent independent 3-D local 

analysis. As seen in both Figures 6.22 and 6.23, the convergence of the VKFEMS 

transverse shear stress (i.e. the dominant interlaminar stress for this particular problem) 

is faster than the convergence of the VKFEMS transverse normal stress. During the 

iterative solution process, the change in the VKFEMS transverse shear stress distribution 

is almost graphically undetectable; even during the first iteration, the VKFEMS transverse 

shear stress is very close to the VKFE control solution. The transverse normal stress 

distribution does undergo a visible change; however, the qualitative nature of the 

distribution remains the similar from the first iteration to final convergence. Figures 6.22 

and 6.23 show that the converged VKFEMS solution agrees very closely with the VKFE 

control solution for both interlaminar stresses (even near the FSD/LW2 boundary), thus 

indicating that the extra FSD degrees of freedom in the VKFE model do not improve the 

solution for this particular problem. 

Figure 6.24 shows the VKFEMS composite mesh created with overlay mesh 2, and 

the corresponding VKFE mesh used for a control solution. Figure 6.25 shows the 

distribution of transverse normal stress and transverse shear stress through the laminate 

thickness, at the free edge, predicted by the VKFE and VKFEMS models. The stresses
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are computed at the reduced gauss points that lie along x=0.9359L and y=0.9983W. 

Figure 6.26 shows the distribution of transverse normal stress and transverse shear stress 

across the width of the laminate as predicted by the VKFEMS model (overlay mesh 2) 

and the corresponding VKFE model. The stresses are computed at the reduced gauss 

points that lie along x=0.9359L and z=3.021h. Examination of Figures 6.25 and 6.26 

reveals the same basic trends as discussed for the previous example using overlay mesh 

1. However, upon comparing Figures 6.22 and 6.23 with Figures 6.24 and 6.25, the 

iterative solution for the VKFEMS model with overlay mesh 2 (Figures 6.25 and 6.26) 

is seen to converge more slowly than the iterative solution for the previous VKFEMS 

model with overlay mesh 1 (Figure 6.22 and 6.23). This result is expected since overlay 

mesh 2 is coupled to more global FSD degrees of freedom than overlay mesh 1, despite 

the fact that both overlay meshes | and 2 contain the same number of degrees of freedom. 

The VKFEMS mesh with overlay mesh 1 contains 40 global FSD degrees of freedom that 

participate in global/overlay coupling while the VKFEMS composite mesh with overlay 

mesh 2 contains 90 global FSD coupling degrees of freedom. Finally, the VWKFEMS 

model with overlay mesh 2 predicts free edge stresses that agree closely with the VKFE 

control mesh. Further, both overlay mesh 1 and overlay mesh 2 predict similar free edge 

stresses, even though one is computed at x=.9786L and the other is computed at 

x=0.9359L thus implying that the solution is not affected by the number of global FSD 

elements that are covered by the LW2 overlay mesh.
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6.5.3 Adhesive stresses in a surface-bonded piezoelectric actuator 

In this section, a complex practical problem is chosen to illustrate a typical 

situation where the advanced capabilities of the VKFEMS model are necessary to achieve 

a tractable solution. The example involves an analysis of the interlaminar stresses in a 

thin adhesive layer used to bond a surface mounted piezoelectric actuator to an aluminum 

plate. Before discussing the analysis, some background information is appropriate. 

In recent years there has been much interest in the use of surface bonded and 

embedded actuators in structural components such as beams, plates, and shells [43,111- 

113]. These actuators typically consist of materials that exhibit useful deformations when 

subjected to temperature changes or applied electric currents. By carefully controlling the 

applied temperature or electric current, the state of deformation in the actuator can be 

carefully controlled as a function of time. The induced strain in the actuator imparts local 

Strains in the structural component to which the actuator is bonded. By using several 

strategically located actuators, the localized strains in the structural component can be 

prescribed to attain the desired global deformation of the structural component. 

To date, most of the research conducted on this topic has focused on the automatic 

control aspects of the structural component/actuator system, without regard to the 

structural integrity and reliability of the system. Despite the apparent effectiveness of 

bonded and embedded actuators in controlling vibration modes and noise emissions in 

structural components, these systems will be of little value if stress concentrations exist 

that preclude a reasonable service life. 

The reliability assessment of a structural component/actuator system begins with
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an accurate stress analysis. The stress analysis of structural component/actuator systems 

is particularly challenging for several reasons. First there are many localized regions 

where stress concentrations can occur due to material and geometric discontinuities. For 

example, the free edges of surface bonded actuators exhibit localized regions of 3-D stress 

states characterized by high transverse shear and/or transverse normal stresses. Further, 

a single structural component may contain many actuators, thus a single problem contains 

may contain many local regions of interest, each of which must be investigated. Second, 

the dimensional differences existing in the structural component/actuator system present 

difficulties. For example, the actuators are typically much smaller and thinner than the 

structural component. Further, the adhesive layer that bonds the actuator to the structural 

component is typically very thin compared to the actuator itself. Stresses in the adhesive 

layer are of particular interest since this is a likely location for damage initiation. To 

accurately determine the stresses in the adhesive layer, a conventional finite element 

model would require complex transition regions to achieve a highly refined mesh within 

a localized region of the adhesive layer, while maintaining an economical yet adequate 

mesh elsewhere. If the structural component/actuator system contained several local 

regions of interest, then the entire finite element mesh (including the transition regions) 

must be reformulated for the analysis of each new local region investigated. 

To illustrate the effectiveness of the VKFEMS model in resolving these local 

effects, consider an unconstrained square aluminum plate with a surface bonded 

piezoelectric actuator shown in Figure 6.27. While this is a relatively simple example of 

a plate/actuator system, it is sufficiently complex to allow illustration of the capabilities
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of the VKFEMS model. The objective of the VKFEMS analysis is to determine the 

transverse stresses in the thin adhesive layer near the free edge of the piezoelectric 

actuator, and to determine the location along the edge of the actuator where the free edge 

stresses in the adhesive layer attain maximum value. The isotropic material properties 

of the aluminum, adhesive and piezoelectric are listed below. 

Aluminum: E=1x10’ psi, G=0.4x10" psi, p=0.25 

Adhesive: E=1x10° psi, G=0.357x10° psi, p=0.4 

Piezoelectric: E=1x10’ psi, G=0.4x10’ psi, =0.25 

The composite plate is loaded by inducing an inplane strain field in the piezoelectric 

actuator (€,, = Ey, = -0.001). 

Due to the symmetry of the problem, the computational domain could be reduced 

to a triangular region occupying one eight of the plate/actuator system; however, to 

simplify the mesh generation and imposition of essential boundary conditions, the 

computational domain will consist of a square region occupying one quadrant of the 

plate/actuator system (O<x/L<1, O0<y/L<1, 0<z/H<1.21). The displacement boundary 

conditions for the quadrant are u,(0,y,z)=0, u,(x,0,z)=0, and u,(0,0,0)=0. 

Figure 6.28 shows a coarse 8x8 global mesh of 8-node quadrilateral FSD elements 

used to capture the macro-behavior of the plate/actuator system. Due to the symmetry 

of the problem it suffices to determine the interlaminar stresses in the adhesive layer 

along either one of the two free edges of the actuator. In this case the stresses will be 

determined along line AB shown in Figure 6.28. While the global mesh of FSD elements 

shown in Figure 6.28 is capable of accurately determining the overall deformed shape of
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Figure 6.27. Unconstrained square aluminum plate with square, surface-bonded, 

piezoelectric actuator (shaded). Thickness of piezoelectric layer and 

adhesive layer are 0.2H and 0.01H respectively. Induced inplane strain in 

piezoelectric is -0.001. Computational domain is (0<x,y<L).
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Figure 6.28 Global mesh of 8-node FSD elements used to capture macro-behavior of 

actuated plate. Region occupied by actuator shown shaded.
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the laminate, the FSD elements completely fail to capture any of the local effects near the 

free edges of the actuator. To capture these local effects along line AB, a series of LW2 

overlay meshes are constructed and superimposed on the 8x8 global FSD mesh. While 

it is possible to create a single LW2 overlay mesh that would be superimposed over a 

subregion encompassing the entire line AB, such a large overlay mesh would result in a 

composite system of equations large enough to severely tax most currently available 

computer systems. Therefore the overall analysis is subdivided by using several relatively 

small LW2 overlay meshes that are superimposed sequentially over different parts of line 

AB, thus resulting in several different global/local analyses. By assimilating the results 

of the various global/local analyses, a composite picture of the interlaminar stresses in the 

adhesive layer can be developed along line AB. 

Since there are four FSD elements uniformly distributed along line AB in the 

global mesh, four LW2 overlay meshes are constructed. The LW2 elements in each of 

the four overlay meshes are 8-node quadrilaterals. The discretization through the laminate 

thickness uses 5 linear layers through the aluminum, three linear layers through the 

adhesive and 3 linear layers through the piezoelectric. The thicknesses of the eleven 

linear layers are, from bottom to top: aluminum (H/4, H/4, H/4, 0.24H, 0.01H), adhesive 

(0.01H/3, 0.01H/3, 0.01H/3), piezoelectric (0.01H, 0.09H, 0.1H). This particular 

transverse discretization is intended to focus computational resources in the adhesive layer 

while maintaining an adequate yet economical transverse discretization in the aluminum 

and piezoelectric materials. While this particular transverse discretization is too coarse 

to permit the definitive solution for this problem, it does possess sufficient refinement to
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discern the qualitative nature of the interlaminar stresses in the adhesive layer and thus 

is adequate for illustration purposes. 

Figure 6.29 shows the first composite mesh (denoted composite mesh 1) formed 

by superimposing a 3x9 overlay mesh of LW2 elements on global FSD elements 25 and 

33. The overlay mesh contains 3 equal length elements in the x-direction and contains 

9 elements of varying length in the y-direction. The lengths of the overlay elements in 

the y-direction are, from y=0.3H to y=0.5H: 0.05H, 0.025H, 0.02H, 0.004H, 0.00067H, 

0.00033H, 0.005H, 0.02H, and 0.075H. Global FSD element 25 is overlaid by 18 of the 

LW2 elements in the overlay mesh while global FSD element 33 is overlaid by 9 of the 

LW2 elements in the overlay mesh. 

The interlaminar stresses computed with composite mesh | are shown in Figures 

6.30 through 6.32. Figure 6.30 shows the distribution of transverse normal stress and 

transverse shear stress along the line defined by x=0.04038L and z=1.005H near the free 

edge of the actuator and adhesive. This line passes through the center of the adhesive 

layer and intersects the free edge at y/L=0.4. The convergence of the 2x2 block iterative 

method is shown by plotting the stresses for displacement vector tolerances of 1.0, 0.01, 

0.001, and 0.0001, and listing the respective number of iterations required. In contrast 

to the previous examples in sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, the transverse normal stress is larger 

than the transverse shear stress for this problem, and it is interesting to note that unlike 

the previous examples, the transverse normal stress converges slightly faster than the 

transverse shear stress for this problem. 

Figure 6.31 shows the converged results for the transverse normal and shear
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Figure 6.29 Composite mesh #1 formed by superimposing a 3x9 overlay mesh of 8- 

node LW2 elements on the 8x8 global mesh of FSD elements. Overlay 

mesh is superimposed on global elements 25 and 33.
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stresses in the adhesive layer at z=1.002H, z=1.005H, and z=1.008H. Within the adhesive 

layer, the interlaminar stresses are constant with respect to the thickness coordinate except 

in the immediate vicinity of the free edge. Near the intersection of the 

adhesive/aluminum interface and the free edge (the z=1.002H line), the transverse normal 

stress appears to exhibit a tensile singularity. Along the other two lines (the z=1.005H 

and z=1.008H lines), the transverse normal stress exhibits a tensile peak and then starts 

to decrease as the free edge is approached. The peak transverse normal stress in the 

adhesive layer is highest near the adhesive/aluminum interface and decreases as the 

adhesive/piezoelectric interface is approached. These high tensile stresses are of particular 

concern in the adhesive layer since adhesives are typically weak in tension. In part b) of 

Figure 6.31, the transverse shear stresses exhibit peak values near the free edge and then 

decreases as the free edge is further approached, thus apparently satisfying the traction 

free boundary conditions at the free edge. Like the transverse normal stress, the peak 

transverse shear stress values are highest near the adhesive/aluminum interface and 

decrease as the adhesive/piezoelectric interface is approached. 

Figure 6.32 shows the distribution of interlaminar normal and shear stresses 

through the thickness of the laminate near the free edge (x=0.04038L, y=0.39993L). The 

convergence of the 2x2 block iterative method is shown by plotting the stresses for 

displacement vector tolerances of 1.0, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, and listing the respective 

number of iterations required. Both the transverse shear and normal stresses have very 

small magnitudes over most of the thickness except in the immediate vicinity of the 

adhesive layer at 1.0H<z<1.01H. In part b) of Figure 6.32, it appears that the traction
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Figure 6.31 Converged VKFEMS solution using composite mesh 1. Interlaminar 

stresses in adhesive layer, x=.04038L, 0.3L<y<0.4L.
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free boundary conditions are violated at the free edge since the transverse shear stress 

attains a relatively large value at z=1.002H; however, as demonstrated in Figure 6.31, the 

transverse shear stress attains a peak value before the free edge is reached and thus is 

decreasing although nonzero. 

Figure 6.33 shows the second composite mesh (denoted composite mesh 2). 

Composite mesh 2 is formed using the same 8x8 global FSD mesh and 3x9 LW2 overlay 

mesh as used in composite mesh 1; however, the overlay mesh is superimposed on a 

different location, namely on global FSD elements 26 and 34. In composite mesh 2, the 

stresses are computed within the center row of elements in the LW2 overlay mesh (Le. 

the row centered along x/L=0.15). The interlaminar stresses in the adhesive layer are 

shown in Figure 6.34 for x=0.159623L, 0.3L<y<0.4L and transverse coordinates 

z=1.002H,1.005H,1.008H. The qualitative nature of these stress distributions is very 

similar to those shown in Figure 6.31; however, the peak values are slightly less. Figure 

6.35 shows the distribution of transverse normal and shear stress through the thickness 

near the free edge (x=0.159623L, y=0.39993L). The distribution is very similar to that 

shown in Figure 6.32 although the peak values are slightly less. Part b) of Figure 6.35 

shows an closeup of the interlaminar stress variation through the thickness of the adhesive 

layer (1.0H<z<1.01H) and it can be clearly seen that the peak interlaminar stresses occur 

at the adhesive/aluminum interface. 

Figure 6.36 shows composite mesh 3 which is formed using the same 8x8 global 

FSD mesh and 3x9 LW2 overlay mesh as used in composite meshes 1 and 2; however, 

the overlay mesh is superimposed on global FSD elements 27 and 35. In composite mesh
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Figure 6.33 Composite mesh #2 formed by superimposing a 3x9 overlay mesh of 8- 

node LW2 elements on the 8x8 global mesh of FSD elements. Overlay 

mesh is superimposed on global elements 26 and 34.
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Figure 6.36 Composite mesh #3 formed by superimposing a 3x9 overlay mesh of 8- 
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3, the stresses are computed within the center row of elements in the LW2 overlay mesh 

(i.e. the row centered along x/L=0.25). The interlaminar stresses in the adhesive layer are 

shown in Figure 6.37 for x=0.2596L, 0.3L<y<0.4L and transverse coordinates 

z=1.002H,1.005H,1.008H. Figure 6.38 shows the distribution of transverse normal and 

shear stress through the thickness near the free edge (x=0.2596L, y=0.39993L). The 

stress results obtained using composite mesh 3 are nearly identical to the results obtained 

using composite meshes 1 and 2, thus indicating that the interlaminar stresses remain 

fairly constant along much of line AB. 

Figure 6.39 shows composite mesh 4 which is formed by superimposing a 9x9 

LW2 overlay mesh on global FSD elements 28, 29, 36 and 37. The larger 9x9 overlay 

mesh is needed to adequately cover the corner of the actuator since there are two free 

edges that need refinement. Figure 6.40 shows the interlaminar stresses in the adhesive 

layer along the diagonal defined by 0.3L<x=y<0.4L for z=1.002H,1.005H,1.008H. The 

qualitative nature of the interlaminar stress distribution is very similar to those obtained 

with the other composite meshes; however, the peak values are much higher. These 

exceptionally high peak stresses are caused by the two free edges that meet at a right 

angle at x=y=0.4L. A close inspection of part b) of Figure 6.40 reveals that even at this 

material/geometric anomaly, the transverse shear stress (at z/H = 1.002, 1.005, 1.008) 

begins to decrease just before the free edge is met, thus implying that the traction free 

boundary conditions are met. Figure 6.41 shows the distribution of interlaminar stresses 

through the laminate thickness at the reduced gauss point nearest the free corner (i.e. at 

x=y=0.39993L). Other than the exceptionally high peak stress values, the qualitative
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nature of the interlaminar stress distributions is similar to those obtained with the earlier 

composite meshes. 

Finally, Figure 6.42 shows a composite picture of the interlaminar stresses in the 

adhesive layer along line AB. These stress results were obtained collectively from 

composite meshes | through 4 and pieced together. Part a) of Figure 6.42 shows the 

variation of the transverse normal stress along line AB for transverse coordinates 

z=1.002H,1.005H,1.008H. Notice that the transverse normal stress remains relatively 

constant with respect to x over most of line AB. As the free corner is approached (at 

x=0.4L) the transverse normal stress increases dramatically. The highest transverse 

normal stress occurs at the intersection of the adhesive/aluminum interface and the free 

corner, thus this point is the most likely location for debonding to initiate. Part b) of 

Figure 6.42 shows the variation of the transverse shear stress 6,, along line AB for 

transverse coordinates z=1.002H,1.005H,1.008H. Even though the traction free boundary 

conditions do not require 6,, to be zero along the free edge AB, 6,, remains insignificant 

over much of free edge AB. However, as the free edge at x=0.4L is approached, o,, 

increases dramatically, attaining peak value just before the free edge is met. A close 

inspection of part b) of Figure 6.42 reveals that, in accordance with the traction free 

boundary conditions, 6,, does decrease as the free edge is met.
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Figure 6.37 Converged VKFEMS solution using composite mesh 3. Interlaminar 

Stresses in adhesive layer, x=.25962L, 0.3L<y<0.4L.
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7.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Summary 

A hierarchical, displacement-based, global/local finite element model is developed 

to permit the accurate, efficient, and convenient analysis of localized three-dimensional 

effects in laminated composite plates. The model is developed using hierarchical, 

multiple assumed displacement fields at two different levels: (1) at the element level, and 

(2) at the mesh level. 

First, by superimposing a hierarchy of assumed displacement fields in the same 

finite element domain, a new variable kinematic, finite element is developed. The 

displacement fields in the hierarchy all share the same assumed inplane variation, but 

differ in their assumed transverse variation. 

The underlying foundation of the variable kinematic element’s composite 

displacement field is provided by a two-dimensional "equivalent single-layer" plate theory 

(e.g. the first order shear deformation theory). Next, a general layerwise displacement 

field is included as an optional, incremental enhancement to the displacement field of the 

two-dimensional plate theory, so that the element can have full three-dimensional 

modeling capability when needed. In addition, a piecewise constant field is included to 

simplify the modeling of single or multiple delaminations. Depending on the desired 

level of accuracy, an element can use none, part, or all of the layerwise field to create a 

hierarchy of different elements having a wide range of kinematic complexity and 

representing a number of different mathematical models. Discrete layer transverse shear 
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effects and discrete layer transverse normal effects can be independently added to the 

element by including appropriate terms from the layerwise field. 

In a 2-D mesh of variable kinematic finite elements, each one of the elements is 

capable of simulating any of the element types in the hierarchy. Due to the hierarchical 

nature of the multiple assumed displacement fields, displacement continuity can be 

maintained between different types of elements in the hierarchy (i.e. elements based on 

different mathematical models) by simply enforcing homogeneous essential boundary 

conditions on certain terms in the composite displacement field along the incompatible 

boundary. This simple process can easily be automated and subsequently removed form 

the concern of the user/analyst. Thus, in a single 2-D mesh of variable kinematic finite 

elements, it is possible to designate several different subregions that are described by 

elements that are based on different mathematical models. The variable kinematic 

elements circumvent the inconvenience and problems associated with the traditional 

methods of maintaining displacement continuity across incompatible subdomains (e.g. 

multipoint constraints, special transition elements, and penalty methods). 

Despite the obvious utility of variable kinematic finite elements, a simultaneous 

multiple model analysis based solely on the use of variable kinematic elements has a 

Significant restriction: all subregions of the computational domain must maintain inplane 

mesh compatibility along all subregion boundaries. This restriction necessitates the use 

of two-dimensional transition zones, i.e. areas where the inplane mesh undergoes a rapid 

change in the level of discretization so that a highly discretized region can be connected 

to a nearby coarsely discretized region.
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In an effort to avoid the problems associated with 2-D transition zones, 

hierarchical, multiple assumed displacement fields are used at the mesh level in a finite 

element mesh superposition scheme. In this particular adaptation of the finite element 

mesh superposition technique, the variable kinematic finite elements are used to form the 

independent, local, overlay meshes that can be superimposed on a pre-existing mesh of 

conventional 2-D plate elements. Due to the hierarchical interpretation of the resulting 

composite displacement field, the overlay mesh and the original mesh need not have 

compatible discretization. Thus the size, shape, density and superimposed location of the 

VKFE overlay mesh can be tailored to fit the needs of the analyst regardless of the 

topology of the original global mesh. 

The hierarchical, displacement-based, global local finite element model is used to 

analyze a number of laminated composite plate problems that contain local anomalies that 

cause the formation of significant three-dimensional stress fields. These problems include 

free edge effects in laminates under extension and bending, adhesive bonds, and surface 

mounted piezoelectric actuators. 

7.2 Conclusions 

Based on the numerical results obtained during the solution of the examples 

problems in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

1. The hierarchical, 2-D, displacement-based, global/local finite element 

model (i.e. the VKFEMS model) provides an accurate, efficient, and convenient 

tool for the analysis of localized 3-D effects in laminated composite plates. The 

main contribution of the present formulation is a significant increase in
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convenience to the user/analyst, thus extending the global/local operating envelope 

to include problems that were once too tedious to solve. Compared to global/local 

methodologies that are based on special transition elements, multipoint constraint 

equations, or interface functionals, the present formulation is easier to automate 

for general laminate analysis, and subsequently requires less user intervention. 

In using either the VKFE model or the VKFEMS model to determine the 

free edge stress field within a localized subregion of a laminate, the computed 

stresses are as accurate as those computed with a full 3-D finite element model, 

provided that the size of the LW2 subregion is sufficiently large. Specifically, in 

the direction normal to the free edge, the LW2 subregion should extend far 

enough to encompass the entire boundary layer region. In the direction tangent 

to the free edge, the length of the LW2 subregion should be at least two times the 

width of the boundary layer. Even if the size of the LW2 subregion falls 

significantly short of these specifications, the computed free edge stresses are most 

often qualitatively similar to the true stresses. In most problems the width of the 

boundary layer is not known a-priori; however, examination of the interlaminar 

stresses predicted by a global/local analysis will reveal whether or not the 

boundary layer was completely encompassed by LW2 elements. If the size of the 

LW2 subregion was sufficient, then the distribution of the transverse shear stresses 

and transverse normal stresses will be smooth across the FSD/LW2 boundary or 

LW1/LW2 boundary. 

Two types of compatibility conditions were examined for connecting FSD,
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LW1, and LW2 subregions: (1) strict subregion compatibility, and (2) relaxed 

subregion compatibility. The transverse shear stresses computed using both types 

of compatibility conditions were similar. | However, relaxed subregion 

compatibility permitted the transverse normal stress to be accurately computed 

over a much larger portion of the LW2 subregion. Enforcing strict subregion 

compatibility causes the laminate to be either transversely pinched or stretched 

along the LW2/FSD boundary or LW2/LW1 boundary. If the LW2 subregion is 

too small, this pinching/stretching can adversely affect the computed transverse 

normal stress in all parts of the LW2 subregion, even in locations far from a 

LW2/FSD boundary or LW2/LW1 boundary. However, provided that the LW2 

subregion is sufficiently large, the computed transverse normal stress was similar 

for both subregion compatibility types in all parts of the LW2 subregion except 

near the LW2/FSD boundary. 

When computing element stresses within an LW2 subregion, the stresses 

should not be computed in those LW2 elements that lie adjacent to a FSD/LW2 

subregion boundary, unless the particular element lies outside a "boundary layer 

region" where significant 3-D stress fields exist. 

For global/local problems, the 2x2 block iterative method proved to be 

efficient for solving the composite system of equilibrium equations generated by 

the VKFEMS model. In general, the required number of iterations increased as 

the number of global: coupling degrees of freedom increased. Thus for a given 

pair of meshes (i.e. a global mesh with ’x’ degrees of freedom, and an overlay
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mesh with ’y’ degrees of freedom) the required number of iterations increases 

with the ratio (overlay mesh area)/(global mesh area). Note that for "global/local" 

problems, this ratio is typically low; thus the block iterative method is effective. 

During the iterative solution process, the results obtained during the first 

iteration of the 2x2 block iterative method are essentially the same as those 

obtained by a non-iterating two-step global/local analysis [57-59], where the 

influence of the local region solution upon the global region solution is not 

considered. During the iterative solution process, the interlaminar stresses 

achieved visual convergence for displacement vector tolerances as high as 0.001. 

In solving problems with VKFE models and VKFEMS models where both 

models contain the same level of discretization within the LW2 subregion, the 

solution accuracy was similar despite the fact that the VKFE model typically had 

significantly more global FSD degrees of freedom than the VKFEMS model. 

Thus the lack of excess FSD degrees of freedom near the FSD/LW2 subregion 

boundary did not affect the quality of the solution in the VKFEMS model. 

Further the quality of the VKFEMS solution did not appear to be affected by the 

number of global FSD elements that the LW2 overlay mesh covered; however the 

solution was affected by the number of degrees of freedom in the LW2 overlay 

mesh. 

For accurately resolving localized 3-D stress fields, it is obvious that the 

local region needs to be discretized with LW2 elements. Further, the LW2 

elements should contain at least three linear layers or at least two quadratic layers
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per distinct material ply if reasonably accurate 3-D stresses are desired. For 

laminates with a large number of distinct material plies, it may be necessary to 

resort to ply grouping in order to conserve enough computational resources to 

achieve this recommended level of discretization within a small select group of 

adjacent plies. 

However, if the objective is to accurately compute a scalar, integral 

quantity such as the energy release rate along a delamination front, then the 

necessary type of element and the necessary level of discretization is not so 

obvious. Thus it is imperative that the analyst be able to easily change the 

characteristics of the mesh in the immediate vicinity of the delamination front. 

These characteristics include the inplane mesh density, the transverse 

discretization, the kinematics, and the constitutive relations. The VKFEMS model 

permits each of these characteristics to be changed with minimal effort. 

The correct iterative suppression of delamination surface overlap can have 

a very significant effect of the magnitude of the individual components of the total 

energy release rate, depending on the loading conditions and the location of the 

overlap region relative to the delamination front. 

For the delamination example problems, the computed total energy release 

rate (G) was somewhat insensitive to the type of layerwise elements (e.g. LW1 

elements, LW1 elements with ply grouping, LW2 elements, LW2 elements with 

ply grouping) that surrounded the delamination front in all but the thickest 

laminates. However, the individual components of the total energy release rate
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appeared to be much more sensitive to the type of layerwise element, with the 

effect being more pronounced for thicker laminates. The individual components 

of the energy release rate computed with the LW1 elements (with ply grouping) 

differed significantly from the values obtained by the other types of layerwise 

elements. In comparing the EDT specimen results obtained with the LW1 

elements (w/o ply grouping) and the LW2 elements (with ply grouping) to the 

more exact LW2 elements (w/o ply grouping), the energy release rate components 

predicted by the LW2 elements (with ply grouping) were more accurate over a 

wider range than those of the LW1 elements (w/o ply grouping). This suggests 

that the inclusion of transverse normal strain is important in mixed mode 

delamination problems, even if it is crudely represented through ply grouping. 

Recommendations 

The following topics represent logical, potentially fruitful, extensions of the 

present research, and are thus recommended for further study. 

l. The variable kinematic finite elements should be extended to model general 

laminated shells. The mesh superposition strategy should be generalized to permit 

the superposition of meshes representing two-dimensional curved surfaces. 

A 2x2 block iterative method was used to solve the composite system of 

equilibrium equations. This technique proved to be efficient when a small 

percentage of the global degrees of freedom participated in the coupling stiffness 

matrix. For situations where the overlay mesh covers a more extensive portion 

of the global mesh, alternative solution techniques should be explored or
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developed. 

In developing the variable kinematic finite elements, the ESL portion of 

the composite displacement field could be expanded to include higher order terms 

for both the inplane and transverse displacement components. In particular, by 

including linear and quadratic terms in the expression for the transverse 

displacement component, strict subregion compatibility could be used without 

inducing spurious pinching or stretching of the laminate along ESL/LW2 

boundaries. 

The VKFEMS model can be extended to include geometric nonlinearity 

(i.e. both large displacement nonlinearity and large strain nonlinearity) and 

material nonlinearity. Due to the hierarchical nature of the assumed displacement 

fields used in the VKFEMS model, only the large displacement terms in the FSD 

field need to be considered. However, when including large strain effects, the 

contribution of all three of the assumed displacement fields should be accounted 

for. Further, due to the use of the layerwise displacement fields, it is probably 

more appropriate to use a total Lagrangian formulation than an updated 

Lagrangian formulation.
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In a single 2-D mesh of variable kinematic finite elements, it is possible to 

designate several different subregions that are described by elements that are based on 

different mathematical models. Due to the hierarchical nature of the multiple assumed 

displacement field, displacement continuity can be maintained between different types of 

elements in the hierarchy (i.e. elements based on different mathematical models) by 

simply enforcing homogeneous essential boundary conditions on certain terms in the 

composite displacement field along the incompatible boundary. Thus the variable 

kinematic elements circumvent the inconvenience and problems associated with the 

traditional methods of maintaining displacement continuity across incompauble 

subdomains (e.g. multipoint constraints, special transition elements, and penalty methods).
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